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As David White explains in the Introduction to Tantra in Practice, Tantra is an Asian body
of beliefs and practices that seeks to channel the divine energy that grounds the universe,
in creative and liberating ways. The subsequent chapters reflect the wide geographical and
temporal scope of Tantra by examining thirty-six texts from China, India, Japan, Nepal,
and Tibet, ranging from the seventh century to the present day, and representing the full
range of Tantric experience - Buddhist, Hindu, Jain, and even Islamic. Each text has been
chosen and translated, often for the first time, by an international expert in the field who
also provides detailed background material. Students of Asian religions and general readers
alike will find the book rich and informative.
The book includes plays, transcribed interviews, poetry, parodies, inscriptions, instructional texts, scriptures, philosophical conjectures, dreams, and astronomical speculations,
each text illustrating one of the diverse traditions and practices of Tantra. Thus, the nineteenth-century Indian Buddhist Garland of Gems, a series of songs, warns against the illusion of appearance by referring to bees, yogurt, and the fire of Malaya Mountain; while
fourteenth-century Chinese Buddhist manuscripts detail how to prosper through the Seven
Stars of the Northern Dipper by burning incense, making offerings to scriptures, and chanting
incantations. In a transcribed conversation, a modern Hindu priest in Bengal candidly explains how he serves the black goddess Kali and feeds temple skulls lentils, wine, or rice. A
seventeenth-century Nepalese Hindu praise-poem hammered into the golden doors to the
temple of the Goddess Taleju lists a king's faults and begs her forgiveness and grace. An
introduction accompanies each text, identifying its period and genre, discussing the history and influence of the work, and identifying points of particular interest or difficulty.
The first book to bring together texts from the entire range of Tantric phenomena, Tantra
in Practice continues the Princeton Readings in Religions series. The breadth of work included, geographic areas spanned, and expert scholarship highlighting each piece serve to
expand our understanding of what it means to practice Tantra.
David Gordon White is Associate Professor in the Department of Religious Studies at the
University of California, Santa Barbara. A specialist in the religions of South Asia, he is the
author of Myths of the Dog-Man and The Alchemical Body: Siddha Traditions in Medieval
India.
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Princeton Readings in Religions is a new series of anthologies on the religions of
the world, representing the significant advances that have been made in the study
of religions in the last thirty years. The sourcebooks used by previous generations
of students, whether for Judaism and Christianity or for the religions of Asia and
the Middle East, placed a heavy emphasis on "canonical works." Princeton Readings in Religions provides a different configuration of texts in an attempt better
to represent the range of religious practices, placing particular emphasis on the
ways in which texts have been used in diverse contexts. The volumes in this series
therefore include ritual manuals, hagiographical and autobiographical works,
popular commentaries, and folktales, as well as some ethnographic material. Many
works are drawn from vernacular sources. The readings in the series are new in
two senses. First, very few of the works contained in the volumes have ever been
made available in an anthology before; in the case of the volumes on Asia, few
have even been translated into a Western language. Second, the readings are new
in the sense that each volume provides new ways to read and understand the
religions of the world, breaking down the sometimes misleading stereotypes inherited from the past in an effort to provide both more expansive and more
focused perspectives on the richness and diversity of religious expressions. The
series is designed for use by a wide range of readers, with key terms translated
and technical notes omitted. Each volume also contains a substantial introduction
by a distinguished scholar in which the histories of the traditions are outlined
and the significance of each of the works is explored.
Tantra in Practice is the eighth volume of Princeton Readings in Religions and
the first substantial anthology of Tantric works ever to appear in English. The
thirty-nine contributors, drawn from around the world, are leading scholars of
Tantra. Each contributor has provided a translation of a key work, in most cases
translated here for the first time. Each chapter in the volume begins with an
introduction in which the translator discusses the history and influence of the
work, identifying points of particular difficulty or interest. David White has provided a general introduction to the volume that serves as an ideal guide to the
riches contained between the covers of this book. He has organized the volume
thematically, providing fascinating juxtapositions of works from different regions,
periods, and traditions. Two additional tables of contents are provided, organizing
the works by tradition and by country of origin.
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The range of works represented here is remarkable, spanning the continent of
Asia and the traditions of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, and Islam over more
than a millennium. With the publication of this volume, the long disparaged and
neglected Tantric traditions of Asia receive the attention they so rightly deserve.
This is a groundbreaking work.
Donald S. Lopez, Jr.
Series Editor

NOTE ON
TRANSLITERATION

The works in this volume are translated from many Indic languages, as well as
from the Chinese, Japanese, and Tibetan languages. In the case of the Indic
languages, the translators have, in general, adhered to the standard
transliteration system for each of the languages. Certain common place names,
proper names, and selected terms that have entered into English usage on the
Indian subcontinent are shown without diacritical marks. Chinese terms appear
in Pinyin. Japanese terms appear in Hepburn transliteration. Tibetan terms are
rendered in a phonetic equivalent by the translator, after which the term is
provided in Wylie transliteration. Modern place-names and names of modern
authors and editors are transliterated without diacriticals.
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INTRODUCTION

Tantra in Practice: Mapping a Tradition

David Gordon White

As with all the books in this series, the present volume has the word "practice"
in its title. Practice is impossible without agents of practice, that is, practitioners,
and the first four sections of this volume comprise those contributions that focus
on Tantric practitioners or actors. These include Tantric preceptors (gurus) and
their followers; kings and priests; and devotees and the Tantric gods they worship
(for the gods too are Tantric actors). These relationships were not static, however,
and the fourth section contains accounts of traditions in transition and conflict.
The last three sections of the volume are devoted to the practices themselves.
Those contributions which describe the broad general practice of an entire tradition or region of the Tantric world make up the fifth section. A wide gamut of
types or elements of Tantric practice, both external rites and their internal correlates, is explored in sections six and seven.
It may be that the ideal medium for a presentation of Tantric practice (or any
practice, for that matter) would be a video or CD-ROM, in which one could
actually view Tantric practitioners practicing their Tantra. This is impossible for
a number of reasons - Tantric secrecy, the fact that many of the practices detailed
here disappeared centuries ago, the practical limitations of scholarly publishing so the reader is presented with a thick book. But books have their advantages as
well, and the Tantras themselves (which are texts) clearly state that scripture is
the necessary complement to the oral teachings one receives from the mouth of
one's guru. Furthermore, "pure" practice without interpretive theory is like a map
without a legend: if you don't know what the various elements of the practice
mean, then it is nothing but empty gestures. The reader should therefore not be
susprised to find that this volume on Tantric practice contains a significant
amount of material on Tantric theory. Very often, this is built into the structure
of the Tantric texts themselves: instructions for practice are contextualized in the
theories - of man, the universe, and everything - that undergird them. Yet these
theories can be as impenetrable as the practices themselves, especially in such
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esoteric traditions as these. Therefore, a second level of interpretation is in order,
and this is the invaluable contribution of the thirty-nine scholars whose chapters
are presented here, for not only have they translated the many languages of the
Tantras into English but they have also translated the multifaceted Tantric worldview into comprehensible language in their introductory essays.
I have attempted to do the same in this general introduction, and the reader
will find that my analysis is based in no small part on the work of these same
scholars, whose publications I cite. In this introduction, names in [square brackets] refer to contributions found in this volume; references in (parentheses) refer
to works found in the bibliography to this essay.

Can Tantra Be Mapped?
The contributions brought together in this volume all treat of Tantra, a body of
religious practice that has long defied scholarly attempts at definition. There are
many who maintain that Tantra or "Tantrism" is a Western category, imposed
upon Asian traditions in much the same way that the term "Hinduism" was applied, some centuries ago, to a wide swath of mainstream religious beliefs and
practices found on the Indian subcontinent. As Gertrude Stein did for the city of
Oakland, such persons assert on the subject of Tantra that there is no "there"
there. One could make the same claim regarding much of the terminology we
live with, of course: the categories of "religion," "democracy," and "art," for example, prove to be quite nebulous when exposed to the glare of critical scrutiny.
Others would maintain that the Indian parable of the blind men and the elephant
is applicable to Tantra. Depending on which part of the elephant (which specific
Tantric tradition) a given blind man (scholar) is touching (studying), his account
of the animal (Tantra) will vary widely from that of his fellow blind man. The
scholar examining the fine hard tusk of pure Buddhist esotericism in modernday Japan would find herself hard pressed to recognize that the deeply furrowed
hide of the medieval Indian Kapalika's (Skull-Bearer's) practice [Lorenzen] is a
part of the same Tantric organism.
Then there are the Western dilettantes, the self-proclaimed Tantric entrepreneurs, who have hitched their elephant-wagons to the New Age star to peddle a
dubious product called Tantric Sex, which they (and their clientele) assume to
be all there ever was to Tantra. It is certainly the case that the earliest accounts
of Tantra to reach the West were colonial descriptions from India, penned by
missionaries or administrators who presented its practices as particularly abominable excrescences of South Asian superstition. Their descriptions often included
shocking images of wholesale orgy in which every taboo was broken and all
human propriety perverted. Over the past two hundred years, there have been
three sorts of reactions to these distorted images. The first of these is that of India
itself: colonial and postcolonial Indians simply deny that such has ever existed;
or if it has, that it has had anything to do with Hinduism (another term that defies
categorization). The second is that of Tantric scholar-practitioners, both Asian
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and Western, who, in an attempt to rehabilitate this image of Tantra, have emphasized the refined ("right-handed") philosophical speculation that grew out of
preexisting ("left-handed") Tantric practices - some of which were of a sexual or
transgressive nature - while generally denying the foundational importance of
transgressivity or sexuality to the traditions themselves. The third, already mentioned, is that of the for-profit purveyors of Tantric Sex, who have no compunctions about appropriating a misguided nineteenth-century polemic to peddle their
shoddy wares.
' All three interpretive strategies may be viewed as legacies of the original "text"
of colonial misrepresentations of Tantra in India. All three tend to imagine Tantra
as a timeless, unalterable essence or excrescence that did not undergo any changes
either prior to or since its nineteenth-century "coming out," and that remained
constant as it was carried outward from India into every part of Asia. As the
variety of contributions to this volume show, neither the sensationalist colonial
representations nor the unsatisfactory monothetic responses to them, either "for"
or "against," stand up against the empirical data. The picture that emerges is rather
one of a complex array of ritual, theoretical, and narrative strategies that are
specific to their various religious, cultural, sociopolitical, geographical, and historical contexts. Yet for all this, there nonetheless exists a grouping of common
denominators that should permit us to classify these as so many varieties of a
single tradition, the "there" of Tantra.
In the pages that follow, I attempt to tease out the parameters and lineaments
of this thing called Tantra from a number of perspectives. The first of these is
thematic or phenomenological. This is mainly a comparative endeavor, in which
the common elements of many types of Tantric theory and practice arejuxtaposed
and synthesized. This sort of outsider's assessment of Tantra is an etic one: made
from a variety of perspectives, it will tend to characterize Tantra in ways not
necessarily recognizable to Tantric practitioners themselves. The Tantric insider's
or emic view must of necessity also be incorporated into our description. These
two perspectives, when juxtaposed with one another, ought to provide us with a
Tantric "ideology" - that is, a set of categorical "lenses" through which Tantric
practitioners have made sense of their practice within their broader worldview
(their ontology) and understandings of power in the world (their religious polity),
and human salvation in or beyond this world (their soteriology). Systems of practice that are incompatible with or unadaptable to lived experience on the one
hand, and to an imagined ontology, polity, and soteriology on the other, will not
persist through time. Perhaps unbeknownst to themselves, practitioners are constantly testing their traditions against lived reality, and although religious change
is notoriously slow, it is nonetheless inexorable. Therefore, if there is still something called Tantra that has persisted since its origins in the middle of the first
millennium of the common era down to the present day - and I contend that
there is - its architectonics should be discernable through its emic categories.
Our approach, then, will consist of an inductive linking of the most salient features
of Tantric practice to specific and general Tantric precepts.
The second perspective adopted here is historical. It is the case that every South
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and East Asian religious tradition has had a Tantric phase or component, and
many of these continue down to the present day. However, none of these have
continued unchanged since the original Tantric impetus, and it is for this reason
that our account of Tantra must be historical. No synchronic taxonomy of the
salient features of Tantric theory and practice will suffice; only through a diachronic or evolutionary overview of the various schools, sects, scriptures, bodies
of practice, and lines of transmission that have comprised Tantra will we be able
to make sense of this tradition. Such a historical accounting must not, moreover,
be limited to a simple history of ideas. It must engage as well with ground-level
practice, imagery, institutions, political realities, and the interface between public
and private religion.
Third, our approach must attend to the human agents or actors in the dissemination and transformation of Tantric doctrines and practices. Here the following
questions must be addressed. Which Tantric practitioners have practiced for
themselves, and which have practiced for others as Tantric specialists? What have
been the social and religious backgrounds of the latter? Who have constituted
their clienteles? What have been their clients' motives for engaging them to perform their functions? When a king or other potentate is a Tantric practitioner,
what impact does his patronage have on religious institutions and the religious
and political life of his subjects? What has been the nature of the interface between
"popular" and "elite" forms of practice? How do theory and practice change when
practice becomes individual as opposed to collective?
Finally, a word about the scope of this endeavor. Because this is a comparative
enterprise (in which different forms of Tantra, from different historical periods,
religious traditions, and sociopolitical contexts are being compared), the question
of parameters arises: where does one draw the line between "Tantra" and "notTantra"? In other words, if we are attempting to delimit Tantra from other forms
of religious practice in Asia, what are our criteria to be for determining Tantra's
specificity? What is it that has made Tantra stand out from the mainstream (or
in some cases, as the mainstream) as a body of practice to live for - and sometimes
to fight for, to kill for, or to die for? Throughout the fifteen hundred years of its
history, Tantra has rarely left people indifferent, and this has been precisely due
to the fact that it has been viewed as something different.
Our definition of Tantra must therefore attend to Tantra's difference, but here
as well we must tread with caution. We may speak in terms of a "hard core" and
a "soft core" of Tantra. The former, composed solely of those elements of Tantric
doctrine and practice that are not found anywhere else in the Asian religious
traditions under study, would provide us with a sharply defined but very limited
account of Tantra - and one that would, moreover, probably exclude many of
the doctrines and practices that practitioners have themselves deemed to be Tantric. A more inclusive, "soft core," definition tends to break down, however, because its parameters will encompass doctrines and practices found in nearly all
forms of the various Asian traditions, from the Vedas and early teachings of the
Buddha and Mahavira down through conventional forms of Hinduism, Jainism,
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Buddhism, Daoism, and Shinto, as well as in many nonelite forms of Asian religious practice. For example, much of mainstream Hindu devotional ritual - preliminary purifications, the use of mantras for honoring the deity, forms of worship,
and so on - has its origins in the scriptures of the "soft core" of Hindu Tantra,
the Saiva Agamas. Elsewhere, the Tantric dictum that the human being (as opposed to an animal or a deity) is the creature best suited to salvation or liberation
through Tantric practice differs little from anthropocentric doctrines of the
broader Hindu, Buddhist, or Jain mainstream. The danger here is that everything
becomes Tantra, and our category loses its specificity.
Yet, at the same time, if we were to deny that this "soft core" is authentically
Tantric, we would fly in the face of the emic understandings of householders and
ritual specialists from the modern-day Tantric mainstream, including Hindu Srividya practitioners in India and Nepal, Buddhist Gelugpa practitioners in Tibet
and the Tibetan diaspora, and practitioners of pure Buddhist esotericism (mikkyo,
from the Chinese mijiao, "esoteric teaching") in Japan. If these practitioners consider their daily religious observances as well as their life-cycle rites and postmortem rituals to be Tantric, who are we to say they are wrong?

A Working Definition
Tantra has persisted and often thrived throughout Asian history since the middle
of the first millennium of the common era. Its practitioners have lived in India,
China, Japan, Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Korea, and Mongolia, as
well as in the "Greater India" of medieval Southeast Asia: Cambodia, Burma, and
Indonesia. No form of medieval Hinduism, Buddhism, orjainism [Dundas] has
been without a Tantric component; and some South Asian Islamic traditions have,
as well, borne a Tantric stamp [Khan]. In Hindu India, the Paficaratra [Flood],
Gaudlya Vaisnava, Sahajiya, Pasupata, Kapalika, Saiva Siddhanta, Siddha Kaula,
Yogini Kaula, Krama, Trika, Srividya, Pascimamnaya, Nath Siddha, Aghori, Bengali Sakta-Vaisnava and Baul traditions, and Tamil Nayanar and Alvar traditions
(Hudson], have all been Tantric or heavily colored by Tantra.
Although Buddhism disappeared from India in the thirteenth century, India
was the source of the Buddhist Mahasiddha tradition [Kapstein] and the cradle
of Buddhist Tantra in its Mahayana, Mantrayana, and Vajrayana (including Kalacakra [Newman]) forms. In Java, the layout of the massive Borobadur monument, begun in the eighth century, is that of a massive cosmogram, perhaps the
dharmadhatu-mandala, a Buddhist Tantric rendering of the enlightened universe.
The late tenth-century author of the Buddhist Kalacakra Tantra, although he may
have been born in Java (Newman 1985: 85), probably composed his work, which
contains a number of references to Islam, in what is now central Pakistan (Orofino
1997). Tibetan Buddhism is by definition a Tantric tradition: this applies to the
four major orders (the Nyingmapas, Kagyupas, Sakyapas, and Gelugpas), as well
as to the Dzogchen [Klein] and other syncretistic traditions. Much of the ritual
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of the medieval Chinese state was Tantric, and it was from China that nearly all
of the Buddhist Tantric traditions of Japan were transmitted. In China, Tantra has
survived since the twelfth century C.E. within Daoist ritual practice, and it has
been said that Daoism is the most enduring Chinese monument to Tantric Buddhism (Strickmann 1996: 49). Elsewhere, the Chinese Chan (a Sinicization of
Sanskrit dhydna, "meditation") school lives on in Japan as Zen Buddhism [Bodiford]. In Burma, the Zawgyis, Theravada monk-alchemists, have for centuries
combined elements of Theravada Buddhism, Daoism, and Tantric alchemy in their
practice. Cambodian inscriptions indicate the presence of Hindu tantrikas (practitioners of Tantra) there in the medieval period. Present-day Balinese Hinduism
betrays its medieval Indian Tantric origins, and Sri Lankan cults of the "demonic"
beings known as yakkhas (yaksas in Sanskrit) and of Kataragama (the equivalent
of Skanda/Manjusri) contain elements that may be qualified as Tantric. In Japan,
all of the eight schools of Buddhism have a Tantric pedigree, although Shingon
and Tendai have been Japan's most sucessful exponents of "Pure Buddhist
Esotericism."
Finally, the constitutional monarchies of Nepal and Bhutan are the world's sole
surviving "Tantric kingdoms"; their state ceremonial comprises Hindu Tantric
liturgies and rituals, and nearly all of their deities are Tantric. One of these,
Bhairava, is a Tantric god found in every part of Asia, and worshiped in a Tantric
mode by Hindus, Jains, and Buddhists alike. Similarly, the goddesses and gods
Tara, Ambika, Aksobhya, Mahakala, Ganesa, Avalokitesvara-Lokesvara-GuanyinKannon, and Skanda-Manjusri, as well as numerous groups of multiple Tantric
deities, are found throughout much of Asia. It is the pan-Asian existence of deities
such as these that supports an argument that medieval and precolonial Asian
religions, rather than having been discrete Tantric Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain
traditions, were, to a great extent, Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain varieties of an overarching tradition called "Tantra."
On what theoretical basis or bases may we term all of these medieval, precolonial,
or modem traditions "Tantric"? I will begin by borrowing a definition proposed by
Madeleine Biardeau and broadened by Andre Padoux. Padoux (1986: 273), citing
Biardeau, begins by saying that the doctrinal aspect of Tantra is "an attempt to place
kama, desire, in every sense of the word, in the service of liberation . . . not to
sacrifice this world for liberation's sake, but to reinstate it, in varying ways, within
the perspective of salvation. This use of kama and of all aspects of this world
to gain both worldly and supernatural enjoyments (bhukri) and powers (siddhis),
and to obtain liberation in this life (jivanmukti), implies a particular attitude on the
part of the Tantric adept toward the cosmos, whereby he feels integrated within
an all-embracing system of micro-macrocosmic correlations."
This definition concentrates on the goals of Tantric practice (sadhana). Here, I
wish to add a consideration of the nature of Tantric practice itself. Tantric practice
is an effort to gain access to and appropriate the energy or enlightened consciousness of the absolute godhead that courses through the universe, giving its creatures life and the potential for salvation. Humans in particular are empowered to
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realize this goal through strategies of embodiment - that is, of causing that divine
energy to become concentrated in one or another sort of template, grid, or mesocosm - prior to its internalization in or identification with the individual microcosm. With this, I offer the following working definition of Tantra:
Tantra is that Asian body of beliefs and practices which, working from the principle
that the universe we experience is nothing other than the concrete manifestation of ,
the divine energy of the godhead that creates and maintains that universe, seeks to
ritually appropriate and channel that energy, within the human microcosm, in creative and emancipatory ways.
This definition, however, must be modified according to its contexts, given that
it would probably be rejected out of hand by many Tantric practitioners, who
would find it at variance with their own particular doctrines and perspectives.
Buddhists, for example, would be inclined to replace the term "energy" with
"teaching" or "enlightened consciousness," whereas a village-level practitioner
would, if asked, probably feel more comfortable with the term "beings." However,
when this definition is shown to be applicable to major forms of Tantric practice
across the gamut of its regional and vernacular Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain forms
in Asia, it becomes a valuable organizing principle.
The Tantric Mandala
The key to understanding Tantric practice is the mandala, the energy grid that
represents the constant flow of divine and demonic, human and animal impulses
in the universe, as they interact in both constructive and destructive patterns.
Like the Vedic sacrificial altar of which it is a streamlined form, the mandala is a
mesocosm, mediating between the great and small (the universal macrocosm and
the individual microcosm), as well as between the mundane and the sublime (the
protocosm of the visible world of human experience and the transcendent-yetimmanent metacosm that is its invisible fount). This grid is three dimensional, in
the sense that it locates the supreme deity (god, goddess, celestial buddha, bodhisattva, or enlightened tirthankara), the source of that energy and ground of
the grid itself, at the center and apex of a hierarchized cosmos. All other beings,
including the practitioner, will be situated at lower levels of energy/consciousness/
being, radiating downward and outward from the mandala's elevated center
point.
Because the deity is both transcendent and immanent, all of the beings located
at the various energy levels on the grid participate in the outward flow of the
godhead, and are in some way emanations or hypostases of the deity himself (or
herself). For Hindu Tantra, this means that the world is real and not an illusion;
this is an important distinguishing feature of Hindu Tantric doctrine. Rather than
attempting to see through or transcend the world, the practioner comes to recognize "that" (the world) as "I" (the supreme egoity of the godhead): in other
words, s/he gains a "god's eye view" of the universe, and recognizes it to be
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nothing other than herself/himself. For East Asian Buddhist Tantra in particular,
this means that the totality of the cosmos is a "realm of Dharma," sharing an
underlying common principle (the teachings of the buddhas), if not a common
material substance [Rambelli]. More generally, this means that buddhahood is
virtual within all creatures. In the words of the Hevajra Tantra (2.4.70, 75), "All
beings are buddhas" and "there is no being that is not enlightened, if it but knows
its own true nature." To render this blissful Buddha nature manifest is the purpose
of Tantric practice - whether externalized in rites or internalized in yoga (Kvaerne
1975: 128) - and the body is "the indispensable organ for contact with the absolute" (Faure 1998: 61). Rather than being impediments, the world and the
human body become channels to salvation.
At popular levels of practice throughout Asia, this means that the world of
everyday life can only be negotiated by transacting with myriad beings extending
from the spirit world of the recently deceased to the fierce protector deities that
are the lower emanations or simply the servants of the high gods at the center of
the elite mandalas. Here, embodying the divine is less a goal than a ritual technique (inducing a state of possession) for combatting demons. We will turn to
the nonelite Tantric practice of the mandala in Part Two of this essay; here, we
concentrate on elite theory and practice.
The energy levels of the Tantric universe are generally represented as a set of
concentric circles (cakras) of hypostasized forms of the divine energy which, in
addition to appearing as an array of divine, enlightened, perfected, demonic,
human, or animal beings, also manifest themselves on an acoustic level, as garlands or piled-up aggregates of phonemes (mantras); on a graphic level, as the
written characters of the hieratic alphabets; and as the hierarchized cakras of the
yogic body. These same configurations constitute the flow charts of Tantric lineages, with the flow of divine energy (but also the fluid, acoustic, or photic essence
of the godhead; or the teachings of enlightened buddhas) streaming downward
and outward through a succession of male and female deities and demigods the latter often portrayed in an animal or demonic mode - into "superhuman"
gurus [Padoux] and their human disciples.
In every case, one detects "fractal" patterns, in which the original bipolar dyad
of the godhead in essence and manifestation (usually male and female) proliferates
into increasing orders of multiplicity. Unity in multiplicity is a hallmark of Tantra,
and in this respect, it is an extension of earlier, less complex, Asian metaphysical
systems. There is, in Tantra, an exponential explosion of all preexisting pantheons
of deities, and together with these, an expansion of every sort of category - family,
number, color, direction, aspect, and so on - into an intricate cosmic calculus.
With its perfect geometric forms and elaborately interwoven lines, the mandala
is the ideal conceptual tool for plotting the multi-leveled and polyvalent interrelationships between these categories. As such it can, and often does, become selfreferential, a transcendent and ideal "utopia," entirely abstracted from the "real
world" of which it is the invisible, theoretical ground. Perhaps the best-known
mandala-cum-plotting device in the Tantric universe is the Sri Cakra or Sri Yantra
of Hindu Tantric practice, a perfectly balanced three-dimensional geometric di-
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agram comprising of a series of eleven interlocking and embedded triangles (also
called cakras) radiating downward and outward from a center point, and enclosed
by a circle and a square. The mandalas of Buddhist and Jain Tantric practice
follow similar structural and dynamic principles.
Even at this level of abstraction, the Tantric mandala remains a template
through which humans may interact with the divine, and thereby come to experience reality from a superhuman perspective. The practice of the mandala
generally involves a meditative or performative projection of both the metacosmic
godhead and the protocosmic self into its vortex, followed by an implosion of the
entire grid into its center point. Here, the underlying assumption is that this
implosion is a reversal of the original cosmogony - that is, of a primal impulse
or flow (samsara) into manifest existence - back into the source of energies
mapped on the grid. One's self-projection into the mandala and gradual return
to the center is therefore a return to the source of one's being; at each level, one
is gnoseologically transformed into a higher, more divine, more enlightened being,
until one becomes the god or buddha at the center (except in some dualist forms
of Tantra). As we will show, there is an implicit notion of biological succession
here, from the supreme godhead down through a guru-disciple lineage, which
makes initiation and consecration central features of Tantric theory and practice.
Although the name, attributes, and entourage of the deity located at the center
of the mandala vary from one tradition to another, nearly all Tantric practice of
the mandala has this same goal, of transacting with and eventually identifying
with that deity. In this practice, movement toward the center, effected through a
combination of external ritual and internal meditative practices, entails harmonizing one's own energy or consciousness level with that of the (deities of the)
circle in which one finds oneself. First encountered as obstacles, these divine,
demonic, or animal impulses are eventually overcome, that is, transformed into
positive sources of energy that carry one closer and closer to the deity at the
center. Alternatively, one may, having overcome them, also coerce those same
potentially destructive lower-level beings to do one's bidding through various
ritual technologies, about which more below. Here, the true sense of the term
yantra (as in the Sri Yantra) is brought to the fore: a yantra is a mesocosmic device
or machine for controlling (from the Sanskrit root yam) one's conceptual reality
[Rabe].
It is the nature of this grid or template, together with the chosen medium that is, the mediating substance - of this process of divine embodiment that, more
than anything else, differentiates one form of Tantra from another. When the
template is the body of a naked maiden and the medium her sexual or menstrual
discharge, we are in the presence of the Tantra of the old Hindu "clans" (the Kula
or Kaula) and their inner and East Asian Buddhist Tantric homologues. Once we
leave these traditions behind, however, the template will more often be a body
of sound, of organized space, or of a deity - either in the form of a concrete or
abstract worship support, a buddha's "pleasure body" (sambhogakaya), one's own
subtle body, the person of the Tantric guru or lama, or the empty sky.
Often, templates and media will be combined. By far the most prevalent and
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most important example of this is the practice of identifying the deity with his or
her "seed mantra" (bija-mantra): this notion, that the sound shape of a mantra
exactly renders a given deity's energy level, is the basis for mantric practice across
all Tantric traditions. Elsewhere, mandalas will have mantras inscribed on them;
mantras infused into water will transform it into nectar and other fluids worthy
of the gods; configurations or positions of the practitioner's hands or body (mudras) will represent a deity's energies; mandalas will be projected onto the subtle
body, while the practitioner identifies with the deity at the center (as in Buddhist
"deity yoga" [Lopez]); using mantras, deities will be transferred from the subtle
body into a concrete image for worship; or mandalas with their arrays of deities
will be reproduced by human participants in ritual choreographies (Brooks 1992:
418-28; Samuel 1993: 266). Much of Tantric yogic practice combines nearly all
of these elements, embodying the energy of the godhead on the grid of the subtle
body through solid, fluid, acoustic, and photic media.
Generally speaking, the more subtle the medium (sound and light), the more
internal, meditative, and sublimated the practice; conversely, concrete (fluid and
solid) media imply external and more body-related practice, including sexual
ritual, alchemy, and hatha yoga. Internal practice, although it may incorporate
the lower demonic and animal forms of divine energy, will tend to focus on the
deity in sublime, even abstract, ways; external practice, which often implies sacrificial offerings, possessed states, and ritual technologies, will more often focus
on fierce forms or hypostases of the deity, which it seeks to coerce and control.
Much of the "soft core" of mainstream Tantric practice combines external ritual
manipulations with internal meditiative practice, through the templates of mandate, mantra, and mudra, and often in a devotional mode [Gupta].
One might characterize the range of Tantric uses of these templates and media
as a continuum extending from "doing" to "knowing." At one extreme, we find
the concrete external utilization of blood offerings, human bones, bodily fluids,
sexual intercourse, and so on, that characterize the mortuary practices - or at
least the imagery thereof - of the early Hindu Kaula, early Jain Tantra, and the
Buddhist Tantras of Supreme Yoga. At the other, we find a meditative ritual
construction and mental enactment of generally less horrific or erotic practices,
which Douglas Brooks has referred to as the "prescriptive imagination," and Glen
Hayes the "imaginative structuring of experience." We also find a correlation
between these bodies of practice, with their variable media and templates, and
their goals. Practitioners who "do" their Tantra will emphasize the somatic goals
of bodily immortality (jivanmukti), pleasure (bhukti), and power (or "powers,"
siddhis) in the world. Those who "know" their practice will tend to focus on selfdeification at a more cognitive or psychological level: the transformation of human
consciousness into divine consciousness [Muller-Ortega] or the perfection of wisdom and realization of one's own inherent Buddha nature. Here, ritual practice
mainly serves as a catalyst for a spiritual breakthrough, a transformation of consciousness; the Zen koan is a well-known case in point. In Buddhist Tantra - and
in this it differs from Hinduism or Jainism - the ultimate goal of both those who
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"do" and who "know" their practice will be to enlighten and thereby liberate all
other creatures from suffering existence. This ethical parameter is by and large
absent from Hindu Tantra (Samuel 1993: 243). Finally, the goals of "soft-core"
Tantric householders will differ little from those of their "non-Tantric" counterparts: liberation into the godhead, the extinction of suffering, purification, health,
wealth, long life, and a strong family unit.
What is important to remember here is that the basic structure and dynamics
of the mandala itself remain constant, regardless of variations in the media that
flow through it or the names and iconographies of the deities found within its
boundaries. Although it is mainly on the basis of these important details that
various Tantric lineages, sects, and traditions distinguish themselves from one
another, it is their common use of the mandala, more than any other feature of
their practice, that makes them Tantric. Viewed in this way, the varieties of Tantric
practice exhibit a certain uniformity. Practitioners located outside or at the margins of the mesocosmic energy grid project themselves into the mandala and work
their way back to the deity at the center, with whom they identify (in nondualist
Tantric systems) or with whom they enter into immediate proximity or contact
(in such dualist systems as Saiva Siddhanta, which maintained that one could
never become Siva; at best, one could become a "second Siva," and experience
the world in the same way as god). Now, it is true that all of these media (with
the possible exception of sexual fluids) may also be found in non-Tantric forms
of practice throughout Asia, ranging from mainstream devotional traditions to the
"ritual technologies" of shamans and other nonelite religious specialists. The ritual
use of these media, however, in combination with the mandala as matrix for the
energy flow between the protocosmic and metacosmic levels of cosmic reality is,
I would argue, specific to Tantra.
Tantric Initiation
The theory and practice of the Tantric mandala operates on a mesocosmic level,
that is, on the level of a mediating template between protocosm and metacosm
as well as between macrocosm and microcosm. Quite often, Tantric practitioners
will project the mandala upon the internal grid of the "heart," the subtle or yogic
body, or a body that has been modified to embody enlightenment. This process
of internalization generally begins with initiation, which plays two complementary
roles. On the one hand, it transforms a biologically given individual into a vessel
capable of receiving, channeling, or actualizing the divine energy of the godhead;
on the other, it initiates her or him into a particular Tantric lineage and body of
teachings that extend back, through the guru or lama and his predecessors, to
the godhead itself. Initiation is effected by the teacher, who has been previously
transformed and empowered through his own initiation (diksa) and consecration
(abhiseka), who plants in the initiate's body a "seed" or "seme" of the essence of
the godhead. This seed takes a number of forms, ranging from a drop of bodily
or sexual fluid to a mantra, a photic image, or a drop or seed of consciousness
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or the bodhisattva's "thought of enlightenment" (bodhicitta). Vital breath (prana)
is generally the dynamic element in this transfer, just as it is in the animation of
external images for worship and the internal practices of yoga. Through this "insemination" process, the guru or lama makes the initiate a part of the flow chart
of the Tantric lineage, which radiates outward in mandala fashion from the godhead or buddhahood that is its center and source. In many Tantric traditions,
this process involves a transfer of the guru or lama's feminine energy (sakti) or
wisdom (prajna) into his disciple. The form that that transfer takes, ranging from
the actual participation of a female consort in ritual sex to more sublimated transfers effected through food (yogurt, for example), mantras, or other media, varies
according to tradition. The pivotal and transformative role of the guru in initiation
has led to an equation in most Tantric traditions between guru and godhead, and
meditation will often involve visualizing the guru as god at the center of the
mandala.
This very concrete notion of lineage is so fundamental to Tantra in the Tibetan
tradition that two similar terms (both pronounced gyr) are used for "teaching
linege," "genealogical lineage," and "Tantra" in the Tibetan language. Similarly, in
Indian Hindu and Buddhist Tantra, the term kula ("family," "clan") is applied to
the entire mandala [Brooks]: initiation into the mandala is initiation into the divine
family of Siva, Vajradhara, and so on, and the mandala of the monastery constitutes a sort of microcosmic household (Samuel 1993: 150-51). This intimate
relationship between spiritual lineage and biological lineage is based in no small
part in socioreligious reality; very often, one is initiated into a Tantric tradition
by one's biological father. The same rule often applies at the state level; lineages
of princes and kings are initiated by parallel lineages of royal Tantric gurus, with
the lineage god or goddess of both king and priest - that is, the deity at the heart
of the mandala - being the same for both. In cases of theocratic government, as
in Tibet, the interpenetration of biological, spiritual, and royal lines become more
pronounced.
Yoga and Tantra
Crucial to the initiation process is the notion that within the gross body of the
human microcosm or protocosm there is a subtle, yogic body that is the mesocosmic replica of the divine, universal macrocosm or metacosm. As such, yoga
constitutes a vital component of Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain [Qvarnstrom] Tantric
theory and practice. This body, which comprises energy channels (nadis) and
centers (cakras), drops, and winds, is itself a mandala. If it were to be viewed
from above, the vertical central channel of the subtle body, which mediates the
bipolar (and sexually gendered) internal dynamic of the godhead, would appear
as the center point of the mandala, with the various cakras aligned along that
channel appearing as so many concentric circles, wheels, or lotuses radiating
outward from that center. Often, each of the spokes or petals of these cakras will
have male and female deities, as well as Sanskrit phonemes and graphemes, as-
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signed to it. As such, initiation and all forms of yogic practice involve, once again,
an effort on the part of the practitioner to return to the elevated center point of
the emanated mandala. Once the practitioner has succeeded in centering all of
the energies coursing through his subtle body - energies that flow through the
myriad subtle channels in the form of fluids, phonemes, and graphemes - the
final phase of his practice will effect the reimplosion of feminine energy into (a
usually) masculine essence or pure consciousness. This final phase is often portrayed as the merging of the inner female energy - called Kundalini (the coiled
serpent energy, in Hinduism) or Avadhuti or Candali (in Buddhism) - situated
in the lower half of the body, with a masculine principle (Siva in Hinduism, Upaya
in Buddhism) located in the cranial vault. This union is represented in terms not
only of energies but of sexual fluids, as well. In Hindu practice, the sanguinary
Kundalini rises to join the seminal Siva in the cranial vault, with the "nectar"
produced from their union optimally being held there by the practitioner, as a
means to becoming a Siddha, a "self-made god" (White 1996: 320)
Buddhist yogic imagery is similar to that of the Hindus. A number of early
Vajrayana works speak of red and white sexual fluids being united into the
thought of enlightenment in the central channel; one of these texts, the Hevajra
Tantra (1.32), portrays the internal feminine energy as the Candali ("Outcaste
Woman") who blazes upward into the cranial vault. The male "moon" residing
there is made to melt by her heat, and their conjoined fluid - now the bodhicitta - flows down through the cakras, suffusing the practitioner as it does with
the bliss of their union. Later Buddhist traditions more closely follow the dynamic
of Hindu hatha yogic practice, with feminine energy being made to rise through
the cakras to the "Lotus of Great Bliss" in the head (Kvaerne 1975: 120-21). The
Completion Phase of Supreme Yoga visualization [Bentor] - in which the mandala
is incorporated into the subtle body - is rife with the imagery of both sexuality
and death; however, as in all of Buddhist practice, these transformative experiences are but means to the higher end of enlightenment and buddhahood.
"Tantric Sex"
Both historically and conceptually, yoga is in many ways an internalization of
sexual intecourse between a man and a woman [Hayes], which brings us back to
the vexed matter of Tantric sex. Tantric art abounds in representations of couples
(and sometimes larger groups) engaged in all manner of sexual intercourse (maithuna, yab-yum, and so on), and most Tantric scriptures include extended discussions of sexual practice. Siva and Vajrasattva, the high gods of Saiva Hindu
Tantra and Buddhist Vajrayana, are themselves depicted as engaging in endless
sexual marathons with their consorts, when they (and a number of other supernatural beings) are not portrayed as actually dwelling inside the female organ
itself. If the Tantric practitioner's goal is to replace mundane human thought with
enlightened god-consciousness, and if sexuality is the divine path to enlightenment, then the practitioner's imitatio dei should, quite reasonably, be enacted in
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a sexual mode. Yet, over the centuries, the debate has raged as to whether Tantric
sexual imagery is to be taken literally or simply as so much figurative symbolization of exalted, dispassionate, even disembodied, states of consciousness.
This debate, both pro and con, may be somewhat misplaced, when one considers the possible origins of "Tantric sex." In early Hindu Tantra, sexual intercourse was often simply the practical means for generating the sexual fluids that
constituted the preferred offering of the Tantric deities. Elsewhere, there can be
no doubt that an early and persistent form of Tantric initiation and practice involved transactions in sexual fluids between a male initiate and a female consort termed yogini, duti (the female "messenger"), or Sakti ("energy") for Hindus; and
dakini, prajna ("wisdom"), or mudra (the "seal") for their Buddhist counterparts.
Here, the male initiate was physically inseminated or insanguinated with the sexual emissions of the female consort (sometimes together with the semen of the
male guru or lama), as a means of transforming him, reproductively as it were,
into a son of the clan (kula-putra, in Hindu Tantra). Here, the role of the female
consort is vital, because the clan fluid (kula-dravya) or clan nectar (kulamrta),
vulval essence (yoni-tattva), or thought of enlightenment (bodhicitta) is understood
to flow naturally through her womb. Because she is herself the embodiment of
the energy of the godhead (or Wisdom, the complement to male Skill in Means),
her sexual or menstrual discharge is considered to be the germ plasm of the
godhead or enlightened consciousness itself. Human males, through whom this
divine fluid does not naturally flow, can only gain access to it through the conduit
of the female sexual organ (White 1998). As such, "Tantric sex" would originally
have been a matter of generating, offering, and ingesting transformative sexual
fluids. It was only later that bliss itself would come to take center stage, replacing
the notion of sexual orgasm as a means to an end with a more psychologized
understanding of the same as an end in itself - a blissful expansion of consciousness (Sanderson 1988: 679-80).
Transactions in and the consumption of sexual fluids also served as means for
affirming the doctrine of identity in difference, or the identity of samsara and
nirvana, in Hindu and Buddhist Tantra. In tenth- to eleventh-century Hindu
Tantra in Kashmir, for example, a recognition of the consciousness-expanding
effects of orgasm was accompanied by an understanding of the psychological
effects of the oral consumption of such an impure - and thereby powerful and
dangerous - substance as female discharge (sexual emissions and menstrual
blood), as well as the other prohibited substances: the five makaras, the five
nectars, and so on. Here, in a socioreligious system in which "you are what you
eat," the potentially self-destructive act of ingesting such substances was deemed
sufficient to effect a breakthrough from limited conventional thought to expanded, enlightened god-consciousness (Sanderson 1995: 85-87). The Siddhas
and "crazy yogis" of Vajrayana tradition are legendary for having resorted to alimentary and sexual transgression as means of teaching the identity of samsara and
nirvana. One of these, the Bhutanese Drukpa Kunley, made a career of converting
demonesses to Buddhism with his "flaming thunderbolt of wisdom," that is, his
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penis, about which he then sang songs in public meetings. For those who had
eyes to see and ears to hear, this would no doubt have been a consciousnessraising experience (Dowman 1980).
Erotico-mystical practices such as these were not present in every form of early
Tantra, and most Tantric traditions have, over time, refined them into more sublimated forms of practice, on a mantric, mandalic, ritual, or yogic level; some
traditions have played down their importance or eschewed them as too dangerous
for all but the supremely qualified. Many later Hindu and Buddhist Tantric
schools have valued visualization of the Tantric consort over actual intercourse
with her; and in spite of explicit references to emission of the bodhicitta in most
Supreme Yoga Tantra consecrations, Buddhist Tantra has generally emphasized
seminal retention and the reversal of sexual energy within the body of the male
practitioner (Kvaerne 1975: 108). In fact, the great bulk of Buddhist Tantric discourse on sexuality - as well as on alchemy, which is the union of male and
female reagents - has long since been internalized into descriptions of the yogic
union of female Wisdom with male Skill in Means, within the subtle body.
Yet the sexual referent has nearly always remained present in even the most
"cosmeticized" or "semanticized" forms of Tantric discourse (Sanderson 1995:
79). If Michel Strickmann (1996: 203) is correct when he asserts that Tantric art
is Tantric ritual, and that Buddhist Tantric ritual is [sexual] union with an icon,
then there is little to Tantric practice that has not borne some occult or explicit
sexual valence. This is as it should be. The soteriological value of passion or desire
itself has always been a watchword of Tantra: on this basis alone, "salvific sexuality" ought to lie at the heart of Tantric practice. However, the extent to which
precept has been reproduced in practice varies from one Tantric tradition to
another, and has changed over time within every one of those traditions.
Here, a general statement on the place of the feminine in Tantra is in order.
Many if not most Tantric traditions emphasize the role of women and (or as)
goddesses on a number of levels. One of the distinguishing features of Tantra is,
in fact, its proliferation of goddesses - sometimes benign like the compassionate
Guanyin, or ambiguous like the hunchbacked Kubjika [Goudriaan], but most
often fierce, like the terrible black Kali [McDermott]. In such traditions, the hypostases or energies of the male (or sometimes female, in "pure Sakta" forms of
Hindu Tantra) godhead are generally female, as are the inner energies of the subtle
body, the body of the Tantric consort, Buddhist Wisdom (prajna), and the sacred
geography of the world itself. In the Hindu Tantric worldview, the world is the
body of the goddess, and its myriad religious landscapes her many physical features. This understanding lies at the heart of the networks of the goddess's pithas
("benches") in South Asia (Sircar 1973; Dyczkowski 1999), as well as of the many
"womb-caves" of the Tantric goddesses that dot the Tibetan and inner Asian
Buddhist landscape (Stein 1988). Elsewhere, exceptional women have risen to
prominence in certain Tantric traditions - the Tibetan Yogini Ma gcig Lab sgron
being a case in point [Orofino] - and women have been praised and often worshiped as goddesses in many Tantric scriptures.
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It would, however, be incorrect to say that all Tantric traditions have placed
this stress on the power of the feminine. Japanese Tantra generally identifies the
"six elements" of our world as the body of the male buddha Vairocana, and
Japanese sacred mountains are generally male. Elsewhere, a number of early "clerical" Tantric traditions, discussed below (especially Hindu Saiva Siddhanta and
the Buddhist Tantras of Action and Observance), portray the expansion of the
godhead into the world as a predominantly masculine affair. Furthermore, it
would be hasty to conclude, on the basis of the general Tantric exaltation of
feminine energy, that female practitioners have ever dominated the religious or
political Tantric sphere. Even in her transformative initiatory role, the Tantric
consort has remained instrumental to the requirements of the male practitioners
she transforms.

Historical Parameters
As Geoffrey Samuel (1993: 7-10) has argued for Tibetan Buddhist society, the
body of doctrines and practices that are grouped under the heading of Tantra all
draw, to varying degrees, upon two types of sources. These are the "shamanic"
magical practices or ritual technologies of nonelite religious specialists and their
clienteles; and the speculative and scholasticist productions of often state-sponsored religious elites (which Samuel terms "clerical"). The history of Tantra is the
history of the interaction between these two strands of practice and practitioners,
whose clienteles, comprising commoners and political elites, have nearly always
overlapped. There can be no doubt that the relationships among Indian kings and
the Tantric specialists they chose over other alternatives (generally Vedic) are key
to understanding the origins and history of this interaction. These specialists
would probably have included professional priests of emerging temples of Tantric
deities; royal chaplains seeking enhanced religious protection for their royal clients; court astrologers, physicians, and magicians; "shamanic" itinerant Siddhas
and their female consorts or saktis (Gupta-Hoens-Goudriaan 1979: 29-35); and
the leaders of important monastic orders.
Apart from the fact of its Indian provenance, the "origin" of Tantra will not be
treated here. Depending on whether one's criteria are text- or iconography-based
or grounded in practice, deities, lineages, or sociopolitical contexts, one's dating
and account of Tantra's origins will vary significantly. Here, we limit ourselves to
stating that Tantra was an orthogenic development out of prior mainstream (but
not necessarily elite) traditions, that nonetheless also drew on both foreign (adstratal) and popular (substratal) sources. So, for example, the homa (fire) rites
common to most Tantric traditions are direct heirs of the Vedic homa sacrifices
(an orthogenic development), whereas certain elements of Tibetan Buddhist Tantra clearly draw on both Iranian (adstratal) and indigenous (substratal) traditions.
In Japan, the sanrinjin (literally, "three bodies with discs") theory, which divided
the Buddha's appearances in the phenomenal world into three types, was an
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explicit means for incorporating the (adstratal) Indian deities of Hinduism into
the Buddhist fold as "propagators of Buddhism" (a strategy introduced in India),
as well as for Buddhicizing (substratal) indigenous Japanese kami deities (Matsunaga 1987: 52). The question nonetheless remains as to when and by what
means these deities and the rituals and beliefs associated with them became "Tantric," as opposed to "Vedic," "non-Tantric Buddhist," "non-Tantric Jain," "popular
Indian," "popular Chinese," "popular Japanese," and so on.
When subjected to close scrutiny, these sorts of distinctions nearly always break
down. We may take as an example the multiple goddesses - called yoginis, dakinis, "vixen" spirits, and so on - that are found in nearly every Tantric tradition.
In the Indian context out of which so much of Tantra arose, cults of multiple
goddesses were already present, prior to the common era, in the apsarasas
(nymphs), yaksinis (female dryads), matrs (Mothers), and grahanis (female seizers), who were generally propitiated with animal sacrifices and early forms of
devotional worship. Although it is true that such powerful and petulant beings
(devouring when ignored, but nurturing when honored) were rarely if ever qualified as high gods by the Hindu, Buddhist, or Jain elites, nevertheless, whenever
any woman - whether the wife of a brahman, king, or commoner - was about
to give birth, an image of one or more of these female deities would have been
painted on the walls of the birthing chamber. That these goddesses were mainstream is further attested by the fact that such Mothers or female seizers as Sasthi
and Hariti were depicted on Kushan and Gupta-age coinage and sculpture
throughout greater India. Moreover, groups of goddesses of this type figure
prominently among the "export deities" that took root and flourished in foreign
soil, in Inner and East Asia - making theirs a truly cosmopolitan cult.
When persons from every level of Asian society were worshiping these multiple
female deities, is it proper to call this a "folk" or "popular" cult? And where does
one draw the line between "indigenous" and "foreign"? Often the sole changes
that have historically occurred in the cults of these groups have been their group
name and the use to which they have been put in religious practice. Thus Putana,
one of the multiple Mothers or female seizers of Hindu epic tradition, is later
listed as a yogini in the Hindu Puranas and Tantras. The name Putana also appears
as the name of a class of disease demonesses in such Buddhist sources as the early
Mahayana Lotus of the True Law (Filliozat 1937: 160) and the early seventh-century Chinese version of Collection of the Dharani Teachings (Strickmann 1996:
156). In these later developments, Putana the Hindu yogini or Putana the Buddhist dakini is no longer merely propitiated as a means of preventing miscarriage
or childhood diseases; she has now become a part of the "enshrinement and
employment of demigods as instruments of power" (Sutherland 1991: 146) that
was and remains one of the hallmarks of Tantric practice. One calls her and her
dangerous host down upon oneself, and through ritual manipulation, compels
them to do one's bidding.
This ritual strategy forms the core of the so-called Buddhist dharani texts (Matsunaga 1987: 47-48), collections of spells and ritual techniques that, composed
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in India in the second to sixth centuries C.E,, were in the centuries that followed
the calling cards of the Tantric masters who became the most powerful and prestigious ritualists of the Chinese imperial court (Strickmann 1996: 30). In Japan,
a Shingon legend concerning Kamatari, the seventh-century founder of the Fujiwara lineage, relates that he was, in his youth, abducted by a vixen that was a
manifestation of a deity named Dakini. After having had sexual relations with the
vixen, he received from her the magic formula and the insignia of power (kama)
that became part of his name (Faure 1998: 262). In modern-day rural Japan,
certain types of vixens, termed "witch animals," are brought under the control of
solitary male ascetics through a rite formerly known as the Daten or Dagini rite
(Blacker 1975: 51-55) - this latter term clearly being a Japanese rendering of the
Sanskrit dakini. If it were possible to determine the precise dates of appropriations
such as this into an explicitly Tantric classification schema and body of practice,
one could, perhaps, pinpoint the century of the "origins" of this element of Tantra.
As this is impossible, however, I will close this digression by simply stating that
Tantra emerged out of the South Asian elite and popular mainstream some time
in the middle of the first millennium C.E.
The origins of Tantra are, from both emic and etic perspectives, Indian. All
authentic Tantric lineages - of deities, scriptures, oral teachings, and teachers claim to extend back to Indian sources. Perhaps the earliest reference to sects that
have subsequently come to be classified as Tantric is a passage from a fourthcentury C.E. portion of the great Hindu epic, the Mahabhdrata (12.335.40), which
names the (Saiva) Pasupatas and the (Vaisnava) Pancaratras as "non-Vedic." The
founders of every major Tantric tradition, school, or sect either trace their gurudisciple lineages back to an Indian source or are considered to be incarnations of
bodhisattvas of Indian "origin." The exploded pantheon of Tantra - its principal
multiheaded and multiarmed deities and their burgeoning families or clans - are
generally Indian, or at least traceable to Indian prototypes. The same holds for
scriptural traditions: all Asian Tantric traditions are explicit concerning the Indian
origins of their teachings, and the transmission of their teachings from India; this
includes the Tibetan Treasure - gter ma, pronounced "terma" - traditions which,
while "discovered" in Tibet, were nonetheless "hidden" there by the Indian teachers Vimalamitra and Padmasambhava [Germano-Gyatso]. Much of Tantric legend
concerns the Indian "shamanic culture heroes" (Samuel 1993: 19) known as Siddhas or Mahasiddhas. The hieratic language of Tantra generally remains the Sanskrit of medieval Indian Hinduism and Buddhism. That is, for any lineage-based
Tantric body of practice (sddhana) to be legitimate in Chinese, Japanese, or Tibetan
Tantric traditions, its translated root text must be traceable back to a Sanskrit
original. In these translated sources, mantras - whose efficacy resides in their
sound shape - will not be translated but rather frozen (at least in theory) in the
original Sanskrit. Furthermore, Indic characters form the basis of the hieratic
Siddham script employed in Chinese and Japanese Tantric mandalas and texts.
The yogic practice that is so central to Tantra is also of Indian origin (albeit
influenced by Daoist techniques) - and the list goes on.
As for the history of Tantra, it may be approached from both emic and etic
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perspectives. By way of presenting the problems of Tantric historiography, I begin
by presenting an emic dilemma in Japan. Here, of course, we are in the presence
of "export" Tantra, in this case Mahayana traditions brought to greater Asia from
India by monks and other religious specialists from the fifth century C.E. onward.
What we find, in fact, is that the historical time frame in which the transmission
(to China, Tibet, Korea, Japan, Southeast Asia) of various Indian Tantric paradigms occurred has invariably proven definitive for the structure and content of
the "export" Tantric tradition in question. It is as if the original revelation remained fossilized, like an insect in a block of amber, in the export tradition. This
is manifestly the case, for example, with Japanese Shingon - founded by Kukai
(774-835 C.E.) - whose core revelations are the seventh-century C.E. Mahavairocana-sutra and the Tattvasamgraha-sutra. It was precisely these two south Indian
Mahayana texts - brought to China by Subhakarasiriha (637-735 C.E.) for the
Mahavairocana, and Vajrabodhi (671-741 C.E.) and Amoghavajra (eighth century C.E.), for the Tattvasamgraha, and taught to him in China by Amoghavajra's
disciple Huiguo - that formed the core of Kukai's Shingon teachings. Shingon
practice remains, in many respects, a preserved specimen of those enshrined in
seventh-century Indian paradigms, but with a Japanese overlay. Following this
eighth-century watershed, subsequent Indian developments in Tantra had limited
or no impact on Shingon for four centuries (Matsunaga 1987: 50-52; Yamasaki
1988: 3-12, 19-20). Similarly, Tibetan Buddhism, with its preponderance of
Vajrayana practice based on revelations found in what would later be classified
as the Tantras of Yoga and Supreme Yoga, preserves the Tantric status quo of
eighth-century India, from which it was introduced into Tibet by the legendary
Vimalamitra and Padmasambhava.
Shingon is one of the two most important mainstream forms of Japanese Tantra,
the other being Tendai, founded by Saicho (767-822 C.E.). Together, Shingon
and Tendai are widely considered to constitute mikkyo, the "esoteric Buddhism"
or "pure esotericism" of Japan. Here, mikkyo is held to be "pure" in contradistinction to the "mixed esotericism" of Tantra, of which two medieval movements
were termed jakyo (heresies) (Faure 1998: 126). One of these, injected into Shingon from Tibet via Chinese Daoism, was the Tachikawa-ryu [Faure]. In Tachikawa - which equated sexual bliss with Kukai's doctrine of "bodily buddhahood" - Tantric practice took a new (for Shingon) highly sexualized coloring,
typical of Supreme Yoga Tantra consecrations (described in Snellgrove 1987:
257-61). Here, "Skull Ritual" initiations - real or imagined - that involved the
union of (male) Skill in Means and (female) Wisdom, enacted through sexual
intercourse and the subsequent collection of sexual fluids, were very close in style
to Hevajra and Candamaharosana Tantra-based consecrations that had, in the
tenth and eleventh centuries, been incorporated into the Tibetan Tantric "clerical"
mainstream. By the mid-thirteenth century, the doctrines of this school had become so popular as to necessitate an orthodox Shingon backlash against the "Tachikawa heresy," which culminated in its effective suppression by the late fifteenth
century (Sanford 1991: 1-4, 9-18; Strickmann 1996: 245).
Yet, as Bernard Faure has indicated, Japanese mikkyo, like Indo-Tibetan Vaj-
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rayana, feminized a number of Buddhist deities; and ritual sex with them (or their
human substitutes) was part of the ritual. In the same vein, the Bizei betsu (Particular Notes on the Abhiseka) of Jien, an "orthodox" twelfth- to thirteenth-century Tendai text, describes a cognate rite of sexual union between the emperor
and his consort, in the role of Tantric adepts (Faure 1998: 126). In spite of the
historical presence, within their own traditions, of these elements of Indo-Tibetan
Tantric practice, Shingon and Tendai apologists have for centuries tried to distance themselves from - if not deny the existence of - the darker magical (and
in particular sexual) components of Tachikawa-ryu and other Tantric "heresies."
How can their emic claims to purity prevail against the etic historical data presented here?
Here, let us turn to a set of emic categories that, although they originated in
India, have been used widely to classify all the Buddhist Tantric sects and schools.
These are the categories of the Tantras of Action (Kriya Tantras), Tantras of Observance (Carya Tantras), Tantras of Yoga (Yoga Tantras), and Tantras of Supreme
Yoga (Anuttarayoga Tantras). These categories are used in reference to bodies of
revealed texts, ritual practice, and especially to types of consecration, with the
latter two being far more esoteric than the former two forms of Buddhist Tantric
practice. Within more esoteric Buddhist traditions, this means that Yoga and
Supreme Yoga consecrations follow or are "higher" than those of Action and
Observance. In the more conventional or exoteric Buddhist Tantric schools, these
Yoga and Supreme Yoga texts, rituals, and consecrations are simply omitted.
This emic hierarchy or ordering does not, however, necessarily imply a historical evolution. As Geoffrey Samuel (1993: 4 1 1 - 1 2 ) has argued, the Tantras of
Action and Observance, which grew up as extensions of ritual, yogic, and devotional tendencies already present within earlier Mahayana traditions, were probably well ensconced within Indian Buddhist monastic communities by the eighth
and ninth centuries. As for the more esoteric and antinomian Tantras of Yoga and
Supreme Yoga - the core of Vajrayana Buddhism (so-called for its "diamond,"
that is, vajra, families of deities) - their origins were probably coeval with if not
prior to those of the Tantras of Action and Observance. However, these remained
the preserve of the more independent and solitary "shamanic" Siddha-type practitioners until the tenth and eleventh centuries. For this reason, there are relatively
few texts of the Yoga and Supreme Yoga variety prior to their insertion, as "higher"
or more esoteric initiations, into "clerical" Tantric traditions. Whatever the case,
the patterns of development of these hierarchized revelations appear to fall into
lockstep with similar evolutions taking place within the Hindu Tantric schools in
India; this parallel evolution has been clearly delineated by Alexis Sanderson
(1988: 6 7 8 - 7 9 ) as follows:
By the eighth century C.E. the Buddhists had accumulated a hierarchy of Tantric
revelations roughly parallel in its organisation and character to that of the [Hindu]
Mantramarga [whose textual canon comprises the Siva-Agamas and Rudra-Agamas of
the Saiva Siddhanta and the Bhairava-Agamas of Kapalika Saivism]. Their literature
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was divided in order of ascending esotericism into the Tantras of Action (kriyatantras), of Observance (carya-tantras), of Yoga (yoga-tantras), and Supreme Yoga
(yoganuttara-tantras). . . .
[W]e can compare the relatively orthodox cult of the mild Vairocana Buddha in
the Tantras of Observance (Mahavairocanasutra, etc.) and Yoga (Jattvasamgraha, Paramadya, etc.) with the Saiva Siddhanta cult of Sadasiva, and the more esoteric and
heteropractic traditions of the Higher Yoga (Guhyasamaja, etc.), and Supreme Yoga
(Abhidhanottara, Hevajra, Dakinlvajrapanjara, etc.) with the [more orthoprax maledeity-oriented] Mantrapitha and [the heteroprax female-deity-oriented] Vidyapitha of
the Tantras of Bhairava. Just as the Svacchandabhairava cult of the Mantrapitha is
transitional between the more exoteric Saiva Siddhanta and the Kapalika Vidyapitha,
so that of Aksobhya in the Higher Yoga stands bridging the gap between the Vairocana
cult and the feminised and Kapalika-like cults of Heruka, Vajravarahi and the other
khatvanga (skull-rattle)-bearing deities of the Supreme Yoga.
At the lower levels of the Buddhist Tantric canon, there is certainly the influence
of the general character and liturgical methods of the Saiva and Pancaratra-Vaisnava
Tantric traditions. But at the final (and latest) level the dependence is much more
profound and detailed. As in the Vidyapitha cults these Buddhist deities are Kapalika
in an iconic form. They wear the five bone-ornaments and are smeared with ashes
(the six seals [mudras] of the Kapalikas). They drink blood from skull-bowls (kapala),
have the Saiva third eye, stand on the prostrate bodies of lesser deities, wear Siva's
sickle moon in their massed and matted hair (jata). And, just as in the Vidyapitha,
their cults are set in that of the Yoginis. Those who are initiated by introduction into
the mandalas of these Yogini-encircled Buddhist deities are adorned with bone-ornaments and given the Kapalika's khatvanga and skull-bowl to hold.
Sanderson goes on to argue that it was the Buddhists who borrowed from the
Hindus in these forms of Tantric practice, an argument that has been expanded
by Robert Mayer (1996: 1 0 2 - 3 2 ) with specific reference to Tibetan Buddhism.
This is not the place to discuss the issue of who borrowed from whom; the point
is that Tantra was a body of religious practice that evolved through similar phases
both within India and throughout its expansion into greater Asia. For any given
period, there has been a certain uniformity to Tantric practice that would have
been identifiable as "Tantra," both within India and across Asia.
Within India, we may take the example of an early tenth-century Jain Tantra
entitled the Jvalini Kalpa. This text - which features yaksinis as consorts of the
tirthahkaras; Tantric sorcery (satkriya); yoga and alchemy; erotic practice involving the use of a female partner's sexual fluids as power substances (candali vijja);
use of mandalas, mudras, and mantras; nyasa (imposition of the deity's body on
the practitioner's); and cult of the Eight Mothers (Nandi, 1973: 147-67) - is in
nearly every respect identical to Hindu and Buddhist Tantric sources of the same
period. Nothing but the names of the deities invoked, visualized, or manipulated
in these practices is specifically Jain; all the features, however, are specific to tenthcentury Indian Tantra, whether Hindu, Buddhist, or Jain. Most of these "hard
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core" practices disappeared from Jain Tantra in the centuries that followed, just
as they did from Hindu and Buddhist Tantra; however, in this tenth-century
stratum, Jain, Hindu, and Buddhist Tantra were largely identical.
Outside of India, we may return to the emic conundrum of the Japanese proponents of mikkyo, who have had to grapple with (or who more often simply
deny) the problem of the presence, within the historical development of their
own tradition, of elements of the Tachikawa "heresy." The same principle that
applies within Indo-Tibetan Buddhism also applies to "export" Tantra. Both the
exoteric Mahayana form of Tantra that was central to the formation of Shingon
in the eighth century and the esoteric Vajrayana form of Tantra central to Tachikawa practice were forms of Tantric practice that were normative for their respective times. In the light of this, the Shingon emic category of mikkyo as well
as the broader Tantric emic category of the four types of revelation (encompassing
both Shingon as "pure esotericism" and the Tachikawa "heresy") that fell within
the purview of some twelfth-century Shingon practices are both admissable, when
viewed through the etic lens of historical development.

Tantric Actors
Tantric actors, who include Siddhas, gurus or lamas, monks and nuns, yogins,
sorcerers, witches, rulers, royal preceptors and chaplains, spirit mediums, visionary bards, oracles, astrologers, healers, and lay- or householder-practitioners, may
be classified into three main groups: Tantric specialists who have received initiation into a textual, teaching lineage and their generally elite clients; Tantric specialists lacking in formal initiation, whose training tends to be through oral transmission (or divine possession) alone, and their generally nonelite clients; and
householder or lay nonspecialists whose personal practice may be qualified as
Tantric. Although the third category is numerically the largest, lay or householder
Tantric practice is generally "soft core," and will therefore not enter significantly
into our discussion. There is overlap among these groups, of course, with householder practitioners, for example, calling upon one or another type of specialist
for teachings, guidance, and ritual expertise and practice. The purview of the
Tantric actor par excellence, the Tantric ruler - usually a king or emperor but,
in the case of Tibet, a head of the monastic theocracy - covers all three of these
categories. Apart from the kings of Nepal and Bhutan, there are no Tantric rulers
remaining in the world, and it is perhaps for this reason that most twentiethcentury scholarly and popular accounts of Tantra tend to view it either as little
more than popular superstition or "sympathetic magic," on the one hand, or as
a sublime theoretical edifice on the other, without seeking to describe the relationship between these types of practice and their practitioners. In this final section, I argue that the person and office of the Tantric ruler is the glue that holds
together all three levels or types of Tantric practice, without whom an integrated
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understanding of Tantra cannot be gained. As before, the Tantric mandala will
serve to map the tradition.
The View from the Center
In our working definition of Tantra, we identified the mandala as the hallmark
of Tantric theory and practice, the mesocosmic template through which the Tantric practitioner transacts with and appropriates the myriad energies that course
through every level of the cosmos. Here, it is important to note that the mandala
was, in its origins, directly related to royal power. The notion of the king as
cakravartin - as both he who turns (vartayati) the wheel (cakra) of his kingdom
or empire from its center and he whose chariot wheel has rolled around its perimeter without obstruction - is one that goes back to the late Vedic period in
India. A cognate ideology of the emperor, the "son of Heaven," as center was
already in place in China in the same period. Basic to these constructions of
kingship is the notion that the king, standing at the center of his kingdom (from
which he also rules over the periphery) mirrors the godhead at the center of his
realm, his divine or celestial kingdom. However, whereas the godhead's heavenly
kingdom is unchanging and eternal, the terrestrial ruler's kingdom is only made
so through the "utopia" of the mandala. As such, the idealized "constructed kingdom" of the mandala is the mesocosmic template between real landscapes, both
geographical and political (the protocosm) and the heavenly kingdom of the godhead (metacosm), with the person of the king as god on earth constituting the
idealized microcosm. Ruling from his capital at the conceptual center of the universe, the king is strategically located at the base of the prime channel of communication between upper and lower worlds, which he keeps "open" through
the mediation of his religious specialists.
This royal ideology of "galactic polity" (Tambiah 1976: 102-31) or the "exemplary center" comprising the king, his deity, and the capital city, has been
mediated by the mandala in nearly every premodern Asian political system. In
India, the practice of the mandala is tantamount to the royal conquest of the four
directions (digvijaya) which, beginning with a fire sacrifice (homa), has the king
process through the four compass points, around the theoretical perimeter of his
realm, before returning to his point of origin, which has now been transformed
into the royal capital and center of the earth (Sax 1990: 143,145). This last detail
is an important one, because it highlights the king's dual role as pivot between
heaven and earth. On the one hand, he is the microcosmic godhead incarnate,
ruling from the center; on the other, he is the protocosmic representative of
Everyman, struggling against myriad hostile forces that threaten him from the
periphery. It is here that, in terms of the mandala and Tantric practice in general,
the king constitutes the link that binds together elite and nonelite practitioners
and traditions.
In reality, the king's hold on the mandala of his realm has often been more
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Utopian than real. Conversely, given the intrinsically Utopian (belonging to "noplace") nature of the mandala, Tantric practitioners have often flourished, or at
least survived, in situations of political anarchy or oppression; that is, in the
absence of a religiously sanctioned ruler. In this latter case, religious power, when
forced to operate on a clandestine level, controls the invisible forces of the universe from the hidden "center" of the tantrika's "peripheral" shrine, monastery,
or lodge. It is not for nothing that in India, the abbot of a powerful monastery or
leader of a religious order continues to be addressed, in the present day, as gururaja, "preceptor-king."
In this sense, the Tantric practitioner is a crypto-potentate, transacting like a
king with the boundless energy of the godhead that flows from the elevated center
of his worship mandala. The early history of the Gaudiya Vaisnavas, arguably a
Tantric sect in its origins, is a remarkable example of this strategy. Finding themselves in a world without a Vaisnava king following the fall of the Gajapati dynasty
in Orissa in 1568 C.E., the Gaudiya Vaisnavas created a ritually ordered cosmos
for themselves in which the cultic centers of Nabadwip and Vrindaban came to
be identified, through the architectonics of the mandala, with the descent of the
celestial realm (dhaman) of the royal god Visnu/Krsna. Since that time, Gaudiya
Vaisnava practitioners have visualized themselves at the center of a Utopian kingdom, meditatively envisioning the power relationship between features of these
cult centers' natural landscape and the divine realm of Krsna's Goloka heaven
(Stewart, 1995: 5).
Here, then, we see that the utopia of the Tantric mandala may serve both to
ground legitimate royal authority and power when the king is a Tantric practitioner, and to subvert illegitimate power or create a covert nexus of power when
the wrong king or no king is on the throne. This is precisely the strategy of the
present Dalai Lama's government in exile vis-a-vis the occupation of Tibet by the
People's Republic of China. The role of the lama in Tibetan Buddhist religious
polity stands out as a unique case in the history of Tantra inasmuch as the lamas
have actually exercised temporal power, governing, protecting, and working for
the enlightenment of their country and its people. This is a pattern that began in
the thirteenth century with the establishment of a relationship between the Sakyapa order and the Mongol emperors, whereby the former became the Tantric
initiators of the latter. In terms of religious ideology, however, this pattern goes
back to the twelfth century, at which time certain Nyingmapa "Treasure" scriptures had begun to portray the seventh-century Tibetan monarch Song-tsen
Gampo as a Tantric manifestation of Avalokitesvara, and created an elaborate
national mythos around this theme (Kapstein 1992: 79-93). This was institutionalized (also with Mongol support) with the establishment of the fifth Dalai
Lama as the temporal and spiritual ruler of Tibet in 1642; for the next 308 years,
the Gelugpa Dalai Lama, the incarnation of the celestial bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, "ruled" Tibet from his Potala palace (Samuel 1993: 488, 527, 544). Since
1950, the mandala of the Dalai Lama's rule has once more become a Utopian one.
In the entire history of Tantra, the Tibetan theocracy alone has succeeded in
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collapsing the three types of Tantric practitioners mentioned at the beginning of
this section - as well as the dual (spiritual and temporal) role of the Tantric
ruler - into the single person of the lama. In the remainder of the Tantric world,
the division of labor outlined above has remained the rule, with the royal courts
of Hindu and Buddhist kings constituting the privileged clienteles of Tantric specialists. This symbiotic relationship between Tantric "power brokers" and their
power-wielding royal patrons is particularly apparent in Tantric rituals of initiation (diksa), and consecration or empowerment (abhiseka). Tantric consecration
has long been the special prerogative of Asian rulers. In fact, royal participation
in Tantric ritual colors the totality of Tantric literature; and "it is no mystery that
central ritual of Tantra - consecration - was modeled on the ancient Indian ritual
of royal investiture, [which] not only transformed monks into Tantric kings, but
also kings into Tantric masters" (Strickmann 1996: 40).
In fact, abhiseka itself may well have had a sexual connotation, from the time
of the royal consecrations of the Vedic period. As Per Kvaerne has argued, the
verbal root of this term is sic, which means "sprinkle," "wet," "soak," and the
original sense of consecration was one of a hieros gamos, a sacred marriage between king and earth. As such, the distant origins of this core element of Tantric
practice may lie in a notion that the sex act and the ritual act were in some way
equivalent (Kvaerne 1975: 102-9). The practices of the Tachikawa-ryu that so
shocked the Shingon mainstream in Japan should also be viewed in this light: the
sexual symbolism of the imperial accession ceremony was the same as that of the
Tachikawa ritual, although it is not clear which influenced the other. These cult
practices may also have had a pre-Tantric precedent in Japan, in which the ancient
enthronement ceremony included a secret rite wherein an imitation of the hierogamy between the emperor and a goddess may have been enacted with a sacred
prostitute (Faure 1998: 1 2 5 - 2 9 , 169-70).
In India as well, the role of the person of the queen - and of her sexual emission - as the source of her husband's energy is one that predates the emergence
of Tantra by several centuries. A particularly evocative description of such is found
in a ca. 100-300 C.E. Tamil poem, the Netunalvatai, which has been summarized
and interpreted by Dennis Hudson (1993: 133-34) as follows:
Inside the house of the Pandya king there stood another "house," in which ananku,
the sexual and sacred power of the ur, the territory of his kingdom as a person, was
present. This house, called the karu ("embryo") - like the inner sanctum, the "womb
house" (garbha-grha) of the Hindu temple - was a bedroom into which the sole male
that entered was the king himself. In the place of the temple altar was a large round
bed replete with symbols of marital and fertile power. On the bed sat the queen,
naked save for her wedding necklace, awaiting her king who had gone into battle.
One of her maidservants prayed to the Mother goddess for his victory.
The round bed is the round Vedic fire altar that symbolizes the earth and the
queen the Vedic fire, awaiting the oblation 5f soma-semen from her husband. Known
as "The Goddess Who Founds the Family" (kula-mutaltevi), she embodies the
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"Mother" to whom the maidservant prays for victory, and the ananku that pervades
the fortress. That ananku, transmitted by her to the king each time they have sexual
intercourse (kutal), is carried inside of him as the sakti, the energy, that wins him
victory in battle.
Yet the king must exile himself to the periphery of his kingdom, to the borderlands where the battleline is constantly being drawn, to protect the center.
The View from the Periphery
As we have noted, the role of the king in the practice of the Tantric mandala is a
dual one. In Chinese parlance, the emperor is the "son of Heaven" when he rules
from the center of his palace in the heart of the middle kingdom; at the same
time, he is the representative of Everyman, battling to protect the periphery of
his realm against eruptions of barbarian demons, monsters, epidemics, and so on.
Here, it may be helpful to introduce the typology of the "transcendental" and
"pragmatic" aspects of religion. This typology, first proposed in the 1960s by the
anthropologist David Mandelbaum (1966) in relation to village-level religious
practice in India, should help us to understand the dual role of the Tantric king,
and serve as a theoretical bridge between what appear today to be two distinct
types of Tantric specialists and their clients, and two distinct and generally disconnected types of Tantric practice in Asia.
When practitioners pay homage to the great gods of their tradition in the
controlled atmosphere of a religious festival or periodical ritual observance, this
is an example of a "transcendental" religion. When, however, an uncontrolled
epidemic breaks out in their village or territory, and the local or regional deity of
the disease in question is worshiped to protect and save them from their affliction,
this is an example of "pragmatic" religion. Tantric elites - kings and their priestly
specialists, householder practitioners, and so on - will generally take a "transcendental" approach to their religion, transacting with high gods through the controlled template of the mandala. On the other hand, Tantric specialists from lower
levels of society - healers, exorcists, spirit-mediums, and so on - will generally
be called upon by their clients for their "pragmatic" abilities to transact with a
malevolent spirit world that has already erupted into their lives, far away from
the mandala's quiet center. By and large, the transcendental approach is proactive,
while the pragmatic approach is reactive.
From the transcendent perspective, the mandala is a Utopia ("no-place") as
geometrically perfect as the Hindu Sri Yantras or Tibetan Buddhist sand mandalas.
But real life always occurs "someplace," and it is here, at the pragmatic fringes,
that the world of the mandala becomes somewhat messier. More than any other
Tantric actor, the king is obliged to adopt both transcendental and pragmatic
strategies in his transactions through the mandala. We have already outlined the
transcendental side of his practice: in the latter role, he is Everyman, not only
because he is the representative and protector of every one of his people, but also
because he is himself his own person, subject to many of the same trammels of
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existence as everyone else in his realm. Like them, he has a home and a family,
a body that is prey to disease and death, and deceased relations who come to visit
him in his dreams. In this respect, he must transact with the same gods, ghosts,
and ancestors as have most Asian individuals from time immemorial - beings
which, because they are closer to the human world than are the high gods, are
generally viewed as having a more immediate impact on human life.
Most pragmatic religious life in Asia revolves around family gods, that is, those
deceased family members, distant or recent, who have died untimely or unusual
deaths. Such a death has barred their path to the protected world of the ancestors - the happy dead - and as such, these unhappy and unsettled spirits find
themselves condemned to a marginal and dangerous existence. Because these
spirits inhabit the world between the living and the dead, they are most readily
encountered in the places at which they departed from this world: graveyards and
charnel- and cremation- grounds [McDaniel]. As such, these sites become the
privileged venues of certain types of pragmatic Tantric practice (exorcism, subjugation, killing, and so on), and are described in gruesome detail in Tantric
literature and graphically illustrated on the lower portions or borders of Buddhist
mandala art, in particular.
In their unhappy situation, these beings will often seek to avenge themselves
against their family, clan, or village, and so become malevolent ghosts, the bhutprets of India or kuei of China. The semantic field of this latter term is particularly
telling, extending as it does to not only the mesocosm of the household and the
malevolent deities that threaten it but also to that of the empire, and the barbarianmonsters (kuei) that would overrun the center were the king's armies not vigilantly
patrolling the periphery. The protean horde of these lesser deities form or hem
in the outermost fringes of the great mandala that the king, as an incarnation of
the godhead, rules from the center. Yet it is one and the same mandala, the same
mesocosm of interpenetrating energies; all that changes is the perspective from
which it is viewed.
Over the past two millennia, Asian traditions have generated a remarkably
unified taxonomy of these malevolent deities, based for the most part on origin,
form, and function. They are a highly volatile and capricious group, by turns
hostile and friendly, terrible and benign, semidemonic and semidivine, with
changes in demeanor corresponding directly to the ritual attention given them by
humans. Capable of changing bodily containers - that is, of possessing the bodies
of both the living and dead - their host fills the sky, earth, waters, stones, and
trees, as well as the bodies of every type of living creature. Their names are legion,
as are their forms and functions. In South Asia alone, one encounters - across
Hindu, Buddhist, Jain, and Muslim traditions alike - cults of and practices relating to female yoginis, dakinis, Saktis, Mothers, yaksinis, raksasis, pisacinis, and
vidyarajnis; and male bhairavas, Siddhas, viras, ganas, bhutas, pretas, vetalas,
raksasas, pisacas, maras, and vidyarajas. Many of these classes of beings were
carried from India, in the first wave of export Tantric literature and liturgies, into
Inner and East Asia, where they came to jostle and often merge with already
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existing indigenous pantheons. They continue to be found in myriad regional and
vernacular forms throughout all of Asia. Yet, as has already been stated, we must
not conclude from this that Asian belief systems and practices concerning these
hosts of beings constitute the "origins" of Tantra. They have always been with the
Asian peoples: when their cults became "tantric" - or when "Tantra" emerged
out of their cult practices - is a chicken/egg question that is impossible to resolve.
At the pragmatic outer fringes of the mandala, possession, exorcism, divination,
and healing have historically been the most pervasive forms of Tantric practice
[Erndl], and it has been in their roles as ritual healers, "psychoanalysts," clairvoyants, and ground-level problem solvers [Walter] that nonelite Tantric specialists - whether they be called Ojhas or Bhopas in India, Good-pas (pronounced
"chopa") in Tibet, or even Daoists in China, or Shinto priests in Japan - first
established and have continued to maintain their closest ties with every level of
Asian society. The dark counterpart to these practices is ritual sorcery or black
magic, the manipulation of the same low-level deities or demons to strike down
enemies with the same afflictions as those they are called upon to placate or
eliminate. Most often, practitioners gain access to and control over these malevolent deities by entering into a possessed state or mediumistic trance, and it must
be allowed that at this level, Tantric specialists rarely make explicit use of the
mandala. Nonetheless, it informs their practice, since they know themselves to
be transacting with deities that are in some way the emanations, sons, daughters,
or servants of the transcendent godhead at the distant center. This is the case, for
example, with the multiple Bhairavas of popular Hindu traditions in South Asia.
In Jain Tantric practice, these beings are termed "unliberated deities," as opposed
to the enlightened and liberated tirthankaras [Cort]; in Buddhist Tantra, they are
conceived as ordinary worldly deities who have vowed to protect the Dharma, as
opposed to enlightened buddhas or bodhisattvas.
We should bear in mind here that the transcendent/pragmatic religion typology
is just that: an ideal construct employed to classify types of Tantric practice. In
fact, the world of Tantric practice is a continuum that draws on both the transcendent and the pragmatic approaches. This is the strategy of the Tibetan lamas,
who are both teachers of the Dharma and protectors of their people from malevolent deities. Lay practitioners too will often combine the two approaches, appealing directly to semidivine intermediaries for protection and succor in their
daily lives while focusing their meditative practice on the godhead at the center
of the mandala. An example of such a combinatory practice is the preliminary
Tantric ritual process known as bhutasuddhi, the "cleansing of the five elements"
but also "the purging of the demonic beings." Prior to meditatively constructing
the god at the center of the worship mandala, and then identifying it with their
own subtle bodies, practitioners must first purge their bodies of these lower elements/malevolent beings (bhutas). In some Hindu practice, this process culminates in the dramatic expulsion of a black "Sin Man" (papapurusa) - a condensation of all the malevolent beings inhabiting the mandalic mesocosm of his
body - through the practitioner's left nostril.
What differentiates elite Tantric specialists from their nonelite counterparts is
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not the basic structure of the mandala as transactional mesocosm, but rather the
name and attributes of the deities with whom they transact. Elite practitioners by virtue of their higher Tantric empowerments, textual lineages, and formal
instruction - are able to transact with the supreme transcendent-yet-immanent
deity of the Tantric universe at the center to control all of the beings of the
mandala - divine, semidivine, and demonic - for the protection the king, his
court, and the state as a whole. The principal deity with whom the nonelite
specialist or practitioner will interact - some low-level "lord of spirits" - will not
be absent from the elite mandala; rather, he or she will be relegated to a zone
nearer to the periphery of that mandala, as a fierce protector deity guarding the
mandala of the king's (and supreme deity's) Utopian realm from incursions by
malevolent spirits from the outside, that is, enemies.
In this, his protective role, the ruler will call upon his elite Tantric specialists
to perform rituals generally considered to fall within the purview of their nonelite
counterparts (or, in some cases, simply call upon the latter to perform them).
"Binding the directions" (dig-bandhana) to fence out demons from the mandala,
a standard preliminary to nearly every type of Tantric ritual, is a practice that
betrays this concern with the dangerous boundary between inside and outside,
"us" and "them" [Gardiner]. Yet this is but one of a body of ritual technologies for driving away, immobilizing, confusing, and annihilating "demonic" enemies
of the state - that elite Tantric specialists have marshaled on behalf of their royal
clients for over a millennium. From this royal perspective as well, the fierce and
heavily armed deities pictured at the borders and gates of the Tantric mandalas
are recognized as protectors of the realm. Very often, those fierce deities have
been female - circles of wild animal- or bird-headed goddesses - a reminder once
again that the activated energy that flows through the Tantric mandala is nearly
always feminine.
Contributions to this volume amply illustrate this intimate relationship between
various types of Tantric specialists, their royal clients, and the protection of the
state throughout Asia, including Tang China [Orzech-Sanford], Heian Japan [Grapard], Malla Nepal [Bledsoe], and Kalacuri central India [Davis]. Here, elite ritual
technologies have been backed up by military force: as in the West, fighting
monastic orders have long been a part of the Asian landscape, and the orders in
question, in both South and East Asia, have generally been Tantric (Strickmann
1996: 41; Lorenzen 1978: 61-75). In South Asia, tantrikas were power brokers
throughout the medieval period, and one may even see in the presence, in the
early 1990s, of the Nath Siddha leader Avaidyanath on the ruling council of the
Hindu-nationalist organization known as the Visva Hindu Parisad, an attempt to
reclaim that role in postcolonial India (White 1996: 304-13; 342-49).
Where is the Mainstream?
Throughout this essay, I have made ambiguous use of the term "mainstream,"
sometimes referring to the "Tantric mainstream" and at others contrasting Tantric
with non-Tantric "mainstream" practices, albeit with the mitigating heuristic de-
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vice of "hard-core" and "soft-core" Tantra. This ambiguity is one that flows (to
stay with a fluid metaphor) from the ambiguity of the Tantric mandala itself. As
has been argued, the Tantric mandala becomes "utopian" when there is no temporal ruler to be identified with the godhead at the center. In such cases, Tantra
is outside the mainstream, potentially subversive and antinomian, the province
of the practitioner as crypto-potentate. When, however, the ruler is himself a
Tantric practitioner/client, then the mandala takes on a real-world referent, and
stands as the mesocosmic template between politicoreligious realities and their
metacosmic prototype, the realm of the divine. In the first instance, the Tantric
mandala is covert and occulted; in the latter, it is overt and hegemonic. The
anonymous author of the Agama Prakasa [Rinehart-Stewart] states this aphoristically: "Every city has one-fourth part of its population as Saktas [that is, tantrikas] - and the ceremonies are performed very secretly in the middle of the night;
if a king be a supporter, they are also observed publicly."
It is this bivalency of the portable Tantric mandala that has both ensured the
survival of Tantra in times of religious and political subjugation and rendered an
accounting of it so difficult for the scholar. When the king is a Tantric practitioner,
Tantra is a protective bulwark of the state, and its specialists are power-brokering
bearers of religious authority. Geoffrey Samuel (1993: 34) sums up this situation
in the following terms: "[A] practitioner can relate directly to the sources of power
and authority, by contacting the Tantric 'deities' and other central 'culture-heroes.'
Once the practitioner becomes a lama, this direct contact with power legitimates
a social role that can as easily extend into the political sphere." When, however,
there is no ruler, or when the "wrong king" is on the throne, the Tantric specialist
becomes a covert operative, an occult cosmocrat, controlling a universe in which
he is, through his identity with the god at the center of the mandala, the creator,
preserver, and destroyer. This latter state of affairs is, of course, threatening to
the "wrong king" in question, and Siddha mythology is replete with accounts of
the triumph of Tantric masters over wrong-headed temporal rulers. There are,
however, other possible scenarios, giving rise to other strategies on the part of
Tantric actors, which need to be explored. These concern relationships among
power elites - Tantric specialists and their royal or aristocratic clients - in which
the former, whether they consider their royal client to be legitimate or not, seek
to find ways by which to assert their authority over the latter. These are the
strategies of secrecy and dissimulation.
Until recent times, Tantric ritual constituted a bulwark for the state in the
Indianized and Sanskritized monarchies of Asia, from Nepal to Bali (Strickmann
1996: 348). Reciprocally, it has especially been through royal support (protection,
land grants, tax-exempt status, and so on) that the various Tantric orders have
been empowered both to propagate their sectarian teachings and to consolidate
their socioeconomic position in the realm. In this symbiotic relationship, Tantric
lineages - of families, teaching traditions, and royal, priestly, and monastic succession - have often been closely intertwined. It is particularly in Nepal - where
the royal preceptor (raj guru) has, since the thirteenth century, been the king's
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chief religious advisor, initiating his royal client into the circles of deities that
comprise and energize the nepala-mandala (Toffin 1989: 2 4 - 2 5 ) - that the relationship between the tantrika and his king has remained in force down to the
present day.
This modern-day survival of a medieval Tantric legacy has been the subject of
the important research of Mark Dyczkowski, the fruits of which will appear
shortly in the context of a forthcoming massive study of the Kubjika Tantras.
According to Dyczkowski's analysis, control of the cult of the great royal goddess
Taleju (whose secret worship and liturgies are based on those of the Tantric Hindu
goddess Kubjika) lies at the heart of the power relationship between that goddess's
Newar priesthood and the royal family of Nepal. After reviewing the cults of the
gods of the Newars' public religion, the gods of the "civic space" or "mesocosm"
(Levy 1992), Dyezkowski (2000: 2 - 3 ) presents the following scenario:
But there is an inner secret domain which is the Newars' "microcosm." This does not
form a part of the sacred geography of the Newar civis, although, from the initiate's
point of view, it is the source and reason for much of it. The deities that populate
this "inner space" and their rites are closely guarded secrets and, often, they are the
secret identity of the public deities known only to initiates. The two domains complement each other. The outer is dominantly male. It is the domain of the attendants
and protectors of both the civic space and the inner expanse, which is dominantly
female. In the public domain . . . the male dominates the female, while the secret
lineage deities of the higher castes [of the elite Tantric specialists] are invariably female
accompanied by male consorts. . . . The inner domain is layered and graded in hierachies of deepening and more elevated esotericism that ranges from the individual
to the family group, clan, caste, and out through the complex interrelationships that
make up Newar society. Thus the interplay between the inner and outer domains is
maintained both by the secrecy in which it is grounded and one of the most characteristic features of Newar Tantrism as a whole, namely, its close relationship to the
Newar caste system.
The outer domain is that of the pragmatic boundary of the mandala, discussed
earlier; here, the multiple Bhairabs (Bhairavas) who guard the boundaries of villages, fields, and the entire Kathmandu Valley itself are so many hypostases of
the great Bhairabs of the royal cultus: Kal Bhairab, Akas Bhairab, and so on. As
we have noted, however, it is only by transacting with the transcendent deity at
the heart of the mandala that one gains and maintains supreme power. Here
secrecy becomes a prime strategy. The Taleju brahmans offer Bhairava initiations
to the king as the maintainer of the outer, public state cultus; however, it is only
among themselves that they offer initiations and empowerments specific to their
lineage goddess - and it is precisely through these secret initiations and empowerments that they maintain their elevated status vis-a-vis all the other castes in
the Kathmandu Valley, including that of their principal client, the king himself.
Because the goddess at the center of that mandala is their lineage goddess, and
theirs alone, and because her higher initiations are their secret prerogative, the
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Newar priesthood is able to "control" the king and the nepala-mandala as a whole.
Higher levels of initiation into the Kubjika Tantras, accessible only to these elite
tantrikas, afford them hegemony over the religious life of the kingdom, which
translates into an occult control of the Nepal royal administration - the political
edifice that protects the kingdom from all malevolent spirits, both internal and
external - which in turn enhances their social status and economic situation. A
comparison with the world of espionage is perhaps useful: only those of the
privileged inner circle (heart of the Tantric mandala) have the highest security
clearance (Tantric initiations) and access to the most secret codes (Tantric mantras) and classified documents (Tantric scriptures). The Taleju brahmans of Kathmandu, tantrikas to the king, are the "intelligence community" of the kingdom,
and their secret knowledge affords them a symbolic and real power greater than
that of the king himself. In this way, the political power that the Newars lost
through the eighteenth-century invasion of the Kathmandu Valley by the founder
of the Shah dynasty has been recovered through their control of the goddess at
the heart of the royal mandala and their control of the administration of the
kingdom.
When one looks at the strategy of secrecy employed by the Taleju brahmans
of Nepal to exert occult control over a kingdom whose political power they lost
over two centuries ago, one is not far from the practice of dissimulation, of pretending to be someone other than who one is. Dissimulation is a particular strategy for maintaining secrecy that is most often employed when the "wrong king"
is on the throne, and practitioners are forced "underground." Basically the same
aphorism, found in both Hindu and Buddhist Tantric traditions, expresses this
strategy: "outwardly Vedic, a Saiva at home, secretly a Sakta [that is, a tantrika]";
"externally a Hinayana, internally a Mahayana, secretly a Vajrayana," in the Buddhist version. This strategy is altogether comprehensible in a situation of political
or religious oppression. Curiously, or not so curiously, it is a strategy employed
in times of relative freedom, as well. This is the stuff secret societies are made of
the world over. The question of why one would wish to dissemble when fear
of oppression is not one's principal motivation may again be approached by
borrowing terminology from the world of espionage. Dissimulation allows for
covert operatives to possess a double (or triple) identity, and to inhabit more than
one world at the same time. It is also a means for "insiders" to recognize one
another without being recognized by "outsiders," through the use of secret signs
(mudras), language (mantras), codes (forms of mantric encryption), and so on. It
is a means for creating an elite, even if its eliteness is known to none but the
insider community.
The Broken World of Tantra
The Tantric ruler is the Tantric actor par excellence, with galactic polity operating
on the level of mandalas of deities as well as that of agglomerations of peoples,
clans, and territorial units. The royal palace is located at the center of a mandala
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that is the master grid controlling and encompassing all the beings - human,
subhuman, and superhuman - within its purview; at the same time, the king
polices and protects the boundaries of his royal mandala from outside incursions.
As such, the office and person of the king have constituted the vital link between
elite and nonelite forms of Tantric practice. Without him, the center is missing,
and the phenomenon that is Tantra becomes cloven into two bodies of practice the one transcendent and quietistic and the other pragmatic and "shamanistic" that appear to have little or no relationship to one another. Yet, as we have noted,
with the possible exceptions of Bhutan, Nepal (now a constitutional monarchy),
and Tibet (a theocracy in exile), there are no Tantric systems of galactic polity
remaining on the planet.
What effect has this loss of the center had on Tantra? Generally speaking, it
has apparently split Tantra into two bodies of practice whose connections are
barely recognizable to either practitioners or scholars. On the one hand, the powerful Tantric rites of subjugation, immobilization, annihilation, and so on - the
"Six Practices" or "Six Rites of Magic" (satkarmdni) [Buhnemann] - have become
the sole province of individuals practicing for their own prestige and profit, or
on behalf of other individuals on a for-cash basis. In the absence of state patronage, deployment of these ritual technologies often amounts to little more than
black magic. When no longer employed in the service of the state, what had
previously been a coherent body of practice for the state's protection can appear
to be little other than a massive "protection racket" against supernatural thugs. It
is in this context that many Hindus in India today deny the relevance of Tantra
to their tradition, past or present, and identify what they call "tantra-mantra" as
so much mumbo-jumbo.
The second body of practice that has emerged from this loss of a political center
generally involves Tantric elites. When there no longer is a royal client to support
them, many of those elite specialists who had been royal chaplains or preceptors
have tended to turn their energies toward "perfecting" the rituals and liturgies for
which a performance arena no longer exists. Closed into monasteries or other
conventicles, these specialists have tended to scholasticize Tantric theory and
internalize, sublimate, or semanticize external Tantric practice. Taken to its extreme, this scholasticizing tendency has removed Tantra from its this-worldly
concerns and transformed it into an idealized and intellectualized inner exercise
generally reserved for an elite group of insiders. Minutely categorizing every facet
of the universe of experience and practice is the mark of scholasticist Tantra, and
a great number of the passages translated in this volume betray that mindset. This
tendency has been further catalyzed by a gradual loss of touch with the original
clan lineage-based ground for Tantric ritual (Gupta-Hoens-Goudriaan 1979: 124;
White 1998: 192-95).
There have been two major upshots of these developments. On the one hand,
much of Tantra has become highly philosophical, and many of the most brilliant
Tantric summa have been the work of "pure theoreticians." Even when the language of such forms of Tantra remains antinomian, this is a purely ritual or
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philosophical antinomianism, one cut off from the outside world, that is being
espoused. On the other, as we have already noted, Tantric specialists have often,
in the absence of politically powerful patrons, adopted the strategy of dissimulation, of hiding their "true" Tantric identity behind a facade of conventional
behavior in the public sphere. In this context, elite "Tantra has moved towards
the doctrinally orthodox and politically unobjectionable. . . . The magical and
shamanic powers have lost their importance, the 'disreputable' sexual practices
are avoided, and Tantric ritual has become little more than a supplement to the
ordinary Brahmanic cult. Much the same . . . appears to be true for Buddhist
Tantra among the Newars of the Kathmandu Valley, and in Japan, and for both
Buddhist and Hindu Tantra in Bali" (Samuel 1993: 432).
These two strategies, of appropriating Tantric ritual technologies as means to
self-promotion, and of dissimulation combined with scholasticist theorization,
only appear to be the legacy of two different traditions. In fact, they are two sides
of the same coin; however, the coin is one that no longer bears a royal head or
device on its face. Such is the broken world of Tantra at the dawn of the new
millennium.
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Gurus and Adepts

1
The Tantric Guru

Andre Padoux

The importance accorded to the spiritual master, the guru or acarya, was a general
characteristic of Indian culture from very early times, and the trait was developed
and intensified in Tantric Hinduism and Buddhism. It goes back to the Vedic
period and is still visible in India today.
A reason for the guru's importance may lie in the fact that Indian traditions
always gave precedence to the oral/aural/verbal, rather than to the written, form
of religious or spiritual teachings. The Vedic Revelation is not scripture. It is sruti,
that which has been heard and which is transmitted by word of mouth. The
Buddha and the Jina taught orally, and their teaching was long committed to
memory only. The various Tantric doctrines, though they seem to have been
written down early (by the fifth or sixth century C.E., perhaps, for Hindu Tantras,
earlier for the Buddhist ones), were also deemed to have been revealed - that is,
told, orally expressed - by a deity to a first master and then transmitted in the
same oral fashion to initiates alone, through a succession of masters (guruparamparya), to succeeding generations of believers or adepts. Tantric texts that
embody this sort of teaching in writing are therefore often couched in the form
of a dialogue between a deity and a mortal, or between two deities speaking in
mythical times - one asking to be taught, the other revealing orally his/her teaching.
In this Indian context, the highest wisdom, liberating truth, can issue only from
the mouth of the master: gurumukhad eva. All such teaching, moreover, is necessarily esoteric. It is given, orally, only to those whom the guru considers worthy
of receiving it and capable of keeping it secret. The esoteric transmission of doctrine by the guru to his chosen disciple includes the (necessarily oral) transmission
of a mantra that is believed to be all-powerful, superhuman in nature: only someone endowed with superhuman powers can have access to and transmit such a
power. This is a further reason why the Tantric guru is regarded as divine.
Tantric texts often do not expressly state that the guru is divine. They take it
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for granted, so obvious is such a notion to them. This identification with the deity
goes so far that in some cases it is not clear whether the Tantra refers to the master
or to the deity. For example, there is a passage in the Yoginihrdaya (a Saiva text
dating probably from the tenth or eleventh century C.E., but still read and used
in Srividya circles today) which exhorts the adept to invoke and perceive mentally
in one of the centers (cakras) of his "subtle" imaginary body the presence of the
"footprints or sandals of the Master" (gurupadukas); these, says the text, "pervade
the universe and fill it with celestial ambrosia," that is, with bliss. Now, the commentary explains this paduka to be that of the guru, but it goes on to quote a
stanza that mentions only the deity, while alluding further on to the paduka of
"the guru whose nature is that of the supreme Siva." To realize mystically the
supreme nature of the gurupaduka, says the Yoginihrdaya, is also to realize one's
total identity with the supreme deity. What the adept is to experience is thus both
the spiritual presence in his heart of his guru and the presence of the deity: they
are both there but as one and the same, both transcendant and immanent reality.
As appears in the translation given below of excerpts from the Kularnavatantra,
this is what is generally implied by the term paduka.
Admittedly, the Yoginihrdaya belongs doctrinally to the nondualistic form of
Saivism for which the supreme godhead forms the essence and omnipresent substrate of the cosmos, a divine essence that pervades the guru as well. However, it
goes further than that. For this Tantric text (as for many others) there is a real,
active, all-powerful and grace-bestowing presence of the deity existing in, or rather
as, the guru. He has to be divine because in spiritual matters one gives not so
much what one has as what one is.
The reverence and respect paid to the guru are reflected in the fact that Tantric
ritual worship usually begins by an invocation of the guru (gurusmarana) by which
the worshiper places him/herself mentally within his/her own tradition: rather
than one's own guru, it is the succession of the gurus of one's tradition, the
guruparamparya or gurupahkti, which is thus made spiritually present.
In the Saiva Kaula traditions, this gurupahkti is sometimes described as consisting of a threefold succession or "flow" (ogha) of masters, the first group being
"divine" (divya), the second "accomplished" (siddha) and the last "human" (manova). If not historically then at least mythically, this flow links all the succeding
gurus to the supreme godhead by whom the tradition is supposed to have been
originally revealed. In this threefold succession (sometimes considered to correspond to the yugas, the succeeding ages of the world), the gurus are progressively
less perfect as they pass from a divine to a mere human condition. However, even
human gurus are incarnations of the godhead and are to be worshiped as such
by their disciples.
Tantric traditions are not alone in viewing the guru as divine. It could be said
that Indian gurus of whatever persuasion, and whether living in the past or the
present, are regarded by their disciples as divine. A well-known and remarkable
non-Tantric instance of such divinization is that of Caitanya, who came to be
regarded as an androgynous incarnation of Radha and Krsna. It is well known
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that Ananda Moyi, who died a few years ago, used to be worshiped in Varanasi
as an incarnation of the goddess Durga. More curious is the case of Sobha Ma,
who lives in Varanasi now, and who is considered by her disciples as a manifestation of the (Tantric) goddess Kali. But once a year, she is worshiped by them
as an incarnation of the non-Tantric god Krsna. One is also tempted to refer to
the famous Bengali guru Ramakrsna, who came from a Tantric milieu, was a priest
of Kali, and was initiated by two Tantric ascetics. But he stopped halfway, lacking
the will to act as a real tantrika. Such instances (and many others could be quoted)
are clearly due to the diffusion, throughout India, of the Tantric conception of
the guru. As a well-known stanza from the Kularnavatantra (12.45) puts it, "Whoever regards the guru as a human being, the mantra as mere letters, and the images
[of deities] as stone, goes to hell." The proper attitude toward the guru is summarized by another oft-quoted stanza from the same text (12.49): "The guru is
the father, the guru is the mother, the guru is God, the supreme Lord. When Siva
is angry, the guru saves [from his wrath]. When the guru is angry, nobody [can
help]." Many such quotations could be cited. The Tantrarajatantra (The King of
All Tantras), an undated - perhaps seventeenth-century - text belonging to the
Srividya tradition, includes in its first chapter a brief hymn to the guru, identifying
him with different aspects of the deity or of the cosmos; the human condition
appears to be utterly transcended.
A richer and more detailed description of the Tantric guru is that of the twelfth
chapter (ullasa), "concerning the footprints [of the guru]," of the Kularnavatantra.
This Saiva Tantra is an important text of the Kaula tradition, and one of the best
known. Its date is unknown, but it is certainly earlier than the fifteenth century.
It was edited by Arthur Avalon and commented upon by him. The chapter in
question, 129 stanzas in length, is too long to be translated here in its entirety.
But the excerpts below show how far the extolling of the guru can go. Excessive
praise is of course an ancient Indian literary practice, and it was never to be taken
literally. But in its excess the Kularnavatantra expresses a widespread, typically
Tantric perception of the spiritual master. The eulogy is reinforced in the following
chapter of the same text, all 133 stanzas of which deal with the qualities, good
or bad, of the guru and of the disciple. It describes especially the traits a disciple
must exhibit in order for him to be chosen and then to serve his master properly:
absolute devotion and submission are the rule.
Considered to be drvine, deserving of praise, and treated as a deity, the Tantric
guru is naturally a figure to be worshiped. Indeed, a gurupuja, ritual worship of
the guru, is sometimes prescribed. It is to be carried out by the newly initiated
disciple for the master who has initiated him, and by the newly consecrated acarya
for the master who has consecrated him and whom he is to succeed. The puja
may consist of a mere recitation (japa) of the gurumantra, which is sometimes a
long formula, and sometimes simply Om Om sri gurave namah. Whether short or
long, the gurumantra, when its japa is completed, is to be "offered" by the performer of the rite and symbolically placed in the guru's right hand. This is prescribed in all Tantric cults for the final japa of the deity's mantra. This rite is
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interesting as a symbolic offering both of one's prayer and of oneself to the godhead - or to the guru.
The gurupuja may also be a complete ritual program during which the guru,
seated on a throne (asana) that symbolizes the whole cosmos (which he is thus
deemed to transcend), is worshiped "with his mantras" and with the same offerings as those made to a deity, with the remainder of the offered drinks or food
then being consumed (as in any puja) by the disciple, who must also worship the
"wheel of power" (sakticakra) presumed to encircle the guru. If all this is not done,
it is said, the whole initiation ritual would be void and without effect.
Such being the divine nature ascribed to the Tantric guru and the worship
shown him, we would expect him to appear mysteriously, as a supernatural being
spontaneously endowed with all manner of perfections and uncommon powers.
But in fact only the founding masters of Tantric traditions, Hindu or Buddhist,
are ever described in such a way. This is often the case with the Siddhas. Wellknown examples are those of Matsyendranatha and Goraksanatha, the mythical
founders of the Natha tradition. On the other hand, whenever human rather than
mythical gurus are concerned, Tantric texts carefully describe and emphasize the
necessity of their ritual initiation (diksa) or consecration (abhiseka). The guru,
though essentially divine, is a human person who in fact becomes divine only
after a ritual empowerment by which his master transmits to him his own supernatural excellence, together with his spiritual powers and ritual qualifications.
There is such a thing as the "making of a master" (acaryakaranam).
As a rule the acarya- (or guru-) diksa or abhiseka is the highest in a series of
initiations and is therefore given only to persons who have already received lesser
initiations. To become a guru one must, in addition, have a number of social,
physical, and mental qualities. These vary according to the doctrines, preferences,
or prejudices of the different Tantric traditions. They concern caste (often the
guru must be a brahman, he must at least be of good family, a kulin), gender
(usually only males can be gurus), family (a guru is normally married), knowledge
of the scriptures (the Sastras) and the ability to explain them, and so forth. Texts
often insist on the beauty, majestic appearance, deep voice, and other physical
traits a guru ought to possess. Some Tantras say a good guru cannot come from
certain parts of India. The thirteenth chapter of the Kuldrnavatantra mentions
different kinds of guru, with different capacities and different ways of teaching
and practicing different rituals. It lists the particular subjects with which a guru
ought to be conversant. It also mentions and warns against bad gurus. Only the
sadguru, the real guru, the embodiment of absolute truth, saves and is to be
worshiped. All of this goes to show that though extolled as divine, the Tantric
guru is also viewed a mere mortal who is not above human frailties. A point worth
noting is that the guru takes over his office and his powers from the master, who
initiates him and thereby transfers and relinquishes to him his own role and
authority. According to the Mrgendrdgama, the initiating master says to his successor: "The power and authority I resign to you now, you will henceforth wield
until you transmit them to another." The rule is that there are never two masters
officially active at the same time in the same guruparamparya.
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The importance thus attributed to ritual notions and practices should not come
as a surprise. The Tantric world is permeated and fundamentally characterized
by ritual. Contrary to what some believe, tantrikas are not antiritualists or transgressive mystical seekers of supernatural powers and liberation. They are first and
foremost super-ritualists, "specialists in intensified ritual." Ritual, however, cannot
be separated from the doctrine that accompanies and justifies it: in the case of
Hindu Tantra, the prevailing ideology is that of the pervasive presence of divine
power, sakti, a power conceived of differently in different Tantric systems, but
one that can be mastered and deployed ritually to gain mundane or supramundane ends. These two aspects of the Tantric reality come together in the acaryabhiseka, in which the guru is spiritually consecrated and is invested (thanks to
the mantras he ritually receives) with supernatural powers, powers of such intensity that he is divinized.
Some Tantric traditions, notably the dualist Saiva Siddhanta whose scriptures
are the Sanskrit Agamas, insist on the absolute and total efficacy of ritual. Such
is also the position of the Vaisnava tradition of the Pancaratra, despite the importance given there to devotion to the Lord. Others, notably the nondualist
Saivas, consider that the principal element in the making of a guru is not the
ritual of the diksa, but rather the divine influx of power: the grace of God (anugraha) or the "descent of power" (saktipata).
Thus, the Kashmiri philosopher Abhinavagupta (tenth to eleventh century)
contrasts the ritually initiated, "fabricated" (kalpita) gurus with those who are "not
fabricated" (akalpita) but spontaneously and directly illuminated (and hence initiated) by Siva's grace. This is a position, Abhinavagupta says, that was already
held by such earlier Tantras as the Brahmayamala and even of Agamas such
as the Kiranagama. The highest guru, according to him, is the one called "spontaneous" (svayambhu) because he is spontaneously and divinely schooled in all
the traditional sciences. Such a master is absolutely perfect (samsiddhika), omniscient, and divine; he destroys ignorance and spreads bliss by his mere presence.
Illuminated by the light of intuitive knowledge (pratibham jnanam), he is sometimes called pratibhaguru. This guru, Abhinavagupta explains, is in fact initiated
by the "goddesses of his own consciousness" (svasamvittidevibhir diksitah). This
is interesting, since it identifies the powers and movements that sustain and animate a person's spiritual, mental, and physical life with divine entities. This
perception of one's powers as identical with, or reflecting, a set of deities (the
Kalis), this conception of these "goddesses as the blissful, uncontracted awareness
which is within and behind one's individuality" (to quote Alexis Sanderson), was
taken over by Abhinavagupta from the Kashmiri form of the ancient Saiva Krama
tradition.
An akalpitaguru, according to him, may also be ritually initiated, in particular
so as to learn (and be able to teach) certain doctrines or practices. He is then said
to be an akalpitakalpita ("fabricated and not-fabricated") guru. Such a master,
says Abhinavagupta, is really the god Bhairava. Continually deepening his perfect
knowledge of all the Tantras and religious treatises, following the teaching of his
own Master but also remaining constantly immersed in the light of divine Con-
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sciousness, he reaches such a degree of plenitude (purnata) that he is identified
with Bhairava, that fearsome form of Siva. The Brahmayamalatantra further
teaches that a person can be initiated and enlightened (that is, liberated) thanks
only to the effulgence or power (sphuratta) of a mantra. By means of this method,
says the Tantra, one may become an acarya in a month. This may be taken as yet
another example of the power ascribed to mantras in Tantric Hinduism. But the
Tantra explains that this sort of direct mantric initiation is obtained while one
performs a particular ritual of worship of the goddess Rakta: "Raktadevi initiates
progressively through the japa of her mantras. This however can be done only if
one has found such a guru as can transmit the mantra." Even divine action sometimes needs the help of human power. Here, however, the idea is to exclude the
possibility of obtaining a mantra by finding it for oneself in a text: a written
mantra, as is well known, is powerless.
Emphasis on the divinity of the guru is proper to Hindu Tantric traditions. The
Buddhist Tantric conception is naturally different. Buddhist Tantric spiritual masters are also regarded as superhuman. But there seems to be more emphasis on
the strangeness or eccentricity, as well as the supernatural origins and extraordinary feats and powers, of these "accomplished" beings (called Siddhas or Mahasiddhas), than on their divine nature. In Tibetan Buddhism, they may be sprulsku, incarnate lamas, which also places them on a higher plane than that of
ordinary people. Their disciples as well must obey and serve them slavishly. The
sufferings and acts of self-denial of such disciples form part of the biographies of
the great spiritual masters (especially the Tibetan ones). The trials endured by
Milarepa as the disciple of Marpa, or of Naropa as the disciple of Tilopa are well
known. The tales are largely imaginary or allegorical, but their raison d'etre is to
underline the supernatural nature and powers of these exceptional, quasi-divine
beings. The Tantric guru is always held to be superhuman.
The Kularnavatantra, edited by Arthur Avalon [Sir John Woodroffe] (Madras:
Ganesh, 1965) includes a long introduction, two chapters of which provide a
partial translation and commentary on chapters 12 and 13 of that work. The two
sections of verses translated below are based on that edition, from chapters 12
and 13, respectively.

Further Reading
Chapters 13 and 14 of Sriyukta Shiva Chandra Vidyarnava Bhattacharya, The
Principles of Tantra, edited by Arthur Avalon (Madras: Ganesh, 1914, 1952) treat
of the guru and his selection, and quote from a number of Tantras. On the case
of Ramakrsna, see Jeffrey Kripal's interesting book, Kali's Child: The Mystical and
the Erotic in the Life and Teaching of Ramakrishna (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1995). Those with a reading knowledge of French should consult the excellent study of Sobha Ma by Catherine Clementin-Ojha, La divinite conquise (Nan-
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terre: Societe d'Ethnographie, 1990). On the Buddhist Tantric guru, one may
usefully read Herbert V. Guenther, The Life and Teaching of Naropa (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1963; reprint Boston: Shambala, 1995).

On the Paduka of the Guru
2. Listen, O Goddess, to what you wish me to tell you and which, when heard,
quickly fosters devotion.
4. Better than millions of gifts, millions of ritual observances, millions of the
greatest sacrifices is the mere invocation of the holy paduka [of the guru].
5. Superior to millions of mantras, millions of bathings at pilgrimage places,
superior even to the worshiping of millions of deities is the mere evocation of
the holy paduka.
6. The paduka, when called to mind in time of distress, protects against all
evil and all calamity; it dispels the greatest fear as well as all harm or illnesses.
7. The paduka, when remembered, dispels difficulty in thinking, moving,
speaking, intercourse, communication, or action. Indeed, memory, knowledge,
wishing, or giving are done by him alone who ever keeps the holy paduka on
the tip of his tongue.
8. O Goddess! he who, full of devotion, freed of all evil, does the japa of the
holy paduka reaches immediately the supreme state of being.
10. Immediately, O Goddess! he who devotedly does the japa of the holy paduka attains effortlessly the [four aims of life: ] religious merit, wealth, pleasure,
and liberation.
11. In whatever direction shine the lotus feet of the Lord, thereto one must
bow every day, O Dear One!
12. There is no mantra higher than the paduka, no god superior to the holy
guru, no [valid] initiation other than that of sakti, no merit higher than that
accruing from Kaula worship.
13-14. The form of the guru is the root of meditation (dhyana), at the root of
worship are the feet of the guru, the root of mantra is the word of the guru,
the root of liberation is the compassion of the guru. All actions in this world
are rooted in the guru, O Mistress of the Kula! The guru therefore is constantly
to be served with all marks of devotion.
15. Fear, distress, grief, perplexity, delusion, error, and so forth exist only as
long as one does not take refuge in reverent devotion to the guru.
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16. So long as they have no devotion to a perfect master (sadguru), human
beings wander in samsara, suffering from all forms of pain and delusion.
17. The glorious mantra that bestows the fruits of all accomplishments is
rooted in the grace of the guru. It leads to the supreme Reality.
18. Just as the boon-conferring guru, satisfied and happy, gives the mantra, so
one must please him with devotion, even by offering him one's own life.
19. When the best of gurus (desikottama) gives himself to the disciple, the
latter is liberated. He will not be born again.
20. The disciple should strive to satisfy and honor his guru so that he may
always be pleased. For when the guru is pleased the sins of the disciple are
destroyed.
21. Yogins, sages, gods such as Brahma, Visnu, and Siva bestow their grace
when the guru is pleased. No doubt about it!
22. The disciple, directed by the compassionate guru who is pleased with his
devotion, is liberated from [the fetters of] action and gains liberation as well
as other rewards (bhuktimukti).
32. He who devotedly recalls "My guru is Siva in the form of the Master, who
grants rewards as well as liberation," for him perfection is not far away.
38. Why such exertions as those of pilgrimage, wherefore observances that
emaciate the body, when the pure service of and devotion to the guru [afford
the same fruit] ?
46. Never regard the guru as a mere mortal, for to one who thinks so neither
mantras nor the worship of gods will ever give any boon.
47. Those who associate the holy guru with ordinary [people] either in their
remembrance or in their talk - even their good actions will turn into evil, O
Dear One!
48. Parents, being the cause of one's birth, are to be honored with great care.
Still more particularly is to be honored the guru, for he makes known what is
and what is not the sociocosmic Order (dharmadharma).
49. The guru is the father, the guru is the mother, the guru is God, the supreme
Lord. When Siva is angry, the guru saves [from his wrath], but when the guru
is angry, nobody [can help].
50. By mind, by speech, by action, do what is helpful to the guru. By doing
what is bad for him, O Goddess, one becomes a prey to calamity.
51. Those who do not act properly toward the holy guru in body, wealth, or
vital power will certainly become worms or insects [in a future life].
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52. Death results from the forsaking of one's mantra, misery from forsaking
one's guru. To forsake both guru and mantra leads to hell.
53. The body must be borne for the guru's sake. For him alone should one
acquire wealth. One must exert oneself in the service of the guru regardless of
one's life.
56. When the guru is there, no austerity (tapas) is to be practiced, nor fasting,
pilgrimage, purifying bath, or anything else.
59. He who worships someone else when his guru is present, O Ambika, will
go to a frightful hell; and such worship would be useless.
60. To hold on one's head the lotus feet of the guru is not to bear a burden.
One must act as he commands, for the guru is command (ajha).
78. Destruction results from the anger of the guru, harm from treachery to
him, and evil death from criticism of the guru, and the greatest ill from his
displeasure.
79. A man may survive after entering a fire, or after drinking poison, or falling
into the hands of death, but not one who has sinned against his master.
80. Where the holy guru is criticized, one must turn away one's ear, O Ambika,
and leave that place immediately, so that no such thing can be heard. One must
then invoke the name of the guru so as to counteract what has been heard.
81. One must love those whom the guru befriends and respect his spouse and
family. His practice must never be criticized, be it Vedic, Sastric or Agamic.
82. The holy paduka is the [disciple's] ornament. To remember his name is
japa. To do what he commands is ritual action. To attend obediently on him
is indeed to worship the guru.

Guru and Disciple
51-52. Siva is all-pervading, subtle, transcending the mind, without attributes,
imperishable, space-like, unborn, infinite: how could he be worshiped, O Dear
One? This is why Siva takes on the visible form of the guru who, [when]
worshiped with devotion, grants liberation and rewards.
53. I am Siva without any form, O Goddess, imperceptible to the human
senses. This is why the virtuous disciples can worship [Me] in the form of the
guru.
54. The guru is the the supreme Siva himself, manifestly perceptible as enclosed in human skin. Remaining thus concealed, he bestows grace (anugraha)
on the good disciple.
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55-56. It is to protect and help his devotees that Siva, though formless, takes
on form and, full of compassion, appears in this world as if he were part of the
cosmic flow (samsara). Concealing his third eye, the crescent moon [on his
head], his energies, and two of his arms, he appears on this earth in the form
of the guru.
57. Siva without his three eyes, Visnu without his four arms, Brahma without
his four faces, such indeed is what is called a guru, O Dear One!
60-61. The guru is none other than the Eternal Siva. This is the truth. No
doubt about it. The guru is Siva himself . Who, otherwise, would bestow liberation as well as other rewards? There is no difference, O Parvati, between
the guru and the god Sadasiva. He who distinguishes between them is sinful.
99. Difficult to find is the guru who, when pleased, immediately affords the
treasure of liberation, thus saving from the cosmic flow.
104. Many are the gurus who shine [feebly] like lamps in a house. Difficult to
obtain is the guru who, like the sun, illuminates everything.
105. Many are the gurus well versed in the Veda, the Sastras, and so forth.
Difficult to find is the guru who has mastered the supreme Truth (paratattva).
107. Many are the gurus who know bad mantras and medicinal herbs, but a
guru who knows the mantras given in the Tantric and Vedic traditions (agamanigama) and in the Sastras is difficult to find on this earth.
108. Many are the gurus who despoil their disciples of their wealth. Difficult
to find, O Goddess, is the guru who destroys the sufferings of the disciple.
109. Many on earth are [the gurus] who follow the rules of caste and stage of
life (varnasramadharma) and who know the kula practice (kulacara), but the
guru whose mind is free of all discursive thought is not easy to find.
110. A guru is one whose mere contact brings about supreme bliss. Such a
guru the wise man choses, not another one. Verily, by the mere sight of him
one gains liberation.
114. As blades of grass are blown away by a great wind, so the sins of the
disciple are destroyed by the gaze of the guru.
115. As a lighted fire burns away all fuel, moist or dry, so by the compassion
of the guru are all sins destroyed.
116. As darkness is dispelled at the sight of a lamp, so the mere sight of the
perfect master (sadguru) destroys ignorance.
117. He who has all the proper characteristics, who knows all the precepts of
the Veda and the Sastras as well as the rules governing the ways [to liberation]
(upaya), he indeed is a guru.
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121. Even [a guru] who does not have all the [proper] qualities is still a guru
[if he] knows the supreme Truth, for only one who knows the Truth is liberated
and can liberate [others].
After having enumerated different kinds of gurus, the chapter ends as follows:
129. Though gurus are numerous, only one who performs the full consecration (purnabhiseka) is to be worshiped. No doubt about it!
130-32. Having found a holy guru endowed with all the proper qualities, one
who destroys all doubts and bestows knowledge, O Goddess, one should not
stay with another one. If, however, one happens to have a guru who has no
real knowledge and who causes doubts, no harm would be incurred by leaving
him. Indeed, as the bee eager for honey flies from flower to flower, so the
disciple eager for knowledge goes from master to master.
133. Thus have I told you briefly the qualities of the guru and of the disciple,
O Mistress of the Kula. What else do you wish to hear?

2
King Kunji's Banquet

Matthew I. Kapstein

The traditions concerning the Indian Tantric adepts known as the Siddhas ("perfected ones") have long fascinated scholars of the Tantric religions. This reflects
the great popularity of these traditions in the arts and literature of India, Nepal,
and Tibet, and the fact that several of the living Tantric communities, both Saivite
and Buddhist, trace themselves back to the inspiration of the Siddhas.
Although some of the Siddhas were no doubt purely mythical personages, many
were famed teachers and adepts who lived in India during the last centuries of
the first millennium C.E. and the first centuries of the second. The tales concerning
the lives of all of them, however, are entwined in sacred legend, so that in most
cases it is very difficult to arrive at precise historical conclusions about these
figures. Several traditions speak of a collective grouping of eighty-four Mahasiddhas ("Great Siddhas"), and though the precise enumeration of the eighty-four
differs somewhat from one lineage to another, a Buddhist version of the Lives of
the Eighty-four Mahasiddhas, as compiled by the Indian adept Abhayadatta and
preserved in a Tibetan translation done close to the year 1100, has become the
most widely known source for the legendary accounts of their lives.
The Lives is itself only one part of a larger collection of Buddhist literature
relating to the Mahasiddhas that was introduced into Tibet during the same period. Also important is a short verse collection, the Anthology of the Essential Realizations of the Eighty-four Siddhas, compiled initially by an Indian teacher named
Viraprabha. This work parallels the Lives and has an extensive commentary recording the oral commentary of Abhayadatta upon it. The three works just mentioned, however, do not yet constitute the totality of the collection. Unnoticed by
scholars so far is a peculiar text called the Garland of Gems, translated for the first
time below, which is also accompanied by a commentary attributed to the collaboration of Abhayadatta and his Tangut disciple Mondrup Sherap (Smon-grubshes-rab). This work, like the commentary on the anthology of songs, was certainly written in Tibetan, possibly on the basis of the Indian master Abhayadatta's
instructions, but it is not the direct translation of an Indian text.
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The Garland of Gems presents itself as a summary of the systems of Tantric
yoga and meditation taught by the eighty-four Siddhas, though the commentary
in fact only mentions some of the eighty-four by name. According to the legend
of its origin, the Garland of Gems was first taught on behalf of a yaksini, a type of
female spirit who in this case is said to have haunted a cremation ground. The
efficacy of its teachings is accentuated by this tale, for it is claimed that by practicing them a tormented, inhuman creature achieved in the end a state of physical
and psychic well-being. The text was first promulgated among ordinary human
beings after the strange banquet hosted by a certain King Kunji, as recounted in
the first extract translated below. The actual content of the Garland of Gems is
consistent with later Tibetan Tantric accounts of the teaching of the Mahasiddhas,
and accordingly emphasizes instructions concerning the ultimate nature of mind,
often referred to elsewhere as the "Great Seal" (mahamudra), and the major techniques of Buddhist Tantric yoga called the "six doctrines": the Inner Heat, or Wild
Woman, whereby one masters the subtle physical energies of the body; Apparition, through which the illusion-like nature of ordinary experience becomes
known; Dream, in which one achieves the ability to explore consciously and to
transform the dream experience; Radiant Light, referring to the luminous dimension of the mind; Transference, the means to cause one's consciousness to leave
the body abruptly at the moment of death, and to seek rebirth in a pure realm;
and the Liminal Passage (bardo in Tibetan), which here refers primarily to the
state of consciousness in the course of migration between death and rebirth. The
first four enable one to attain enlightenment swiftly during this very lifetime, the
last two to achieve it at death.
The most widely known part of the Buddhist Siddha literature, however, has
been Abhayadatta's Lives, which consists of an exotic collection of stories, not
exactly fairy tales, speaking of strange and eccentric saints. As an example, we
may summarize the first episode, which recounts the life of Luipa, the "eater of
fish guts." In this case, as in many others, the "name" of the Siddha is actually a
sobriquet, referring to an outstanding characteristic or, as in the case of Tantipa,
the weaver, the Siddha's occupation. "Pa," which is affixed to the names of many
of the Siddhas, is ultimately derived from the Sanskrit word for "foot" (pada) and
in this context means "venerable," that is, one whose feet are worthy of veneration.
Luipa, it is said, was a Sri Lankan prince, and the reluctant heir to his father's
throne. After several failed efforts to flee the palace he succeeded at last, and
became a wandering ascetic in India. By chance one day, while begging, he encountered a prostitute who was in fact a dakim, a woman embodying enlightened
wisdom, and she, being clairvoyant, detected that despite his outward saintly
deportment, there was still a smidgen of pride in his heart. She poured some vile
slop into his begging bowl and he, disgusted, threw it out. At this the dakini
exclaimed, "how are you ever going to get enlightened, if you're still such a picky
eater?" Luipa, recognizing that indeed he was covertly preoccupied with mundane
judgments, resolved to uproot the last of his attachments, and dwelling near a
fishermen's settlement on the banks of the Ganges, he practiced austerities for
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twelve years while living on the entrails and other refuse discarded after the catch.
So it was that he eventually freed himself from all mundane patterns of thought,
and was able to transmute even the foulest matter into the deathless nectar of
gnosis.
As we have seen above, the collection of which the Lives is one part also includes
various songs and teachings attributed to the Siddhas. The relationship, in any
given case, between a Siddha's life, song, and teaching is not always straightforward, but the verses attributed to Luipa do seem to correlate with his story, and
so may be taken to exemplify those cases in which such a correspondence is to
be found. At the beginning of Viraprabha's anthology he sings:
When honey's smeared on the snout of a wild, mad dog,
it eats whatever it meets.
Likewise, when the guru bestows precepts on a luckless fool,
his spirit is scorched.
But the fortunate, who realize the unborn in whatever appears
thereby destroy common thought.
They become like mad battle elephants, swords tied to their trunks,
demolishing enemy legions.
And the particular teaching attributed to Luipa in the The Garland of Gems,
translated below, is called the "the instruction that applies to all appearances you
meet." All of this seems to fit neatly together with the tale of his overcoming his
finicky tastes by adopting a diet of rubbish.
Much of the modern scholarship concerning the lives of the Siddhas has focused either upon the quasi-historical dimensions of these traditions or upon
allegorical readings of them. Both approaches, to be sure, were in some sense
sanctioned by the traditional Buddhist schools in which the collection was known.
One author has gone so far as to tabulate a "lineage tree," arranging the eightyfour Siddhas into a single complex geneology. This tendency to historicization
continues to inform Western interpretation, despite the observation, clearly articulated a half century ago by Shashibhushan Dasgupta, that eighty-four is a mystical number and that the grouping of eighty-four Siddhas is "complete" only in
the sense that it fills out this mystical number. Accordingly, in Dasgupta's words,
there is justifiable "doubt about the historical nature of the tradition of the eightyfour Siddhas." Dasgupta also provided a long and suggestive list of classifications
that use the number eighty-four in Indian religious traditions; I add here only
that, from a numerological point of view, the number eighty-four has the interesting property of being the product of the sum and the product of three and
four:
(3 + 4) X (3 X 4) = 84
Thus, symbolically it encompasses the range of possible relationships obtaining
among the innumerable magical and natural categories involving threes and fours.
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That the number eighty-four is entirely arbitrary from a historical perspective is
further underscored when the various traditional lists of Mahasiddhas are compared, even if we restrict ourselves to the lists found within only the Buddhist
tradition; for there are a great many significant discrepancies among them.
If the tales and traditions of the Siddhas are to be regarded not as historical
but as constituting a mythic collection, then just what is this a myth of? Despite
the tendency to incorporate the traditions of the Siddhas into those sanctioned
by the mainstream monastic orders of Tibetan Buddhism, it is clear that marginality and idiosyncracy are powerful themes; this, indeed, accounts for the appeal
these tales have had in the contemporary Western religious counterculture. The
quasi-canonical status of the tradition, the often enigmatic language of its poetry,
the eccentricities of the iconography associated with it, its apparently strong connections with other medieval Indian religious traditions that arose outside the
bounds of high-status society, and similarly with such Tibetan Buddhist traditions
as the Kagyu (Bka'-brgyud) yogic lineages - all of this seems to reinforce the view
that this is a myth of freedom from convention, of the rejection of rigid norms.
But this interpretation is clearly simplistic, for the force of tradition has been to
normalize the apparently rebellious Siddhas, and to incorporate them and their
teachings within a program of well-ordered religious discipline. The tale of King
Kunji's banquet seems to underwrite just such a perspective, by freezing the
Siddhas in the form of statues worshiped by a royal patron. Perhaps we can speak,
then, of the institutionalization of idiosyncracy through the cooperation of myth
and normative practice. In other words, in the case of the Siddhas, a myth of
idiosyncratic freedom undergirds an enduring ethos of order.
The Tibetan texts translated below are found in the great nineteenth-century
encyclopedia of Tibetan esoterica: 'Jam mgon Kong sprul Blo gros mtha' yas,
Gdams ngag mdzod: A Treasury of Instructions and Techniques for Spiritual Realization
(Delhi: N. Lungtok and N. Gyaltsan, 1971), vol. 11, pp. 9-11 ("King Kunji's
Banquet) and 92-143 ("The Garland of Gems"). Because the cryptic style of the
original does not lend itself to literal English translation, I provide a rather free
rendition of the verse text of the Garland of Gems. In the case of the commentary
accompanying the verses, I supply here an abridged restatement of the Tibetan
original, supplemented by my own occasional remarks intended to clarify the
meaning of the verses. For further clarification of the text as a whole, I have added
a topical outline.

Further Reading
Abhayadatta's Lives of the Siddhas is available in an English translation in James
B. Robinson, tr., Buddha's Lions: The Lives of the Eighty-four Siddhas (Berkeley:
Dharma Publishing, 1979). The same work, with Viraprabha's Songs, is also translated in Keith Dowman, Masters of Mahamudra: Songs and Histories of the Eighty-
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four Buddhist Siddhas (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1985). The
Indian Buddhist Tantric background for the Siddha traditions is surveyed in David
Snellgrove, Indo-Tibetan Buddhism: Indian Buddhists & Their Tibetan Successors
(Boston: Shambhala, 1987), vol. 1, chapter 3, "Tantric Buddhism." The song
literature attributed to the Siddhas is very extensive, and there have been several
useful translations and studies, including Shashibhusan Dasgupta, Obscure Religious Cults (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1946), part 1, "The Buddhist Sahajiya
Cult and Literature"; Herbert V. Guenther, The Royal Song of Saraha: A Study in
the History of Buddhist Thought (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1968);
Per Kvaerne, An Anthology of Buddhist Tantric Songs: A Study of the Caryagiti (Oslo:
Universitets for laget, 1977); and David Snellgrove, "The Tantras," in Edward
Conze, ed., Buddhist Texts through the Ages (New York: Philosophical Library,
1954), pp. 219-68. There is also a large body of indigenous Tibetan literature
devoted to the lives, teachings, and songs of various Indian Siddhas, whether
included in the lists of the eighty-four or not; for instance: Herbert V. Guenther,
The Life and Teaching of Naropa (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963); Dudjom Rinpoche and Jikdrel Yeshe Dorje, The Nyingma School of Tibetan Buddhism: Its Fundamentals and History, translated by Gyurme Dorje and Matthew Kapstein (London: Wisdom Publications, 1991), vol. 1, pp. 443-504; David Templeman, tr.,
The Seven Instruction Lineages (Dharamsala: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 1983); Tibetan Religions in Practice, edited by Donald S. Lopez, Jr. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), chapters 8-9. On the representation of
the Siddhas in Tibetan painting, see Toni Schmid, The Eighty-five Siddhas (Stockholm: Statens Etnografiska Museum, 1958). For the teachings of the Siddhas in
the Hindu Saivite traditions, refer to David Gordon White, The Alchemical Body
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996). Those who wish to learn more of
the yoga of the transference of consciousness, mentioned toward the close of The
Garland of Gems, may consult my "A Tibetan Festival of Rebirth Reborn: The 1992
Revival of the Drigung Powa Chenmo," in Melvyn C. Goldstein and Matthew T.
Kapstein, eds., Buddhism in Contemporary Tibet: Religious Revival and Cultural Identity (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1998).

King Kunji's Banquet
In the western part of India, in Kantamara, a district in Saurastra [modern
Gujarat], the religious king Kunji governed his realm righteously. At some
point his mother took ill and was fast approaching death. The king lovingly
asked her, "Now it seems you will not live for long, Ma. For your benefit in
future lives, I will do whatever you command and will offer donations for the
worship of the community of monks, the brahmans, and the temples, and for
charity and so forth."
His mother replied, "You needn't bother with the other virtues on my behalf.
Just host a Tantric banquet for the eighty-four yogins and yoginis who have
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Figure 2.1. Two Mahasiddhas as depicted in a Tibetan woodblock print. To the left,
Saraha straightens the arrow of mind. Tilopa, on the right, plays the hand drum
(damaru) of awakening with his right hand, and in his left holds a skull-cup (kapala)
overflowing with the nectar of attainment. He wears a meditation belt, used for support
during long periods of yogic practice.

become Siddhas, and pray to them for my sake!" With these last words, she
died.
The king then thought, "Those past Siddhas are no longer seen among men,
so how can I invite them? But I cannot violate mother's dying wish. Because
the Mahasiddhas are compassionate, all I can think to do is to pray." He prayed
one-pointedly, and the two gnostic dakinis, Kokali and Dharmavisva ["Dhamadhuma" in the Garland of Gems], became visibly manifest and said, "We two
will help you! Let's invite the Siddhas and prepare a banquet hall!" The king
arranged a great hall for the Tantric feast, while the two dakinis, through their
miraculous abilities, journeyed to the various sacred lands in an instant to
invite the Siddhas. Luipa was the first to arrive, and the other Siddhas also
arrived momentarily, in their appointed order, and took their seats. The king
generously served up the delights of the banquet, and they remained assembled
in the Tantric feast for a long time. In the end, although the king asked the
Siddhas to remain for a while so that he could continue to worship them, they
would not permit this. Instead, each Siddha sang for the king one of his or her
own vajra-songs, called dohas, and then vanished into the unknown. The king
constructed images to represent each of the Siddhas, before which each one's
song was written, and there he worshiped them.
At the same time, a scholar named Viraprabha, who was traveling far away
to the east, heard that the eighty-four Siddhas had actually come to be worshiped by King Kunji, and he made haste to come there, but arrived a week
after the Siddhas had left. He grew disconsolate and prayed fervently for seven
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days, whereupon the two dakinis visibly appeared, and transmitted to him the
Garland of Gems, the very songs that had been sung at the royal feast, and other
teachings, together with the tales of the eighty-four. He meditated upon their
significance and thereby gained special realization, becoming himself a lord
among Siddhas. He also authored a book in which the various dohas were
collected together, and later he transmitted these teachings to the brahman
scholar Kamala. The latter taught them to the Siddha and hermit Jamari, and
he to the scholar from Magadha, Abhayadatta, who composed the collection
of the tales of the eighty-four Siddhas and the commentary on the dohas. All
of texts mentioned above were brought together and translated here in Tibet
by that same scholar and his disciple, the Tangut translator Mondrup Sherap.

The Garland of Gems
In the Indian Language: Ratnamala [-noma]
In the Tibetan Language: Rin chen phreng ba zhes bya ba
According to Tibetan custom, in order for future generations to recall the efforts
of past translators and scholars, the title must be given in both Sanskrit and
Tibetan. In this case, it is explained that because each of the teachings of the
Siddhas has many precious facets, they are like gems (ratnas), and because many
such teachings are strung together here, they form a garland (mala).

Salutations to the Transcendent Lord of Speech [the bodhisattva Manjusri]!
Manjusri, the bodhisattva of wisdom, is invoked before the beginning of the
verse text in order to remove obstacles to the understanding of the text as a whole.

Introductory Verses
1.

Your black hair is piled in a topknot,
Your eyes deep blue like the blue lotus
Your body is convulsed in your terrible roar To you, Acala, I bow in homage.

Acala is one of the foremost divinities of Tantric Buddhism, and is depicted in
many forms, usually ferocious or wrathful, and wielding a sword. In later Buddhist
Tantrism he became particularly popular in Nepal and in Japan, where he is often
seen as a temple protector and is called Fudo.
2.

I will not set down here all that was seen and heard
At the assembly of eighty-four Siddhas
In the heaven of manifest delight,
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That then was well practiced by Dhamadhuma;
But I shall explain the Garland of Gems
That was given as an instruction to the yaksini.
Because those fortunate enough to encounter or even hear of the assembly of
the Siddhas become delighted by it, that assembly is known as the "heaven of
manifest delight." The dakini Dhamadhuma thoroughly mastered a great many
teachings that the Siddhas bestowed there, but here only the Garland of Gems,
which was taught on behalf of a yaksini, will be discussed. What, then, is the
story of that teaching?
Once upon a time, in the cremation ground called Sama Grove (sa-ma'i tshal),
there lived a yaksini who was condemned by her own misdeeds to dwell there
feeding on carrion. In the northeastern quarter of the cremation ground there was
a great hollow tree, inhabited by a family of seven bears. A huge rhinocerousdemon went to sleep there and fell over, crushing the tree and killing its inhabitants. At that point the yaksini arrived, killed the rhinocerous-demon, and found
the flesh of the dead brood of bears. An ogre, however, was attracted by the odor
of flesh and blood, and seeing that the yaksini had reached the feast first, became
greatly enraged at her. Flying above, he poured molten copper upon her, so that
she was horribly burned and suffered terribly. This was karmic retribution for the
suffering she herself had caused other beings during her previous lives. Two
dakinis, named Kokila and Dharmadevi [the "Dhamadhuma" mentioned above],
took pity upon her and healed her wounds with mantras, except for one place
where she had been burned right through to the bone. However, the two were
the disciples of the eighty-four Mahasiddhas, who at that very time were gathered
together in the pure land of manifest delight, where they recognized the yaksini
to be receptive to the Buddha's teaching. They therefore composed a short text,
the Garland of Gems, epitomizing their own religious instructions, and transmitted
it to the two dakinis, who in turn taught it to the yaksini. [In the commentary,
however, the text is presented as a teaching given in direct dialogue with the
yaksini.] By the power of this teaching she finally came to be fully healed in both
body and spirit, and went on to become a great dakini in her own right, named
Sumati.

Luipa's Teaching: "The Instruction That Applies
to All Appearances"
The foregoing remarks serve as an introduction. The actual teaching of the Garland
of Gems begins with an instruction of Luipa, "The Instruction That Applies to All
Appearances You Meet," which was delivered to benefit the ailing yaksini.
When she requested this teaching, he said to her,
"Your fault is not knowing your own nature. If you know that, you'll be freed
from appearances, not to speak of bodily appearances alone."
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"What's it to know your own nature?"
"It is a luminous gnosis, in which the continuum of mundane reality comes to
an end."
When she replied that she still didn't get the point, he said:
3.

In what is insubstantial and incessant,
Without boundary or center, and thus pervasive,
The fact of the matter is really profound,
Like the fire of Malaya Mountain.

Here "insubstantial" means that in the nature of things there is no substantial
being. For instance, though one may speak of a "sky-flower," nevertheless, no
such thing really exists, above and beyond the naming of it. Therefore, neither it,
nor its supposed attributes, such as color and form, can be said to exist substantially. It is when the entire continuum of the attributions of existence, appearance,
emptiness, idea, mind, and thought comes to an end that we speak of "luminous
gnosis." Like the radiance of a precious gem, it is "incessant," and for this reason
is characterized as "without boundary or center, and thus pervasive." Like uncompounded space, it embraces everything, from the highest heavens to the
depths of hell. And because the yaksini has the potential to realize her pain, her
mental activity, and her apprehension of appearances to be in fact that luminous
gnosis, "the fact of the matter is really profound." It is "like the fire of Malaya
Mountain" that incinerates all it encounters.
The yaksini, however, did not understand this, and so asked the Siddha Lilapa
for clarification. He responded:
4.

You are as one born from the ocean of things,
Longing to rest in the mire of things;
But what is experienced in the absence
Of the bee, nectar and flower?

The second couplet refers to the conditions for realization. Just as a sweet taste
occurs when a flower, its nectar, and a bee come together, but not so long as they
remain apart, so too, so long as you have not yet realized gnosis and remain
clinging to bodily apprehensions, unable to detach yourself from objects, you will
not experience the blissful taste of your inherent nature. And until you experience
that taste, you will not be free of your pain.
The Siddha Kokala then taught her how that understanding becomes firm:
5.

Like Brahma to the external world and its inner inhabitants,
Like timely warmth and yogurt culture,
And like oil in mustard seed,
If you really realize it, you'll be certain of it.

Just as the creator-god Brahma knows the entire universe and all its inhabitants,
similarly the luminous gnosis, which is the nature of mind as taught by the guru,
pervades all that you may know. But once it is known, how is that knowledge to
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grow firm? This is explained by the three examples that follow. "Timely warmth"
refers to the warmth that occurs in the spring, which spreads throughout the
natural world; so too, the individual who knows the radiant light of mind finds
that it spreads through the range of experience. And just as a small amount of
"yogurt culture" completely transforms a large quantity of milk, without ever
getting rid of the milk, in the same way radiant light transforms mundane conceptual activity, without actually abandoning it. Similarly, as oil is present in a
"mustard seed," and only needs to be brought out, but not newly created, you
come to realize that the mind in its natural state is pervaded by its radiant light.
But what is the fruit of such realization? To answer this question, the Siddha
Camaripa was the next to speak:
6ab. In that which is inevident, invisible, and clear,
That space itself is revealed.
This refers to the body of reality, the dharmakaya, which is like space, and so
"inevident, invisible, and clear." Thus, it is not to be thought of as an entity or a
nonentity, or as intellect, mind, or thought. But just as space, though not itself
shaped or colored, provides a clearing in which sun, moon, and stars, as well as
clouds, mists, rainbows, and more become manifest, so too in the invisible space
of the dharmakaya, there is an incessant outpouring of compassion, taking form
as the Buddha's bodies of rapture and emanation.
To this Saraha added these verses:
6cd. The body apprehended by no one is most beautiful,
Like a treasure-vase, a wishing gem, or a jewel.
It is in fact the nature of mind, free from the conceptions of apprehended object
and apprehending subject, that is here described as "most beautiful."

Virupa's Teaching: "The Empty City"
Then master Virupa sang of an instruction entitled "The Empty City":
7.

As for the city that is entirely empty,
Ask your self: who is the creator
Of body and speech in the three realms, the three spheres?
The self-nature of the self is nothing;
It rests within no bounds whatsoever.

The "city" refers outwardly to the three realms, or three spheres of the world,
and inwardly to the three spheres of body, speech, and mind, as well as to past,
present, and future. As all of this depends upon a concatenation of causes, and
does not exist independently, the entire city, whatever we conceive it to be, is
empty. To establish this, review its possible causes in turn, and ask your self who
its creator might be. You must ask your self, for you must also examine the reality
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of that self: it, too, is empty, devoid of self-nature. Perhaps you will conclude that
all there is is emptiness, but that is not so. In the final analysis, one can speak
neither of emptiness, nor nonemptiness, nor both, nor neither - "it rests within
no bounds whatsoever."
To affirm the meaning of this, Dombipa sang:
8.

In the city that is emptied of everything
Where is any substantially existing thing?

This may be understood without further comment. Goraksa added:
9.

In the city of appearance, sound, and thought,
Owing to apprehended objects, or to the apprehending of them,
The unhappy silkworm is ensnared in its own saliva.
You'll find happiness when, without apprehending, you let go.

The appearances and sounds of the world are imputed through conceptual
activity - in truth, nothing goes beyond conceptual activity, so that this is a "city
of thought." As you bind yourself therein, it may be exemplified by a silkworm,
wrapping itself up in its own saliva. But if you let go, and abide in the natural
condition of reality, you'll find happiness. Tantipa then said:
10. Without renunciation, without possession,
If you come to know, you'll not enter the city.
But like Nanda and the gemstone light,
You'll find the city to be supreme bliss.
When you have abandoned both acceptance and rejection, and become free of
bewilderment, you no longer enter the city of bewilderment, but neither do you
hold to not entering it as if that were a hard fact. Instead, bewilderment itself
discloses the nature of reality, so that it becomes the city of supreme bliss. Then,
like Nanda, the king of the serpents (nagas), who perceives the wish-granting gem
that is invisible to all others, you will see that the city of thought is the city of
bliss.

Saraha's Teaching: "Remembrance Alone"
Following Virupa's instruction on the blissful city, Saraha again sang to the yaksini":
11. When someone speaks of any phenomenon,
That speech is an act of remembrance.
So is it not also the faculty of remembrance
That speaks even of nirvana?
This is the teaching of the great brahman Saraha's "Instruction on Remembrance Alone": all acts of speech are bound up in remembrance. This is the case
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whether one speaks of samsara or nirvana, tranquillity or insight, meditative equipoise or what follows after meditation, appearance or emptiness, and so on. But
what follows from that?
12. Whatever appears - earth, water, fire, or wind Simultaneously occurs within emptiness.
The splendid appearance of gnosis
Occurs in remembrance alone.
Although all those phenomena are bound up in remembrance, at the moment
of their appearance they are simultaneously innately empty. Thus, all appearance
is the appearance of the gnosis of emptiness. In this way, there is no independent
phenomenon of remembrance, but it is, rather, indivisible from the appearance
of gnosis. Being indivisible, they are one: this is what is meant by "remembrance
alone."
The Siddha Sabari then sang:
13. If you do not know the conjunction of sun and moon,
Things are as many as waves in the sea.
When just that which is unique occurs,
It is not possible to find division here.
Here, the sun symbolizes appearance, or method, and the moon emptiness, or
discernment. If you do not understand the conjunction of these, things appear as
multiplicity, like waves in the sea: despite the underlying union, conceptual acts
of remembrance become manifold. But when the essential nature of remembrance,
which is unique, and no different from the natural state, occurs, then "it is not
possible to find division here."
To this Caurahgi added:
14. There is not even a particle of fault here.
It does not arise through composition.
That is to say that the natural state of reality is entirely free from all independent
acts of remembrance, which are bound up with conceptual activity. The realization of "remembrance alone" is not a conditioned phenomenon, dependent upon
causal composition.
Then Vinapa, too, sang:
15. The mountain of conceptual thought
Sinks into the sea of nonconceptualization.
As the subject is an appearance in the sphere of reality,
Where can there be objective conceptualizations?
The remembrance of reality becomes like a vast ocean, into which all independent acts of remembrance dissolve. When The appearance of the subject is known
to be just reality, there is no conceptualization of objects as real entities.
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Minapa's Teaching: "Elemental Food and Clothing"
Following Saraha's instruction, master Minapa conferred an instruction on feeding
and clothing oneself with the elements:
16. The bodily vessel becomes elemental light,
A melting stream of divine ambrosia above.
In the mass of reality's light,
Conceptions of the six aggregates are exhausted.
Primarily, this refers to the creative visualization of the deity. At the start of
such meditation, the bodily mansion becomes like a vase, filled with the light of
the elements: from the seed-syallable yam comes fire-wind, like a solar orb, red
in color and half a mile in diameter. Owing to its agitation there appears the red
ram, from which fire radiates to the extent of the wind. From this steam and mist
arise, red in color: this is the fire-water, but it is contemplated as being of the
nature of light. From its condensation there appears the yellow syllable su, from
which is projected fire-earth, to the same extent as those mentioned above.
Atop that mansion of elemental light, you then contemplate a white hum which
is in its nature a divinity embodying the essence of mind, radiating light, and
from which there is a melting stream of ambrosia. It dissolves into the elements,
intermingling thus with the bodily vase. Mind itself, in essence a divinity, of the
nature of the elements, now dissolves into light, having emanated in the form of
a hum. Present as the mass of reality in the vase of light, it is like the self-luminous
orb of the sun - concentrate upon this. The conceptual activity of the sensory
fields reaches cessation herein, and if you examine the senses themselves, they
are realized to be like lamps within a vase of light. The sign of contemplative
success is an experience of outer warmth, and in this way one is clothed by the
elements, while inner awareness is nourished by this contemplation, so that one
is thus fed.
The yaksini, however, was unable to achieve this contemplation of elemental
food and clothing, at which point the exalted Nagarjuna sang to her:
17. The varied conceptions of the six classes of beings
Have arisen through the accumulated power of errant desire.
Through the power of knowledge which turns that around
You awaken as Buddha, so that all desires are fulfilled.
The beings who inhabit the three realms of the world may be embodied in any
way whatsoever, according to the diversity of their conceptual activity, and
through the accumulated power of their perverse desires and thirsts. Thus, the
yaksini experienced her body and its pains as she did, but this would certainly
be changed to bliss if she had the power to realize the nature of mind to be a
mass of light, a solar orb.
To this master Santipa added his instruction on the "six views, outer and inner,
which turn ephemeral cognitions around":
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18. The appearance of objective conditions is ceaseless,
Just like bubbles in water.
This is reversed by the antidote that follows meditation,
That is just like a staff in the water.
Sensory objects belonging to the six fields of sight, sound, taste, odor, bodily
feeling, and thought arise incessantly. These ephemeral objects continue to arise,
like bubbles in water, and so long as ephemeral appearances thus continue to
arise they won't be stopped by the mounted spear-bearing cavalry of ephemeral
cognitions (which, however forceful and impressive, have no power to stop them).
Such is the view of the six outer objects.
To grasp the six objects, however, as independently existing things is an erroneous view, which is reversed by a cognition following meditation, which recognizes ephemeral occurrences to be of the nature of reality. That cognition,
which cuts through all sensations, is like a staff that passes through water. This
antidote, indeed, becomes gnosis, and is referred to as the "inner six views" (for
it applies to the same six fields of experience and cognition mentioned above).
In the first instance, the ephemeral states are afflictions that should be renounced. Then they are renounced by gnosis, the antidote following meditation,
which moves like a knife through the water. Finally, owing to that, what is to be
renounced and its renunciation are realized to be no different - there is gnosis
alone, known here as the "inner six views."

The Teaching of the Two Dakinis
After that, the two dakinis encouraged the yaksini to seek the attainments of the
Tantric divinities through five practices which they asked the Siddhas to impart
to her: master Khagarbha's abbreviated rites of Lord Acala; Kanaripa's rites of the
Mother of Wisdom; Dombipa's rites which combine the tantric divinities Cakrasamvara and Hevajra; Caloka's rites of Amitayus, the buddha of longevity; and
Naropa's instructions on the hundred-syllable mantra of purification and repentance. The yaksini practiced these instructions, but desired quick results and so
seized on object and subject as real. When the longed-for attainments were not,
therefore, forthcoming, she complained that there were no such attainments to
be realized, that the divinities were nonexistent, and that to persist in reciting
mantras really pissed her off.
The two dakinis replied, "All those who have gone before have realized the
attainments. If you have not, it's only because you've failed to purify your own
continuum of being."
"I still don't understand what this 'continuum of being' business is about."
To explain it, they said:
19. That which possesses the seed of beauteous youth
Abides pervading all beings.
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This is grasped where the best faculties appear,
In the appearance of a unique act of gnosis.
20. This is the shifting shape of clouds in the sky,
The reflection appearing in a mirror.
When you examine this, just so,
No purpose is gained by the appearance of obscuration.
It is enjoyed through the power of secrets.
These two verses teach two topics, called "the little nail of the creative visualization of the deity" and "the methodical precept of symbolic significance." Concerning the first, "beauteous youth" characterizes the visualized deity whose body
is not of the coarse elements and is therefore free from the aging process. Because
there are no flaws owing to false imputations, the deity is beautiful. "That which
possesses its seed" is that which resembles it, has the potential to engender it,
that is to say, all beings of the six classes, who are thus pervaded by it, without
regard to class or status. Those of "best faculties," in this context, are those who
recognize the various forms of the deities to be the magical projection of mind,
the unique appearance of gnosis, but not an independently existing god. The
deity, pictured in the mind, is the body of rapture, whereas the unfabricated mind
itself is the body of reality. The two bodies of rapture and emanation, appearances
of that single gnosis, may appear as anything, ceaselessly. If you know this, the
creative visualization of the deity is mastered.
Verse 20 then treats the second topic, "the methodical precept of symbolic
significance." Here, the sky and the mirror are symbols for the body of reality,
while clouds and reflections are indicative of the bodies of rapture and emanation.
Obscuration, or ignorance, serves no purpose with respect to the appearance of
these two bodies of the Buddha. To dispel such obscuration, the individual who
is cultivating the path must adhere to the appropriate Tantric vows, and thus the
result may be "enjoyed through the power of secrets."

The Teachings of Tilopa
The foregoing teachings hammer home the little nail of the creative visualization
of the deity, so that now the essential instructions, the little nail of the subtle
channels and vital energies, may be taught. The dakinis gave many instructions
on the channels and energies to the yaksini, but however much she practiced,
though her past pain was at once relieved, she became disturbed because she
could not achieve bliss. She then turned to Tilopa for further instruction.
On the Vital Energies
Tilopa's first teaching to her was this:
21. The seal which clarifies gnosis
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Is solely impressed on the vital points of the body.
That apparitional machine
Develops the force of the faculties.
In respect to the clarification of gnosis, these paths are taught in the way of
secret mantras: there is the path which transforms the ground, so that by realizing
conceptual activity to be of the nature of gods and goddesses, the modalites of
gnosis are clarified in visualization practice; and there is the path of passion, which
is dissimilar in that it relies upon the seals, or vital points, of the body, and so
focuses upon the realization of the body's subtle channels and vital energies. Then
there is the path of liberation, which determines gnosis to be mere apparition,
and the great path of liberation, which determines that gnosis itself is not and
that this is no further gnosis, and that there are no afflictions or conceptualizations
and that this too is no further gnosis - it is like a flower in space.
Now, then, what is "the seal which clarifies gnosis"? In this verse, this refers to
the Wild Woman, the inner heat that rises below the navel, relying upon which
the significance of gnosis comes clear. In cultivating it through exercises that make
use of the body's channels and energies, the body becomes like an apparitional
mechanism, developing the force of the sensory faculties. Tilopa added this
example:
22. Like a banana tree,
But with flesh, bone and marrow,
Its growth is generated
Just so by the channels and winds.
Just as a banana tree, depending upon the growth of its roots, trunk, and so
on, finally produces its fruit, so in this case, it is the channels and energies within
a body of flesh and bone that give rise to the appearance of gnosis, the triple body
of enlightenment. Because that is the goal of the instruction on the body's vital
channels and energies, Tilopa then conferred his precepts on the ultimate view
and meditation upon it.
On the Ultimate View
He sang:
23. In that which is causeless and without result,
All is clearly revealed.
There is no example, no designation.
In what is without separation, what clarification is needed?
It is not generated by errancy or detour;
Not straying, it is opposed to unmoving passivity.
Natural, luminous gnosis is the final significance of the view. It is the skylike
body of reality, which is not engendered by any cause, and is therefore without
any result. Nevertheless, though not a causally compounded result, in its cease-
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lessness the two resultant bodies of rapture and emanation are "clearly revealed."
And in its essential nature, the skylike radiant light of mind can neither be exemplified nor designated.
So, then, can no experience be cultivated of it?
There is an experienceless cultivation of experience, meditationless meditation,
incessant absorption, a result that is never to be attained, but from which one is
never separated. Hence, "in what is without separation, what clarification is
needed"? It does not drift off in errancy, or wander into any detour, or stray into
apathy, or remain fixed should you seek to freeze it in immobility.
On Integrating Radiant Light with the Apparitional Body
The foregoing teaches the ultimate view of luminous gnosis. Its meditative cultivation, so that its realization becomes inseparable, is taught in the remainder of
the text. Here, the view is that mind is radiant light, body is apparition, their
connection is revealed in dream and in the liminal passage from death to rebirth,
and the samadhi taught here is the transference of consciousness and the "penetration of the city." The following verses emphasize these teachings, discussing
them in relation to five topics: liminal states, types of embodiment, potential
disclosure, intermingling of the teachings, and their relevant connections. The
first concerns the realization of radiant light during the liminal state between birth
and death, that is to say, during this lifetime.
24. During the liminal passage from birth until death,
With respect to conceptions of the body of karmic maturation,
Desire is purified in luminousness This is the amazing instruction of the guru.
The liminal passage from birth to death is the period during which all sorts of
conceptions become concretely manifest, so that one is embodied in the "body
of karmic maturation." But conceptual activity may be disclosed as luminous in
nature, and this luminosity in turn may be intermingled with the emotions and
passions, purifying them. How so? On the path of transformation one holds the
conceptions to be gods and goddesses, while on the path of desire one engenders
bliss while relying upon the subtle channels and fluids, and on the path of liberation engenders bliss relying upon the Wild Woman; but here, on the path of
great liberation, one does not hanker after those sorts of bliss at all, but realizes
them to be luminous and so intermingles luminousness with passion. Owing to
what relevant connection may these teachings be realized? This is the amazing
instruction of the guru!
On the Yogas of Dream and the Liminal Passage
The yoga of the dream is to be mastered during this lifetime. It is summarized as
follows:
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25. There are the preliminaries and the main practice:
[The latter includes] apprehension and refinement,
Training in apparition, until one abandons fear,
And meditation that does not step beyond the nature of reality.
As for the preliminaries, the individual who embarks upon this path must not
be lacking in karmic propensities, or have violated the Tantric vows, or be without
merit, or be disrespectful to the guru; otherwise, he or she will not succeed in
grasping his or her dreams. For this reason, the preliminary practices are those
of repentance and purification, such as the hundred-syllable mantra, and devotion
and worship directed to the guru and the Three Precious Jewels.
The main practice then has four parts: "apprehension," in which you learn to
grasp your dreams, to become aware when you are dreaming; "refinement,"
whereby you learn to transform your dreams, and to travel freely within them;
"training in apparition," through which you realize the truthlessness of dreams,
and so come to abandon all fears; and, finally, knowing that dreams are the
bewildering projections of mind, you apply your guru's instruction to whatever
thoughts arise, and so cultivate "meditation that does not step beyond the nature
of reality."
This is to be practiced during this life, and pertains to the liminal passage of
the dream, which is described in this way:
26. In the liminal passage of the transformations of consciousness,
One is impelled by the body of latent dispositions.
The relevant preparation is actualized dreaming,
Wherein ignorance is dissolved in radiant light.
One applies oneself with fervent devotion.
Of the five topics mentioned earlier [verse 24], the liminal passage is here that
of the dream, the body is that of latent dispositions, that which is to be disclosed
is the potentiality of dreaming, which is to be intermingled primarily with the
obscuration of ignorance as its antidote, while the relevant connection is formed
through mindfulness and fervent devotion. In sleep itself one comes to realize the
luminous nature of mind, so that sleep partakes of the essence of bliss and emptiness, giving rise to the experience of radiant light.
The liminal passage between death and rebirth, then, is taught in the following
verse:
27. When this body of karmic ripening is destroyed,
[There remains] the mental body, with its latent dispositions,
Desire should be disclosed as radiant light,
And attachment to parents should be abandoned.
Here, the liminal passage is the liminal passage of the possibilities of existence;
the body is the mental body; radiant light is to be disclosed and then intermingled
with the obscuration of aversion; and the relevant connection is formed by the
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potential parents who are thus abodes for rebirth, for which reason "attachment
to parents should be abandoned."
The mental body, between death and rebirth, unhampered by the physical
body, is propelled by its confused dispositions. Those who have accumulated
positive dispositions through meritorious action may nevertheless recollect the
divine, or recall the true nature of things, and so be freed from the path of evil
destinies. As in the yoga of the dream, one should not be bewildered by incessant
apparitions, but attain instead the luminous body of reality.
The Transference of Consciousness
The foregoing verses have summarized the yogas of the dream, the liminal passage, apparition, and radiant light. Tilopa's final teachings concern samadhi, the
transference of consciousness and the "penetration of the city." In order to realize
these, one must cultivate mastery of the vital energies and radiant light, as indicated below:
28. Time, bodily exercise, and object of concentration These are the first application.
The essential point of the Wild Woman is said to be the four vital
winds,
And these are explained as four radiant lights.
At appropriate times, when the vital winds circulate through the central channel, one adopts the vajra posture as a bodily exercise, and concentrates upon the
movement of the energies in relation to the four cakras at the crown, throat, heart
and navel. The essential teaching of the inner heat, or the Wild Woman, then
stresses the fourfold control of the breath. When proficiency in the inner heat is
achieved by day, radiant light is grasped in four ways by night: there is the natural
radiant light, which is the purity of all phenomena; the meditational radiant light,
arising in the contemplative experience of the yogin in union with his consort;
the radiant light of sleep, when coarse mental activity comes to a halt in deep
sleep; and the radiant light of death, arising when, during the liminal passage,
the bodily elements are deceased.
29. In general, the transference of consciousness, a special form of yogic exercise, is said to cause the consciousness of the dying individual to depart suddenly
from the body through a forced opening at the crown of the skull, and to travel
immediately to a pure land, often the Sukhavati [the "Pure" or "Happy Land"]
realm of the Buddha Amitabha, in which enlightenment can then be swiftly attained. The "penetration of the city" is an especially high-powered version of this,
permitting one to project one's consciousness into the recently deceased corpse
of another. The yaksini to whom Tilopa taught this technique soon achieved
mastery of it, taking possession in this way of the body of the yogini Sumati.
According to Tibetan tradition, the actual technique was lost not long after it was
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transmitted in Tibet during the eleventh century, and it has not been successfully
practiced since. The yoga of the transference of consciousness, however, remains
a fundamental practice of Tibetan Buddhism, and is widely practiced in connection with Tibetan funeral rites.
The verses in passage 29 in which The Garland of Gems discusses these techniques are, unfortunately, almost indecipherable and even the commentary fails
to clarify the text at this point. For this reason these verses are left untranslated
here. Perhaps one who prays earnestly to the eighty-four Siddhas will once again
encounter the two dakinis, and so come to recover this passage from the heaven
of manifest delight.

Concluding Dedication
30. May the full realization of the entire teaching,
Bestowed for the sake of the yaksini,
And well practiced by Dhamadhuma,
Bring all creatures to the stage of perfection!
The small text of the instructions of The Garland of Gems is now concluded.

3
Interviews with a Tantric Kali Priest:
Feeding Skulls in the Town of Sacrifice

June McDaniel

Skulls are widely used in Bengali folk Tantra. They empower buildings and
grounds, like the relics in early and medieval churches. They are buried in temples, under the altar or in a corner, and they turn the building into sacred ground.
They are also buried at the foot of sacred trees, and they make ordinary ground
into an empowered meditation seat.
Although skulls and images of death are normally inauspicious in Hinduism,
certain skulls bring luck and fortune in meditation. Skulls give protective energy
(sakri) and support the sadhu in his efforts. They are often painted red, to show
that they are alive and auspicious, and to protect them from mold and the Bengali
weather. They are ironic images, which represent death yet encourage the spiritual
rebirth of the holy man or sadhu. Skulls are not old bones, but relics that mediate
the supernatural (alaukika) world, calling down the goddess Kali to help the
practitioner. Skulls are really not dead but alive, companions and friends of the
sadhus. They are inhabited by earth-bound entities who seek spiritual knowledge
rather than pleasure, but were never educated in this field during their lives.
Skulls give their power, and this is the sadhu's offering: he may become guru
to the dead. He can teach them the way to the heavens, and initiate them with
empowered mantras, the keys to the kingdom. Spirits are said to cluster around
meditating sadhus, but the sadhu will only give mantras to those spirits who bring
their skulls to him. They travel through the midnight air, carrying their skulls to
offer, and the ones he accepts belong to the spirits who will be initiated. The
sadhu takes the power from the skulls. This strengthens him in his own quest for
infinite wisdom (brahmajnana), for one needs power (sakti) to hold brahmajnana.
Without enough power, the Tantric sadhu could go insane, or he may have only
glimpses of his goal but be unable to maintain the state.
Sadhana (spiritual practice) with skulls is rarely seen today, but it is associated
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with certain locales, especially those with a background of death and sacrifice.
The town of Bolpur in Birbhum (West Bengal) was named for the large number
of sacrifices performed by one of its kings. According to the legend, centuries ago
the great king Raja Surat had a vision of the goddess Kali. She asked him to
sacrifice one hundred thousand goats to her (some versions say it was buffaloes),
and if he did this, his dreams would be fulfilled. He did indeed sacrifice these
goats, and gave the town its name (bali-pur, "town of sacrifice"). Since that time,
there has been temple worship of Kali in the town.
There are several Kali temples in Bolpur, and one of them is on the edge of
town, near the woods, with a large cremation ground nearby. This is the Kali
Temple of the Dry Lake, a temple is dedicated to Daksina Kali, who is a benevolent
form of the goddess worshiped by householders. She is also called Bhairavi Vaisnavi, showing that she is a Tantric goddess with such Vaisnava qualities as compassion and the ability to bestow happiness. Within the temple, there is a large
statue of Daksina Kali, with black skin and a smiling face, with her two assistants,
Dakini and Yogini, flanking her. There are also statues of the Sakta Siddhas (perfected beings) Vamaksepa, Ramakrsna Paramahamsa, and his wife Sarada Ma.
Behind the statues on the altar is a row of human skulls, painted red.
Daksina Kali is merciful to her devotees. Renouncers and sadhus worship more
powerful forms of Kali, called Smasana Kali (Goddess of the Burning Ground)
and Varna Kali (Kali of the Left Side, or Kali of the Forbidden). They offer her
meat and wine, flesh and blood, placed in a skull. At this temple, offerings of
meat and wine are made to Kali's assistants, Dakini and Yogini, but these are only
offered outside the temple.
The priest or purohit of this temple is Tapan Goswami, whose Vaisnava name
reflects honors shown to his ancestors. He is a practicing Sakta, who worships
Kali and meditates upon her. His practice, however, includes many older elements.
Tapan was born in small village about twenty kilometers from Bolpur, where
his grandfather was a respected temple priest and Tantric sadhu. He came from
a Sakta family.
My family's goddess in the village was Uluicandi. She came from the earth, in the
form of a stone. She was found a thousand years ago. When there was no rain in the
village, my ancestors would bathe the stone in the pond, and rain would come. They
worshiped her under a neem tree, and she had a small shrine there. She was originally
a house goddess, but then her worship was opened to the village. Later my ancestors
had a statue (murti) made, and it was immersed each year, and a new statue made.
They worshiped her every day except for the [festival] time of Kali Puja, when a
pitcher (ghat) was worshiped instead.
However, village life is primarily agricultural, and during his childhood a
drought came and brought famine. All of the crops failed. The family then moved
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to Bolpur, which at that time was surrounded by forests. In those days, the temple
was not easily accessible to visitors. As Tapan states:
I came to Bolpur when I was six years old, and my father began to work as the priest
of this temple. At the age of about ten or eleven years, I began to visit the temple at
night, secretly. I was kept from going there in the daytime. But I could get the keys
to the temple, and I went there at night, even though often I was afraid. 1 felt that
the Goddess looked with favor upon me.
Here, we believe that on the new-moon night, people should offer incense and
candles to the Goddess. When I opened the temple door one new moon night, I
found that many types of offerings (prasad) were there. I ate them, because I was
hungry, but then I was afraid that people would be angry at me, and I thought of
not returning. But I had such a great longing to return, that I could not stay away,
and after a few days I came back again.
He spent his childhood attracted to the Goddess but fearful of her power. One
night, when there were visitors to the temple, he saw a cake suddenly materialize,
rise in the air, and fly toward him. He took this as a sign of the Goddess's power
and her gift to him, and he became more and more curious about her.
As he grew older, he began to visit many renunciant sadhus and sannyasis,
especially those performing Tantra sadhana. He asked them many questions about
ritual practice, and about the nature of Kali. When he was twenty-one years old,
he met a sadhu who taught him about Tantra sadhana; however, he was not
initiated. He wandered to different places in West Bengal; he studied for a while
at the Ramakrishna Ashram in Suri, then spent time in a village, then attended
Vishvabharati University in Shantiniketan. During his years at Vishvabharati, he
spent his spare time doing ritual practices to the Goddess. After he graduated, he
worked in Dubrajpur, but the job did not interest him, and he spent his spare
time with the sadhus meditating on a sacred hill nearby. He left and returned to
his own village; his father taught him techniques of ritual temple worship, and
he learned to awaken the Goddess in the statue with rice and durva grass, and to
line her eyes with black eyeliner (kajal). His father told him to work at the Kali
temple in Bolpur.
His relationship with the Goddess was not an easy one. He was angry at Kali
because she allowed many difficulties and uncertainties in his life, and would not
solve his financial and family problems. However, in the end they made peace,
and the Goddess was willing to help him. He said: "When I used to do the evening
ritual, I would feel a cold wind blowing behind me, and it would extinguish the
candles. I would shiver and my hair would stand on end. I would hear the wind,
and know that there was power (sakti) in it. I felt it was the Goddess's presence."
She would visit him many times, even though he argued with her. When he
came into the temple one night with his left arm broken (due to family fighting),
the Goddess was there. Though they disagreed, his arm was miraculously healed,
and it no longer looked twisted.
His major religious teacher was his grandfather, Ratneshvara Goswami, who
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helped him during his childhood. He is still in awe of his grandfather's power,
and told a story about him:
An interesting incident happened many years ago. When my father was just a child,
he was very ill, and he was finally declared dead by the doctor. My grandfather took
him into the forest. There were hundreds of jackals and vultures surrounding him,
but no animal came near or tried to attack him. My grandfather went into a meditative
trance, and was full of devotion for the Goddess. After three or four days, my father
began to move, and he regained his life and his strength. The Goddess saves people
in her many forms - Durga, Kali, Tara - but it is my belief that my father was saved
by the intervention of Kali.
Tapan said that his grandfather was a powerful tantrika, who could cure people
from deadly diseases and snakebite. The grandfather had practiced Tantric rituals
alone in the mountains, and had practiced the pancamakara rituals (the five Tantric "sacraments," all of which are words beginning with the letter M) with a
temporary wife. He had a guru who guided him, and he had great devotion to
the Goddess, which has continued in the family.
After his grandfather's death, Tapan continued to communicate with him. The
spirit of his grandfather would come to visit Tapan in his dreams and visions,
instructing him in ritual and relationships with the spirits. He says that his grandfather's spirit has chosen to dwell in his favorite meditation place, his ritual seat,
which is placed over five buried skulls at the foot of a large tree in the woods
near the temple. His grandfather created this "five-skull seat" (pancamundi asana)
and spent much time there during his life. When Tapan wishes to communicate
with his grandfather's spirit, he sits on this ritual seat and meditates there.
Tapan has been possessed by his grandfather. In Indian tradition, the guru is
like a god, and being possessed by a god is a desirable situation. Tapan knows
when he is coming:
He comes to me like the wind, and I can hear the sound of his wooden shoes. Once,
I was sitting here before the Goddess, and I heard the shoes and felt the wind at my
back. It put out the candle. It was my grandfather's spirit, and he entered my body
and I felt great joy (ananda). I found myself chanting many mantras. I stayed conscious, and could see everything, but he was there too. He had told me that he would
come that evening. The mantras made me feel full of power, and his presence was a
powerful thing entering me. Once some people came and had cigarettes with some
drug in them, and I felt myself becoming unconscious. I called on my grandfather
for help, and he came to me and possessed me.
Visitors have been a problem: "Many people have come here and tried to meet
my grandfather in his subtle body. He was annoyed when some tantrikas wanted
spiritual powers (siddhis), and built their own pancamundi asana. There should
never be more than one at a sacred site (pitha) at a time. I speak with him often,
but he would not speak with those people."
Although Tapan was close to his grandfather, he was not as close to his own
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father, who only taught him formal ritual worship (puja). He had to learn spiritual
practice on his own, by studying with the various sadhus he could find, and was
never officially initiated. He learned on the road, and in his travels. He performed
Tantra sadhana in the mountains, as his grandfather had done, but after he married and became a temple priest he limited his practice to more traditional worship, which he called Vedic sadhana. He felt that safeguarding his grandfather's
property allowed him to fulfill his grandfather's "unspoken dreams," so he left
his Tantric practices in the mountains.
I began to meditate seriously, perfecting my knowledge and ritual practice. As I did
this, I saw that I began to gain new power (sakti). I realized the power of sadhana,
and that if any person could do it properly, he could gain perfection (siddhi). But it
is difficult in daily life to balance family and spiritual practice. Families do not tend
to encourage and inspire sadhana, and neighbors don't understand it; they look down
on people who perform puja. This discourages practice. They are only interested in
the Goddess when they are sick or in need: then they will worship. Otherwise, they
stay aloof. They only want immediate gains and blessings. I think that true sadhana
can only be done in isolation, away in the mountains.
However, he did retain one one Tantric-style ritual, the feeding of skulls, as
taught to him by his grandfather. Behind the Kali statue in his temple is a long
line of bright red skulls, who are given offerings. He describes the ritual as follows:
The Goddess is normally invisible before us, but through sadhana, we can see her.
One ritual that I perform here is the feeding of skulls (mundake khdoya nao). Generally,
skulls like puffed rice, though some like fried lentils, curries, or wine. After performing a sacrifice (bali), I feed them with raw meat [in this case, "feeding" means offering
a plate of food before each skull]. The feeding is accompanied by a ritual fire (homa)
and sacrifice (yajna). After the feeding, I bathe them in ghee, yogurt, milk, and honey,
and then I arrange them for worship. Sometimes I do this when I need more mental
balance or physical strength.
Skulls are useful, because the person's soul often stays with the skull. The soul
can predict the future, and help the sadhu. People used to do the corpse ritual (savasadhana) and sit on the dead body of a virgin girl. She would then become Kali, and
the body would come back to life and talk. My grandfather did sava-sadhana, but
people today are afraid of it - if you make one mistake, you die or go insane. This
sadhu in orange that you see roaming around here in the burning ground did savasadhana wrongly, and he was made insane by it. But he will return to sanity one of
these days.
I feed the skulls on the altar, and they help me. I learned the skull-feeding ritual
from my grandfather. When the skulls are fed, they are pacified and they become
protectors. Then they are strong enough to fight off the evil souls (atmas) who wish
to distract or harm the sadhu. When negative spirits (bhutas and pretas) try to disturb
the sadhu's meditation, then the good souls fight the bad souls and keep the sadhu
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on the right path. Sadhus often have helpers. Sometimes sava-sadhana is performed
with a woman, who is called the uttara sadhika. She has great skill (adhikari) and
helps the male through meditation if he is distracted by evil spirits. When the sadhu
draws a circle around himself to protect him from these spirits, she is within the
circle. Sometimes the sadhu may invite his guru in subtle form to watch over him
and help him.
Today, it is widely believed that there are no ghosts, but really there are souls who
do not die. They are always around us. Sometimes they may enter into our physical
bodies, and cause problems or even tragedies. It is only by sadhana, by dedication
to the Goddess, that we gain control over them. Then they can work for our benefit.
We become immune to fear, hate, and intense desire with their help. I show them
loyalty, and they guard me.
The skulls in this temple mostly come from people who died in epidemics, especially cholera epidemics. Large numbers of people used to die, and there was no
effective system of cremation at that time. Corpses would lie on the roadside or in
the forests.
Under the altar (vedi) of this temple there are 108 skulls buried. Some altars have
1,008 skulls. Skulls awaken the Goddess, and make her present here. Male gods have
stones (Silas) or lihgas [of Siva], but goddesses have skulls. Some skulls are used for
pancamundi asana [a ritual in which the practitioner sits on a seat in the midst of
five skulls, generally of different types of animals and persons]. People use the skulls
of a low-caste man, a jackal, a tiger, a snake, and a virgin girl (kumdri). They must
be young, and die suddenly by violence. Nobody wants the skulls of people who
died of disease or old age. Some tantrikas have a special relationship with the Doms
[low-caste people who traditionally burn the dead and deal with corpses] who work
in hospitals. These Doms notify them of appropriate deaths.
Tapan compares the skull-feeding ritual with the corpse ritual (sava-sadhana)
because in both cases a dead object becomes a vessel for a living presence through
ritual. The souls from the skulls are also like the Tantric consort or uttara sadhika
in that they assist in ritual practice. Although the female consort can help the
Tantric practitioner overcome the power of instinct by the use of mantra and
mudra at the correct times, the souls can help the practitioner battle evil spirits
and temptations in his meditative visions.
The Goddess is more powerful than the souls, and comes to visit and help
more rarely. Tapan calls the Goddess "Ma" (Mother).
Ma has given me many favors. I remember once at night, I dreamt of a little girl
(whom I believe was Ma) who came to help me. At that time I had little money and
was renting a very small room. The girl came to me and took me to a new house for
rent in my neighborhood. 1 awoke the next morning, and followed the path that we
had taken in the dream-vision. I saw a house that looked exactly like the one I had
seen. There did turn out to be a room for rent there, a spacious room that I could
afford. So I believe she really did help me. Once she appeared as an old woman,
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perhaps eighty years old, and she patted my head, which was on her lap. At that time
I was under much stress - my sadhana was not smooth, and 1 was disturbed by many
bad events, which frightened me. But Ma saved me, and she gave me her blessings.
She can also help at death, as can the guru.
The Goddess gives blessings during life, and after death she can also help. She does
not help directly, for such things are determined by karma. Those who did evil on
earth are kept in hell (patala) in the forms of jackals or snakes, and they cannot leave
immediately. If they didn't do much evil, they may move about their past family and
friends in nonphysical (aprakrta) form.
But if the person dying had a true guru, then he could act as a mediator for the
person to reach heaven (svarga) or Kailasa [the mountain abode of Siva], and Kali
can help to show the way. If one wishes to reach the kingdom of the gods and
goddesses, it is necessary to worship them.
It is difficult to describe. You see, in this world everything is both difficult and
easy. It depends upon how you approach it. If a person has a proper guide, if he is
given much instruction and experience, if his guru watches him closely, then nothing
is difficult to attain. But the qualities (gunas) inherited from previous lives are also
important. Without the proper qualities, one cannot perform sadhana. If a person
was educated in this area in his previous life, then he could guide himself automatically, and would not need anybody else.
Tapan has worshiped Kali in a variety of ways.
There are many forms of Tantric sadhana. There are three major styles (bhavas): the
sattvika, rajasika and tamasika bhavas. The sattvika bhava is devotion (bhakti), and
that is the best path to follow. The tamasika bhava can give one the presence of the
Goddess, but it does not last long. It stays for a little while, and then it ceases. It is
very brief, and very fickle. Devotion lasts longer. One cannot get really close to the
Goddess without devotional love. Only bhakti justifies Tantra.
I have practiced both Vedic and Tantric sadhana. But I do not call myself a tantrika - I don't take liquor, bhang, ganjika [hashish] and that sort of thing. Tantra is
a dangerous path - there is much possiblity of insanity and brain damage. The Tantric
path to liberation is fast and easy (sahaja), but it always has risks. The Vedic path is
longer, but the risks are fewer. I think that the feeding of skulls is the first stage of
practice, where one learns to control ghosts and ghouls (bhutas and pretas), and one
gains immunity to snakebites, and dedication to the Goddess. Then the Goddess
comes to protect her devotee, and vision comes, as well as telepathy and the ability
to know the future.
He does not call himself a tantrika because tantrikas have a bad reputation in
West Bengal. They are popularly portrayed as madmen, perverts, cannibals, drug
addicts, and alcoholics. However, his practice does have a heavy Tantric flavor,
which he renames as Vedic and devotional. He justifies this by saying that his
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ultimate goal is devotional, so his practice can be called devotional. Tantra is only
a stage of worship.
Tapan has dedicated himself to his life as a priest and Sakta devotee:
I inherited this temple and burning ground, and now they are my property. I have
given my village land and shares in the lakes to my brothers. I want to fulfill the
wishes of both my father and grandfather. I have been here since 1979, for fifteen
years. Ma developed the temple, and I have been her mediator. I have also been
inspired by a woman renouncer, a sannyasini named Sangadevi, a distant relative of
Rabindranath Tagore. I will be forever obliged to her. She was a great help to me. I
hope that the temple will grow, and that more people will come to worship the
Goddess.
However, he finds it a hard life, and does not want his son to follow in his
footsteps. He wants him to work in an office in the city.
Really, sakti sadhana is becoming obsolete today because nobody teaches it. I do not
want my own son to be a Sakta sadhu. I will teach others, but I will not teach him.
I want him to work in an office. I had to go through much suffering in this practice,
and I want to spare my son. Learning about sakti sadhana is predetermined; if it is
his karma, he will learn it somehow. If it is in his blood he will do it, and find a guru
of his own. I want him to do worship, but not sadhana. It is a difficult life, and much
suffering is involved. I had only my grandfather to help me.
His comments about Tantric goddess worship (sakti sadhana) becoming obsolete are quite accurate, according to my observations. Very few people are willing
to admit that they even practice, let alone teach it. As families are becoming more
nuclear, the importance of the ancestors and grandparents decreases; as communism and Westernization spread through the villages, traditional religious beliefs die away. What remains are Vedanta, traditionally the province of the higher
and more educated castes, and devotional bhakti, which is understandable to the
Christians who possess money and can provide jobs. These approaches have not
yet been subject to attack. Tapan states, "Now the atmosphere here is against
tantra sadhana, and people are afraid, because sometimes people who do ritual
practice are beaten by goondas [bullies or criminals, often hired by political
groups]. Maybe tantrikas can manage in a deserted forests or cremation grounds,
but if anybody knows about the practice, there is trouble."
It seems that these attackers harass the sadhus as part of an organized attempt
to rid West Bengal of people viewed as social parasites and troublemakers. Practitioners from several areas of West Bengal have described the harassment that
they have suffered from the Communist "Anti-Superstition Clubs" in the elementary and high schools, and from other groups whose affiliations are not advertised.
However, the worship of the Goddess in Tantric style continues sub rosa: "But
people believe in Sakti, even with communism. Many Communist leaders go to
tantrikas and astrologers to find out what the results of an election will be. I have
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had Communists come here to this cremation ground, though they tell their
followers not to come here, that it is superstition. They tell them this because
they are afraid that the illiterate people will get power from the Goddess, and
take it away from them. They want to keep the power for themselves." Such a
situation makes him wonder about the future of Tantric practice. Tapan states: "I
think that worship of Kali will survive, but there will be fewer members. I think
that in fifty years there will be no gurus left, and the practices will all turn shallower and more superficial." Tapan's own long-term goal is universal and devotional: "What I want to do is stay at the beck and call of Ma, lay down before her
feet, give her offerings and serve her, and also run my family and know about
the outside world. Then my vision of her will be clear instead of fuzzy, and I can
perform service to the world."
Maintaining the older Tantric traditions in the face of hostility from the forces
of communism and Westernization is difficult for tantrikas, and many have gone
into hiding. Others have claimed to be devotees, bhaktas, or Vedic scholars, as a
way of protecting themselves from attack. Few tantrikas are wandering sadhus
today; most have some job and status and perform Tantric sadhana privately. The
Nababharata Press has published a number of Tantras in Sanskrit with Bengali
translation, so that non-Sanskritists (usually meaning non-brahmans) can practice
the rituals. There are also small Tantric circles, in which people study texts, and
other small underground groups that practice rituals.
For virtually all the tantrikas I interviewed, however, the dimension of Tantra
that focuses on the conquest of death and transcendence of this world is more
important than the sexual aspects that have been emphasized by many Western
writers on Tantra. It may be that such a focus is regional, and that West Bengal
is one of the few Tantric regions that has emphasized death and its symbolism as
the major path to the Goddess's paradise. With the focus on death rituals, it is
appropriate that the Tantric aides to transcendence are ghosts, who become helpers and protectors on the paths to Kali's heaven.
Research for this article comes from fieldwork in West Bengal, from 1993-1994,
on a Senior Scholar Fulbright Research Grant. The data in this biography come
from visits to the Bolpur Kali temple and to Tapan Goswami's house. The interviews were conducted in Bengali, as Tapan spoke no English.

Further Reading
For further information on Sakta Tantra in Bengal, see Narendranath Bhattacharyya, History of the Tantric Religion (New Delhi: Manohar, 1982); and June McDaniel, The Madness of the Saints (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989).

4
A Parody of the Kapalikas in the Mattavilasa

David N. Lorenzen

The Mattavilasa is a one-act comic farce written in Sanskrit and Prakrit and attributed to a Pallava ruler of south India named Mahendra-varman, who ruled
from his capital at Kanchi from about 600 to 630 C.E. The principal character in
the play is a drunken Kapalika adept named Satyasoma.
The Kapalikas or Kapalins are one of the earliest mentioned sectarian groups
of Tantric adepts. Unfortunately no texts survive that can unambiguously be assigned to Kapalika authors. We have, instead, many texts written by their opponents who criticize or parody Kapalika beliefs and practices, and a few inscriptions that record donations to or from Kapalika adepts.
The Mattavilasa is one of the oldest works that features a Kapalika adept. As
such, it has undoubtedly influenced many later portraits. One cannot, however,
assume that the Kapalikas found in Sanskrit literature are simply fictional stereotypes. The inscriptions prove that the Kapalikas really did exist, and many elements of their literary portraits correspond to what we know about Tantric religion from other sources. Reading between the lines of parodies such as the
Mattavilasa, then, we can arrive at a plausible picture of the nature of Kapalika
beliefs and practices.
A central feature of Kapalika practice was their Great Vow or Mahavrata. To
fulfill this vow, the male adept would obtain his livelihood by begging for alms
with a skull bowl. Since the Sanskrit word for skull is kapala, this made him a
Kapalika or Kapalin, while the performance of the Mahavrata made him a Mahavratin. The rationale for this Great Vow is found in a myth about the gods Siva
and Brahma. Although the details vary in different versions, the key episode is a
quarrel between the two gods about who is the most powerful. Siva, in his anger,
cuts off the fifth head of Brahma. Since Brahma is the archetypal representative
of the social class of the brahmans, this means that Siva has committed the major
crime of killing a brahman (brahma-hatya). To atone for this crime, Siva has to
wander about as a Kapalin for twelve years, using Brahma's skull as his begging
bowl.
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In the Mattavilasa, the action centers around the Kapalika's attempts to find
his lost skull bowl. When he falsely accuses a Buddhist monk of having stolen it,
the monk displays his own bowl, which has a quite different shape and color.
The Kapalika's female companion, Devasoma, laments that their skull - which
was once "endowed with all the auspicious marks and was as holy as the skull of
Brahma" - has become black and ugly. The Kapalika consoles her with the
thought that his penance, like that of Siva, can make it pure again: "Our master
Siva, who wears the crescent moon, was freed of the sin that arose when he cut
off the head of Brahma through undertaking this Great Vow."
We have no information about how the human Kapalikas obtained their skulls,
but it is most likely that they found them in cremation grounds. In a few sources,
however, Kapalikas are said to engage in human sacrifice. This seems unlikely,
but the Kapalikas' association with cremation grounds and other inauspicious
places is in keeping with the ritual practices of more extreme Tantric ascetics.
The basic aim of wandering about in such places was to overcome the duality of
pure and impure, and the fear of death, by constant contact with impure places
and things such as cremation grounds and corpses. This constant association with
impurity would also force the adepts to learn to endure the scorn and disgust of
persons who were still tied to the rules of proper social behavior.
Other social rules that the Kapalikas and other Tantric adepts purposely transgressed concern sex and food. In literary works such as the Mattavilasa, the Kapalikas are often described as hedonists addicted to sexual play with beautiful
female companions and to drinking liquor and eating meat. In the Mattavilasa,
the Kapalika Satyasoma's lovely companion Devasoma is presumed to be his sexual partner and also attracts the lustful glances of the Buddhist monk and the
Pasupata ascetic. Together Satyasoma and Devasoma also enjoy the meat kabobs
that they receive as alms in the skull bowl and the liquor that they drink from
the same vessel.
From what we know about Tantric religion, it is unlikely the Kapalikas were
simple hedonists. Some Tantric adepts did engage in extramarital sexual intercourse and the consumption of foods prohibited to upper-caste Hindus, such as
meat and liquor. Such behavior was, however, displayed in the context of a controlled ritual, not as simple hedonistic enjoyment. In the best-known ritual, the
adept took the five prohibited things whose names begin with the letter M: liquor,
meat, fish, parched grain, and sexual intercourse (madya, mamsa, matsya, mudra,
maithuna). The female partner in the act of sexual intercourse is usually described
as a low-caste woman who is not the male adept's own wife. The basic aim of all
this, as in the case of the association with cremation grounds and corpses, was
to rise above the duality of the pure and the impure through the transgression of
the rules of proper social conduct.
One other aspect of the ritual act of sexual intercourse is often suggested in
Tantric sources. The ritual is regarded as a reenactment of the sexual intercourse
between Siva and his wife, the goddess called Parvati or Uma. The bliss of this
union is compared to the bliss of liberation or moksa, and the Tantric adepts
were expected to recreate this divine bliss in their own acts of ritual intercourse.
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The theological system of the Kapalikas is often called Soma-siddhanta, the
doctrine of Soma. Several commentaries on another Sanskrit drama with a Kapalika character gloss the Soma of Soma-siddhanta as implying "Siva united with
Uma" (sa-Uma = soma). In fact, we have no way of knowing the nature of the
doctrines of Soma-siddhanta, but the name appears both in literary texts and in
inscriptions. In many sources, Soma-siddhantin, like Mahavratin, is another title
given to the Kapalikas. In the Mattavilasa, the word soma appears in the names
of both Satyasoma and Devasoma. It is also barely possible that the name also
suggests some sort of connection with the ancient Brahmanical worship of the
intoxicating sacred drink called soma.
The physical appearance of Kapalika adepts is only hinted at in the Mattavilasa,
but other sources give more detailed descriptions. One of the most interesting is
from an inscription from Andhra Pradesh dated about 1050 C.E. It records a
donation by a Brahman (vipra) named Somi-bhattaraka who was the abbot of a
local SaiikareSvara (Siva) temple. The inscription calls him an expert in Somasiddhanta and a Mahavratin. He is described as "sprinkled with ashes; adorned
with the six insignia; and holding a khatvahga club, a skull (kapala), damaru and
mrdahga drums, and a trumpet." The six insignia are not listed, but the south
Indian Vaisnava theologians Yamunacarya and Ramanuja identify the six insignia
of the Kapalikas as two different kinds of earrings, a necklace, a jeweled crest,
ashes, and the sacred thread. They add the skull and khatvahga as secondary
insignia. The khatvanga consists of a pole about fifty to seventy-five centimeters
(twenty to thirty inches) in length, on which a complete skull is impaled.
It is impossible to know how the Kapalikas were organized as a religious group,
but their association with a specific vow, a specific doctrine, and a special dress
code suggests some definite institutional tradition. By the thirteenth or fourteenth
centuries, however, whatever organization they once may have had apparently
had already disappeared. The Kapalikas survived mainly in the literary and religious texts of their opponents as stereotypical villains, buffoons, or heretics.
The translation given below follows the text, Mattavilasaprahasana, edited by T.
Ganapati Sastri (Trivandrum: Government Press, 1917). More recent editions are
available, but all seem to be based on this one. Here and there, I have added a
short phrase or extra stage direction to explain things that might not be immediately obvious to readers. The translations of the numbered verses use English
rhymes and/or meters to mark them off from the prose text. In the original, the
women, the Buddhist, and the madman all speak in different varieties of Prakrit
rather than in Sanskrit.
One additional point concerns two somewhat confusing references to the Kapalika that appear in the text shortly after verse 20. He is called first a Great
Brahman (mahabrahmana) and then a Great Pasupata (mahapasupata). At least one
translator has assumed that these terms should refer to the Pasupata and not to
the Kapalika. In fact, the term Great Brahman is commonly used to refer to the
untouchables who help officiate during the highly polluting rite of cremation. The
term Great Pasupata is evidently a similar ironic title.
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Another point easily missed is the confusion of myths and legends in the madman's speech just before verse 19. Such mixed allusions will be lost on most
modern readers, but they must have amused the cultured audience of Mahendravarman's court.

Further Reading
A general work on the Kapalikas is David N. Lorenzen, The Kapalikas and Kalamukhas, 2nd ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1991). This also contains a chapter
on the PaSupatas. The discussion of Somi-bhattaraka's inscription is in Appendix
A of the book. For another recent English translation of the Mattavilasa, one that
includes the Sanskrit text, see Mattavilasa Prahasana ('The Farce of Drunken Sport'),
edited and translated by Michael Lockwood and A. Vishnu Bhat (Chennai: Christian Literature Society, 1981).

Mattavilasa or Drunken Games
Cast:
Director
Actress
Kapalika named Satyasoma
Kapalika's female companion named Devasoma
Buddhist monk named Nagasena
Pasupata named Babhrukalpa
Madman
After the verse of blessing, the Director enters.
Director:
The god who carries a skull, the divine Kapalin,
Whose languages, costumes, forms, and actions are many,
Whose dance reveals beauty through intense emotion,
Whose power moves the cosmos, of infinite wisdom,
Who is also the silent spectator watching the show,
May he grant you fame that fills the entire earth. (1)
Ah, at last I have found a suitable way to please my older wife, who has been
out of sorts ever since I appointed myself a younger wife. Today the royal
assembly finally appointed us to put on a public show. I must go tell her the
news, [looking behind the scenes]. My dear, please come here.
Actress: [entering, angrily] Have you at last come to play the drunken games
of adolescents?
Director: It is as you say.
Actress: Then you should go play with her to whom you wish to make love.
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Director: I want to perform it with you.
Actress: Were you told to do this?
Director: Yes, I was. What's more, if you join us you will be well paid.
Actress: You must be really pleased about this.
Director: My dear, aren't you pleased as well? If the assembly is satisfied by
your performance, it will reward you generously.
Actress: [happily] Have I really won the honorable gentlemen's favor?
Director: I'm sure you've won it.
Actress: In that case, what favor can I offer to you?
Director: What's all this talk about favors?
My sweet love, your bright smile,
Curving eyebrow, and downy cheek,
Once I've seen your perfect face
What more is there for me to seek? (2)
Actress: What play are you about to present?
Director: The one you just mentioned, the farce called "Drunken Games."
Actress: It seems that my anger has spoken for me in this matter. Sir, who is
the poet who has composed this work?
Director: Listen, my dear. In the lands ruled by the Pallava family there was
the mighty scion Simhavisnu-varman. Using many different tactics, he won
a wide circle of vassals. In courage, he was the equal of Indra. In generosity,
he outdid even the god of wealth. The author is his son, King Mahendravikrama-varman, a man who has conquered all personal vices and is dedicated to providing for the welfare of others.
Now, when the Kali Age is here,
And lofty virtues disappear,
Wisdom, compassion, and honesty,
Art, generosity, truth, and beauty,
Dignity, firmness, and modesty,
Seek refuge with this virtuous king.
As, when the universe began,
The countless fragments of creation
Sought refuge with the Primal Man. (3)
His eloquence is a mine
Of priceless gems, a presence
That brings praise to songs
Of good but lesser talents. (4)
Actress: What are we waiting for? Let the premier performance be begun.
Director:
By adding to this illustrous poet's fame,
My own humble songs have been put to shame.
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[From behind the scenes.] My love, Devasoma!
Director:
And so, the Kapalika, with lovely wench and skull,
Finds shame under the spell of alcohol. (5)
[The two exit. The Kapalika then enters with his female companion.]
Kapalika: [acting drunk] Devasoma, my love, it's true. The power of changing
form at will is won by means of penance. The proper performance of the
Great Vow has made you irresistibly beautiful:
Your
Your
Your
Your

soft laughter and gentle sighs,
falling garlands and flowing hair,
playful smiles and dancing eyes,
moist cheeks and lazy stare. (6)

Devasoma: My lord, you seem to be saying that it's 1 who am drunk.
Kapalika: What did you say?
Devasoma: I'm not saying anything.
Kapalika: Is it possible that I'm drunk?
Devasoma: My lord, the earth is spinning all around. I think I'm falling. Please
hold me up.
Kapalika: I've got you, my love, [trying to support her and jailing] Somadeva,
my love, are you angry at me? Every time I try to hold you up, you move
away.
Devasoma: Hah! It must be this Somadeva who gets angry and moves away,
even when you bow and scrape before her.
Kapalika: Aren't you Somadeva? [thinking] No, you're Devasoma.
Devasoma: If you love this Somadeva so much, you shouldn't call her by my
name.
Kapalika: My dear, this was just a simple slip of the tongue. I'm drunk. No
offense to you was intended.
Devasoma: How convenient that it's not you who's to blame.
Kapalika: How can I let vile drink get control over me? All right. All right.
Starting from today, I will stop being a slave of alcohol.
Devasoma: My lord, please don't interrupt your penance by breaking your holy
vow because of me. [falls at his feet]
Kapalika: [happily raising her up and embracing her] Dhrrna dhrrna, homage
to Siva. My love,
Drink up until intoxication,
Look deep into your lover's eyes,
Wear fancy clothes from every nation:
Long life to the god who found
So fine a path for our salvation. (7)
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Devasoma: Is it proper to speak in this way? The Jain saints describe the path
to salvation in quite another way.
Kapalika: Dear, their views are completely mistaken.
The Jains argue that each effect
Resembles the cause from which it came.
But against this they also expect
That the bliss of our eternal salvation
Comes from penance and its pain.
These fools defeat this curious claim
With their own logical argumentation. (8)
Devasoma: May their sins be ended.
Kapalika: May their sins be ended. There is no point even to revile these sinners. They torment living beings by making them remain celibate, tear out
their hair, refuse to bathe, eat only at certain hours, and wear dirty clothes.
Even mentioning them makes me now want to wash out my mouth with
liquor.
Devasoma: Then let's go off to another liquor shop.
Kapalika: My love, let's do it.
[Both walk about.]
Kapalika: Ah, the city of Kanchi is incredibly beautiful. The sounds of drums
mix with thunder from the clouds that sit on the top of the tall palaces; the
flower markets create their own spring season; the rustle of young girls
moving about announces the immanent victory of the God of Love. Likewise,
The infinite, incomparable bliss
That wise sages first discovered
Is now as close as one could wish.
For we have added a special measure,
No need to abandon the life of a lover
This bliss includes all sensual pleasure. (9)
Devasoma: My lord, just like the goddess of liquor, Kanchi is irreproachably
sweet.
Kapalika: My love, just look. This liquor shop equals the majesty of the sacrificial enclosure. Here the flag pole equals the sacrificial post; the liquor
equals the soma; the drinkers, the priests; the liquor glasses, the soma cups;
the snacks such as meat kabobs, the various oblations; the drunken chatter,
the sacrificial formulas; the songs, the sacrificial hymns; the liquor vats, the
sacrificial ladles; the thirst of the drinkers, the sacrificial fire; and the owner
of the shop, the sponsor of the sacrifice.
Devasoma: And the alms we get here will be the offering to Rudra.
Kapalika: Ah, the dances of these drunken games create such a beautiful, confused uproar. The dancers move to the rhythm of the drums, gesture, shout,
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flirt, lift up their shirts with one hand, and lose the beat for a second as they
hike up their falling garments.
Devasoma: Ah, my teacher is a true connoisseur.
Kapalika: When poured into glasses, the goddess of liquor puts jewels to
shame, reconciles angry lovers, and gives courage to youth. She is the very
soul of pleasure. What more can I say?
It's just not true what they claim
About the way the fiery ray
From Siva's eye burned to ashes
The body of our god of love.
What really happened I prefer to think
Is that Siva's penance was so intense
The heat produced could not be controlled,
So when love came too near to the flame
He melted like wax, and ever since
Has fueled the fire of our desire. (10)
Devasoma: This is true, my lord. Siva is devoted to the world's welfare and
would never destroy it.
[Both drum on their own cheeks.]
Kapalika: Madam, please give us alms.
[From behind the scenes.] My lord, here are some alms. Please accept them.
Kapalika: I accept them. My love, where is my skull bowl?
Devasoma: I don't see it anywhere.
Kapalika: [thinking] Hm, I guess maybe I forgot it in the liquor shop? Oh well,
we'll have to go back and see.
Devasoma: My lord, it is against our rule to not accept alms that have been
offered with respect. What do we do now?
Kapalika: We will have to resort to the rule for emergencies and accept them
in this cow horn.
Devasoma: So be it. [He accepts the alms. ]
[Both then walk about looking for the skull bowl]
Kapalika: How can it be that even here we cannot find it? [acting depressed]
Listen, all you Mahesvaras, have any of you here seen our alms bowl? What
did you say? You haven't seen it? Ay, I'm ruined. My penance is broken.
How can I still remain a Kapalika? Alas,
My spotless skull was a very dear friend.
With it in my hand I drank and was fed
And used it at night to pillow my head.
Its loss is a hurt that just won't mend. (11)
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[Falls and beats his head on the ground. ]
Let it be. The skull is merely a symbol. I can still keep the title of a Kapalika.
[stands up]
Devasoma: My lord, who could have grabbed the skull?
Kapalika: My love, I suspect that it was stolen by a dog or by a Buddhist monk
for the meat kabobs that were in it.
Devasoma: To find it, then, we're going to have to search the whole city of
Kanchi.
Kapalika: So we will, my love.
[Both walk about. Then a Buddhist monk enters with a bowl in his hand.]
Buddhist: Ah, the house of the lay devotee and merchant Dhanadasa provides
the most magnificent charity. There I obtained these abundant morsels of
all sorts of rich smelling, tasty fish and meat. Now I'm going off to the royal
monastery.
[walking about, he says to himself] The compassionate Lord Buddha gratified the community of monks with teachings that instruct them to live in
mansions, to sleep on well-constructed beds, to eat in the morning, to take
well-flavored drinks in the afternoon, to chew betel leaves mixed with five
perfumes, and to wear comfortable clothes. But what I haven't seen are the
rules for taking a wife or drinking liquor. Is it possible that the Omniscient
One did not envision this? I suspect that these tired, evil Buddhist elders
removed the rules about women and liquor from the holy books out of their
jealousy of us young folk. Where can I find an unmodified original text? If
I find it, I will gratify the community by making known to all the complete
words of the Buddha.
[He walks about.]
Devasoma: My lord, look. Look at that fellow in the red robe scurrying about
in the middle of this royal road filled with crowds of happy people. He is all
hunched over, looking this way and that, and moving as if he's scared of
/'something.
Kapalika: My love, you're quite right. And his hand is inside his robe as if he
is hiding something.
Devasoma: My lord, let's go and grab him and find out.
Kapalika: So be it. ]approaching] Hey, monk. Stop!
Buddhist: Who's calling me? [turning and looking] Ay, it's the evil Kapalika
who lives at the temple of Ekamranatha. Well, I have no intention of being
the target of his drunken violence, [goes off in haste]
Kapalika: Aha. My love, we've found our skull. Did you see him run away in
fear when he saw me? This is clear evidence that he is the thief. [Quickly
cutting him off, the Kapalika stops htm.] Hah! Where will you go now, you
bastard?
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Buddhist: Kapalika, please don't. What's this? [aside] Hm, this female devotee
is really beautiful.
Kapalika: Listen, monk. Show me right now. I want to see what you have in
the hand hidden beneath your robe.
Buddhist: What is there to see? It is only a begging bowl.
Kapalika: That's precisely what I want to see.
Buddhist: No, Kapalika, please don't. It is proper that this bowl should be kept
hidden.
Kapalika: Aha, then it was for the sake of hiding things that the Buddha first
taught you to wear such ample robes.
Buddhist: This is true.
Kapalika: This is the relative truth. But I want to hear the absolute truth.
Buddhist: Enough of this mockery! The hours for begging are over. I have to
go. [He sets off.]
Kapalika: Ha, bastard, where are you going? Give me the skull.
[He grabs the end of the monk's robe.]
Buddhist: Hail to the Buddha!
Kapalika: What you should say is "Hail to Kharapata!" He's the one who wrote
the sacred book of thieves. Or was the Buddha even more an expert in this
topic than even Kharapata? Why's this?
The ideas he stole, that thieving Tathagata,
From the Upanisads and Mahabharata,
He brazenly claimed as original thinking,
While foolish brahmans stood there blinking. (12)
Buddhist: May your sins be ended.
Kapalika: How is it possible that the sins of a well-behaved ascetic like myself
not be ended?
Devasoma: My lord, you look tired. This cherished skull is not going to be
easy to obtain. You should drink some liquor from this cow horn in order
to recover your strength before you get into a fight with him.
[Devasoma gives some liquor to the Kapalika. ]
Kapalika: [drinks] My love, you too should remove your fatigue.
Devasoma: Thank you, my lord. [drinks[
Kapalika: This Buddhist has offended us. But sharing is the chief thing in our
own doctrine. Let this teacher have the rest.
Devasoma: Whatever my lord commands. Take this, Sir.
Buddhist: [aside[ Ha, how easy it was to get a good result. But this is so sinful,
and a big merchant might see me. [aloud] No, no, madam. This is not proper
for us. [licks the corners of his mouth]
Devasoma: Go to hell! What makes you so smug?
Kapalika: My love, his mouth is watering so much that his words, so opposed
to his desire, can barely be understood.
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You still have no compassion.
If I had compassion, how could I be an ascetic free of passion?
One who is free of passion should also be free of anger.
I'll be free of anger if you give me what belongs to me.
And what's that?
My skull!
How your skull?
"How your skull?" he says. But this is quite appropriate.

If you are really a son of the Buddha,
Who wrongly tried to insist
That visible things, huge and imposing,
Do not in fact exist,
Even earth, mountains, rivers, and ocean,
What could stop you from denying
The skull you hold in your fist? (13)
Deyasoma: My lord, He'll never give it back with such gentle treatment. Let's
just go and grab it from his hand.
Kapalika: Let's do it, my love. [They do their best to grab it]
Buddhist: Go to hell, you evil Kapalika! [He pushes him with his hand and kicks
him with his foot.]
Kapalika: How's this? I've fallen.
Devasoma: [to Buddhist] You're a dead man, son of a slave girl! {She tries to
grab him by the hair, but since he has none, she falls.]
Buddhist: [aside] How wise was the Buddha when he foresaw the need to have
a shaven head, [aloud] Get up, sister, get up. [He helps Devasoma to get up.]
Kapalika: Look at this, Mahesvaras. This evil monk named Nagasena is grabbing the hand of my sweetheart.
Buddhist: No, brother, I'm not. Our rule is to help those fallen into distress.
Kapalika: Is this yet another rule of the Omniscient One? Wasn't I the first
one to fall? But let it be. It doesn't matter. Now your head is about to become
my skull bowl.
[All of them make a big uproar.]
Buddhist: Help, help!
Kapalika: Look, Mahesvaras. This evil so-called monk first robs me of my skull
bowl, and then he calls for help. Let it be. I too can make a scandal. Sacrilege,
sacrilege!
[A Pasupata then enters. ]
Pasupata: Satyasoma, why are you calling for help?
Kapalika: Ah, Babhrukalpa, this evil so-called monk Nagasena has stolen my
skull bowl and doesn't want to give it back.
Pasupata: [aside] In this matter I should act like the Gandharvas and try to get
the girl for myself.
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The barber's wench who I quite fancy
This Buddhist rogue has lured his way
Offering her coins from beneath his robe,
As if tempting a cow with a fist of hay. (14)
But I will now defeat my rival by inciting this pimp against him. [aloud]
Nagasena, is it true what he said?
Buddhist: My lord, How can you say this? It is a Buddhist precept that one
should abstain from taking what is not given. It is a precept that one should
abstain from false speech. It is a precept that one should abstain from sexual
intercourse. It is a precept that one should abstain from taking a life. It is a
precept that one should abstain from eating at inappropriate times. I take
my refuge in the religion of the Buddha.
Pasupata: Satyasoma, such is their moral code. What can you reply?
Kapalika: Well, our code is that one should not tell lies.
Pasupata: Both these codes are quite appropriate. But how can we decide the
case?
Buddhist: What possible motive can there be for one who takes the Buddha's
word as his authority to grab a bowl full of liquor?
Pasupata: A disputant cannot win a case by mere affirmation.
Kapalika: When we have direct evidence, what is the point of disputation?
Pasupata: What sort of direct evidence?
Devasoma: My lord, he has the skull in his hand hidden inside his monk's
robe.
Pasupata: You heard what she said.
Buddhist: This so-called skull doesn't belong to anyone else.
Kapalika: Let us see it then.
Buddhist: There! [He shows it]
Kapalika: [sarcastically] Look, Mahesvaras. Look at the injustice perpetrated
by the Kapalika and the excellent conduct of this Buddhist monk.
Buddhist: It is a Buddhist precept that one should abstain from taking what is
not given. [He again recites the precepts. ]
[Both the Kapalika and Devasoma dance. ]
Buddhist: What's this? When he should be ashamed, he dances instead.
Kapalika: Hah, who's dancing? [looking all around] He thinks he sees dancing
in the display of my delight, like a flower swaying in the wind, at once again
seeing my lost skull bowl.
Buddhist: My lord, why don't you take a closer look at this bowl. Tell me, what
color is it?
Kapalika: What do you want me to say? Do you think I can't see? This skull
is blacker than a crow.
Buddhist: Then you yourself admit that this is mine and not yours.
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Kapalika: What I really admit is that you know how to change its color.
Look . . .
Once your robe was as white as chalk,
As bright as the silk of a lotus stalk,
And didn't you slyly make it one
With a tint as red as the rising sun? (15)
And besides . . .
Since you are stained, inside and out,
With a blood-red hue,
How could my skull not acquire
The same stain too? (16)
Devasoma: Ay, I'm ruined! How terrible! How did this skull get such a changed
condition by coming into contact with stained cloth? Endowed with all the
auspicious marks, it was as holy as the skull of Brahma. It shone like the
full moon and was always full of liquor. [She weeps.]
Kapalika: My love, don't cry. It will become pure once again. The sacred scriptures say that great beings have their faults removed through penance.
Our Master Siva, the god of the crescent moon,
Once undertook the vow called Mahavrata
To free himself from the heavy sin that befell,
When he cut off one of the heads of the god of creation.
Likewise, Indra, king of the thirty gods,
Once killed the three-headed son of mighty Tvastar
But managed to get the burden of his sin removed
Through the merit of a hundred sacrifices. (17)
Babhrukalpa, is this not so?
Pasupata: This is what the sacred Agamas declare.
Buddhist: Sir, if I changed its color, who made it this shape and size?
Kapalika: Did you Buddhists not spring from the lineage of Maya?
Buddhist: For how long do I have to curse you? Here, you take it.
Kapalika: Did not the Buddha himself perfect the supreme virtue of generosity?
Buddhist: Now that this is over, where will I find refuge?
Kapalika: Isn't your refuge the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sahgha?
Pasupata: I am unable to decide this case. We will have to take it to the court.
Devasoma: My lord, if we do this, it's goodbye to the skull.
Pasupata: What do you mean?
Devasoma: This Buddhist has behind him the wealth of many monasteries. He
can fill the mouths of the officials of the court at will. But we are servants
of the poor Kapalika, whose wealth is merely a snake skin and ashes. With
what wealth do we enter the court?
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Pasupata: This isn't so.
The law, like the palace, has strong foundations,
Upright, solid, polished, and firm,
The one good pillars, the other good persons. (18)
Kapalika: Enough of this! A person who obeys the law need not fear anything.
Buddhist: [to the Pasupata] My Lord, you should lead the way.
Pasupata: So be it.
[All of them walk about. Then a madman enters. ]
Madman: This evil dog! You've grabbed the skull full of meat kabobs and run
away with it. Son of a slave girl, where are you going to go? Now, he's
dropped the skull and is coming running to bite me. [looking in all directions]
I'll break his teeth with this stone. Why have you left the skull and run
away? Crazy, evil dog, do you dare to get angry even with someone as brave
as me? The ocean has mounted the boar of the village and flown up to the
sky. It has conquered Ravana and has seized by force Indra's son Timingala.
Ay, castor oil tree, what did you say? "It's not true. It's not true." Is not this
cloud, with its hands as long and wide as a club, my witness? But why should
a person like me, whose bravery is renowned throughout the three worlds,
need any witnesses? This is what I'm going to do. I'll eat the leftover morsel
of meat that the dog bit into. [He eats and then looks confused.[ Ay, ay, I've
been killed by tears. [He weeps and looks.] Who is this who's beating me?
[He looks.] Evil dog, I am the nephew of someone important, as Ghatotkaca
was the nephew of Bhlmasena. Besides . . .
My belly is full of a hundred demons
In many guises, shapes, and sizes,
And from my mouth come flying out
Giant snakes and a hundred lions. (19)
Why are they harassing me? Be kind, be kind to me, my young lords. Don't
harass me because of this morsel of meat. [He looks ahead. ] This must be
my teacher Suranandin. I'll go up to him. [He runs.]
Pasupata: Ay, this madman is coming toward me.
His robe is tattered and secondhand,
His hair a wild and tangled mess,
Around his neck a withered garland,
His body covered with dust and ash.
Above his head are crows and hawks,
ready to scavenge whatever they can
It looks as though before us walks
A garbage heap in the form of a man. (20)
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Madman: I'll approach this one. [He approaches.] My lord, please accept this
skull obtained from an excellent dog belonging to a Candala.
Pasupata: [looking with disdain] Let this be accepted by a more worthy person.
Madman: Great Brahman [approaching the Buddhist], please do me this favor.
Buddhist: [indicating the Kapalika] This Great Pasupata is more worthy.
Madman: [Approaching the Kapalika, he places the skull on the ground, circumabulates, and falls at his feet. ] Great saint, please do me this favor. This
homage is for you.
Kapalika: My skull!
Devasoma: So it is!
Kapalika: By the grace of god I have again become a true Kapalika.
Madman: You son of a slave girl, may you eat poison. [He grabs the skull and
goes off]
Kapalika: ]chasing after him] This servant of Death is stealing my life itself!
Help me you two!
Both: As you wish. We'll be your helpers.
[All try to stop the madman.]
Kapalika: Stop you, stop!
Madman: Why are they stopping me?
Kapalika: Give me my skull and be gone.
Madman: You fool, can't you see that this is a gold bowl?
Kapalika: Who would ever make a gold bowl like this?
Madman: I tell you, this is a gold bowl made by the bastard of a goldsmith
who wears golden clothes.
Buddhist: What are you saying?
Madman: It's a gold bowl.
Buddhist: Is he a madman?
Madman: "Madman. . ." I keep hearing that word. Take this and show me the
madman. [He hands the skull to the Kapalika. ]
Kapalika: [grabbing the skull[ He's over there hidden behind that wall. Go
quickly and follow him.
Madman: You have been most kind.
[The madman hastily exits.]
Buddhist: It's a miracle! I have been saved by the success of my opponent.
Kapalika: [hugging the skull]
Unbroken penance for years I suffered,
And devotion to Siva alone I offered.
Now the madman has gone away
And you, my skull, are back, hooray! (21)
Devasoma: My lord, when I see you today, looking like the evening reunited
with the moon, my very eyes rejoice.
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Pasupata: How lucky you are.
Kapalika: Is this not a good result for all of you?
Pasupata: [aside] What's true is that those who have no fault need not fear.
Today this monk escaped from the mouth of the tiger, [aloud] Now that I
have been made happy by the success of my friend, I will go and wait for
the evening worship at the eastern temple of the Lord. And starting from
today. . .
May the quarrel that once bound you two together
Now become the source of mutual love
As once it was when Kirata fought with Arjuna. (22)
[The Pasupata exits.]
Kapalika: Honorable Nagasena, if I have done you any offense, I hope you will
forgive me.
Buddhist: Need you even ask? What can I do for you?
Kapalika: If I have your forgiveness, what thing better than that can I request?
Buddhist: It is time for me to go.
Kapalika: I hope I will see you again.
Buddhist: May it be so. [He exits.]
Kapalika: Devasoma, my love, let us go also.
[Epilogue]
May the sacred fires always lift up to heaven
Oblations offered on the people's behalf.
May the brahmans serve the Vedas and cows give milk,
May the people be happy, each intent on his dharma.
May King Mahendra subdue his enemies' power
And rule for as long as the sun and moon exist. (23)
[Both exit]
Here ends the farce entitled Drunken Games

5
A Trance Healing Session with Mataji

Kathleen M. Erndl

Bimla Devi, or Passu Mataji (Respected Mother from village Passu) as she is called
by her clients and devotees, is a female trance healer living in a village near
Dharamsala, Kangra district, Himachal Pradesh. She is regularly possessed by the
Hindu Goddess Vaisno Devi. Mataji maintains a small temple attached to her
home, where three days a week she goes into trance and, as the Goddess Vaisno
Devi, answers questions and offers cures for people. Those who come, mostly
women, consult her for a variety of problems including mental and physical
health, family relationships, employment, and spiritual concerns.
Possession by many types of deities and spirits, benevolent and malevolent, is
widespread among women and men throughout South Asia. Divine possession
by goddesses, primarily among women, is prevalent in the northwest part of India,
which includes Kangra, as well as in some other areas. The Sakti or divine power
of the goddess enters into (or "plays," khelti hai) and temporarily blots out the
consciousness of the human medium. While in this possession trance, the medium speaks with the voice of the goddess. Afterward, most people, like Mataji,
have no memory of what they said in trance, and they return to their "normal"
state of consciousness. By word of mouth, these women begin to attract followers
who come to them for help with problems and address them as Mataji, a term
that not only means "mother" in the ordinary sense, but also "goddess." There is
a transformation that takes place through repeated possession, such that the
woman becomes more and more "goddess-like," more and more divinized. Some
of these Matajis have adopted a renunciant lifestyle and have become gurus in a
broader sense, teaching meditation to their devotees, building ashrams, and giving
discourses on bhakti (devotion) and other spiritual paths.
I learned the details of Passu Mataji's life, a sketch of which I give here, from
her and some of her devotees. She was born around the time of Indian independence (1947), the youngest of six children to an impoverished family of the
Giraths, a low-caste cultivating community of Kangra. She has no formal education and has never learned to read or write. As a child, she never played with
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other village children but only with another little girl who was always with her,
but whom only she could see. When she told her mother about this little girl,
her mother became concerned and brought her to a healer, a harijan (untouchable
caste member) who made "tantra-mantra" on her and gave her holy water and
cardamon. After that, she "went crazy," and a wandering holy man came by her
house, saying that the Goddess had wanted to come there, but that it was contaminated. Her parents arranged a marriage for her when she was very young and
tried to send her off to her husband's home at about age twelve. When she was
placed in the palanquin, the Goddess entered into her and said, "don't go there.
Stay here and build a temple for me." She followed the Goddess's order and some
years later, again ordered by the Goddess, moved her temple and residence to its
present location in another village. She never married again, and characterizes
herself as "not a householder," though she does maintain a household and has
brought up several relatives' children. She is also active in the local women's
organization.
In practical terms, Tantra has as much to do with the fulfillment of mundane
desires as with soteriological aims. The powers gained through Tantric practice
can be used for both worldly (bhukti) and spiritual (mukti) purposes. In the nondualist ontology of Tantra, these two are part of the same reality. Mataji and her
devotees are part of a broadly based grassroots religious expression, a kind of
"folk Tantra" that connects the more formal textual and esoteric Tantric traditions
with exoteric village religion.
I present below a transcription, with a few explanatory comments, of a trance
session I recorded during field work in 1997. The original language was primarily
Hindi with some Punjabi and the local Kangri dialect, with an occasional English
word thrown in. I have not attempted to show this mix of languages in my
translation. Indian languages allow for a much greater degree of ellipsis than is
possible in English. Indirect constructions, omission of subjects and/or objects,
gender-neutral pronouns, interchangeability of singular and plural in colloquial
speech, all contribute to a discourse of vagueness that is highly appropriate to a
trance session in which information of a personal and often delicate nature is
being conveyed to devotees in a public arena where it can be overheard by everyone present. In my translation, I have preserved as much of this ambiguity as
English usage will allow. Mataji's linguistic register is at times highly colloquial,
at times highly formal. In order to give some sense of the flow of language in the
performance context, I have purposely not deleted the frequent repetition of stock
phrases and formulas in Mataji's trance speech. Typically, she will describe the
problem, tell the cause, prescribe a remedy, and predict the outcome. Mataji, like
other healers in the area, focuses on a personal object, such as an item of clothing
or jewelry, that belongs to the person seeking help and that is placed in front of
her at the start of the session. The reader will note that Mataji's diagnoses fall into
several categories, including sorcery (jadu tona, opari), the evil eye (nazar), and
astrological influences (graha) such as that of the inauspicious planet Saturn
(Sani), whose day, as in the West, falls on Saturday. In the case of sorcery, she
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will never pinpoint the evildoer by name but will answer questions concerning
gender, caste, place of residence, and status within the family. The three most
common cures are cardamon seeds, holy water, and threads of three, five, or
seven colors (or sometimes plain black). When eaten or worn, these simple
blessed items carry the Goddess's Sakti (power) and function as amulets to neutralize negative forces and protect against further harm. Other cures include making donations, offerings to a deity, or the performance of specific rituals.

Further Reading
For background on the Goddess cult in Mataji's geographic region and further
discussion of divine possession in that context, see my Victory to the Mother: The
Hindu Goddess of Northwest India in Myth, Ritual, and Symbol (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1993) and "Seranvali: The Mother Who Possesses," in Devi:
Goddesses of India, edited by Donna Wulff and John Stratton Hawley (Berkeley
and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1996), pp. 173-94. For attention
to gender issues, see my "The Goddess and Women's Power: A Hindu Case
Study," in Women and Goddess Traditions in Antiquity and Today, edited by Karen
L. King with an introduction by Karen Jo Torjesen, (Minneapolis: Fortress Press,
1997), pp. 17-38. For more about Mataji and other women like her, see my
forthcoming Playing with the Mother: Women, Goddess Possession, and Power in
Kangra Hinduism. An excellent general survey is Elisabeth Schoembucher, "Gods,
Ghosts, and Demons: Possession in South Asia," in Flags of Fame: Studies in South
Asian Folk Culture, edited by Heidrun Bruchner, Lothar Lutze, and Aditya Malik
(New Delhi: Manohar, 1993), pp. 239-267. June McDaniel makes connections
between divine possession and Tantra in The Madness of the Saints: Ecstatic Religon
in Bengal (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989). For a comprehensive study
of Saktism, which includes extensive discussions of the categories "folk Tantra"
and "folk Saktism," see June McDaniel, Offering Flowers and Feeding Skulls: Varieties of Popular Shaktism in West Bengal, forthcoming.

A Trance Healing Session with Mataji
It was a chilly Sunday morning in February 1997. By eleven o'clock, about a
dozen people were seated on the veranda outside the temple. This number would
gradually swell to over fifty, as people continued to drift in. Because it was a
holiday, there were more men present than there would have been on a weekday,
about one-third of the total, and more school-age children. The devotees ranged
from Dharamsala professionals to landless laborers from neighboring villages. The
temple door was open, exposing the red-clad and garland-bedecked image of
goddess Vaisno Devi. As devotees arrived, they would wash their hands at the
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nearby tap, approach the Goddess with folded hands, and bow in front of her.
After a few minutes, Mataji emerged from an adjacent building, wearing an orange-red flowered salwar-kameez, red shawl, and a red stocking cap on her head.
She greeted me, as well as a middle-aged man who went inside with her. She
called me in a few minutes later to sit next to her. She said something about a
tape recorder. I had been there several times before without recording anything
and asked if this time I could use it. Both she and the man readily agreed. I said
that if anyone objected, I would turn it off. The man said no one minded. But I
said that since people were asking personal things, that if someone objected, I
would turn it off while that person was there. Mataji agreed, but, in fact, no one
seemed to mind. The people outside, who had been sitting in a line along the
wall, turned and sat lined up in rows facing the temple. Mataji started out by
leading a devotional song to the Goddess, after asking someone outside to bring
the dholak (a drum) and chaine (a tong-like percussion instrument) from inside
the house. People from the congregation had already placed their "question" items
and offerings of money on the floor in front of her. Those who came later entered
the temple, touched her feet, placed their things in front of her, and took a seat
outside. The congregation sang several devotional songs, a few of which are translated below, for about half an hour, after which Mataji gradually went into trance,
her head and body shaking to the beat of the music.

Song (repeated many times)
Give us darsan, Vaisno Mata
The whole congregation has come
With cries of "Victory," we have come
Give us darsan, Vaisno Mata
Mataji begins "playing," her body shaking in time with the music, her hair flying
around her face, her eyes glazed over. The devotees sing a new song, welcoming
the appearance of the Goddess.

Song (repeated many times)
Riding on a yellow lion,
Look, the Mother-Queen has come.
O, Mother we've built a temple for you
We wave the chowrie before you.
Look, the Mother-Queen has come
The Lion-rider has come
The Gracious One has come.
The five Pandavas built a temple
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Arjuna waved a chowrie
Look, the Lion-rider has come
Riding on a yellow lion, the Mother-Queen has come.
Body decorated with a beautiful gown, O Mother
A saffron mark adorning her brow
Look, the Mother-Queen has come
Riding on a yellow lion, the Queen-Mother has come
The Flame One has come.
O Mother, we offer betel leaf and nut, flags, coconuts, and songs.
Look, the Mother-Queen has come
The Gracious One has come
My Mother has come.

Song (repeated many times)
Now she's come, the Lion-rider
Now she's come, the Lion-rider
Now she's come, the Gracious One
Now she's come, the Gracious One
Get darsan now, devotees
Now she's come, the Lion-rider
Now she's come, the Lion-rider
Say: Victory to the true court!
Mataji, still in trance, stops shaking and begins to speak. The singing stops immediately. She is now fully possessed by the Goddess and signals her presence
by saying something that sounds like jay kares, jay karakand," a phrase that no
one, including her close devotees and Mataji herself, could decode beyond the
word jay, which means victory and is part of such slogans as "victory to the
Mother." I have translated this utterance, which punctuates all of Mataji's trancetalk simply as "victory." She will point out one by one the items devotees have
placed in front of her, make the diagnosis, and prescribe the remedy, until all the
questions have been answered. Each devotee approaches Mataji in turn when her
or his item has been selected, touches her feet, engages in a brief verbal exchange,
then steps away. Each will return at the end of the session to receive the blessed
articles that Mataji has prescribed as remedies. The middle-aged man, referred to
below as her "Helper" steps in from time to time to pick up the items and call
devotees inside.

QUESTION ONE

Mataji: Victory! Victory! Devotees, for I have come. Victory! The one with the
red cloth is here to ask . . .
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Helper: Whose red cloth is this?
Woman: It's mine, Ji.
Mataji: Victory! Victory! Victory! Devotees, you want to ask about your distress.
Woman: Yes,JT.
Mataji: Victory! Because you want to ask, "Why is there this distress; what is
the matter?"
Woman: Yes,Ji.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, you have already been to doctors. Even so, there
has been no improvement. Therefore, you want to ask, "Why is it like this?
What is the reason? Is it my own fault or is it someone else's doing?"
Woman: Yes,Ji.
Mataji: Victory, victory, O devotees, victory! There's pain in your head. Victory! Pain in your stomach. Victory! Your body feels as though someone has
beaten it. You don't feel like eating. You don't even feel like talking to anyone. You think, "I should leave everything and go off somewhere. I should
just go and sit somewhere alone." For this reason, you want to ask, "Why is
this? What's the reason? Is it my own fault, or is it someone else's doing?"
Woman: Yes,JI.
Mataji: Victory! Innocent daughter, this is a mighty enemy's doing. Because
of this, you have already wasted your time in so many doctors' houses. Even
so, there has been no cure. For this, take a five-colored string, cardamon,
and holy water. It's the enemy's might! It was fed to you in your food. The
one who fed you is a widow. Victory! Next question . . .
QUESTION 2

Mataji: Victory! The cloth in the middle . . .
Helper: This one? {picking up one of several pieces of clothing]
Mataji: In front of it; the second one you lifted up.
Helper: This one? Whose is this? [A man steps forward and touches Mataji's
feet]
Mataji: Victory! Have you come to ask about your distress?
Man: Yes,Ji.
Mataji: Innocent son, how much distress have you borne for three years? Innocent son, you have already wasted time in so many doctors' houses. There
is pain in your chest. Victory! It is also as if a load has fallen on your mind.
You don't ever feel like talking with anyone. You don't even feel like eating
your food. Your heart says, "I should leave everything and go off somewhere
and sit alone." For this reason, you want to ask, "Why is this? What is the
reason? Is it my own fault or someone else's doing?" Innocent son, there
had also been a quarrel over property.
Man: How many years ago, Ma?
Mataji: Victory! Victory! Innocent son, five years have passed.
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Man: Five years?
Mataji: Why not? Victory! For this, innocent son . . . Victory! The one who
did it is a woman. The one who made and brought it is a man. This deed
has been done by those of low caste. For this take cardamon, holy water,
and a seven-colored thread.
Man: All right, but how much longer will the illness last now?
Mataji: Victory! Innocent son, if you keep devotion, then within a year there
will be benefit. . . . Next question; the yellow cloth over there . . .
QUESTION 3

Mataji: Victory! Victory! Innocent son, you want to ask about your health.
Man: Yes, Ji, Mataji.
Mataji: Innocent son, you want to ask why you are having difficulty with your
health.
Man: Yes, Ji.
Mataji: Innocent son, the reason is . . . Victory! It's because the one who did
it has put you through an ordeal.
Man: Is the one who did it one of us [a relative] or an outsider?
Mataji: Victory! It's an outsider, not a relative.
Man: Is it someone from here or from back there?
Mataji: Victory! Someone from back there, not from here.
Man: What's the cure, now?
Mataji: Innocent son, for this, take some cardamon, and you can drink holy
water.
Man: Mataji, will there be any happy outcome from this?
Mataji: Innocent son, why not? But you must first reap some impure fruit.
Man: All right, Mataji, whatever has happened to me, has it born fruit yet?
Mataji: Innocent son, it is best.
Man: Mataji, will there be good fortune?
Mataji: Why not? After this is over, you will definitely benefit. Victory! Victory! Next question . . . The handkerchief. . .
QUESTION 4

Helper: Whose handkerchief is this?
Mataji: The one you started to pick up . . . Victory! Victory! Victory! Have
you come to ask about your health?
Woman: Mataji, it's not myself I'm asking about.
Mataji: You're asking about someone else. You've come asking about health
and work. Why are you troubled?
Woman: Mataji, it's about my child. It's about his studies.
Mataji: Why are you troubled? What is the matter?
Woman: He can't focus his mind.
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Mataji: Innocent daughter, I am Kanyakumarl, the Virgin Goddess. I can figure
it out for myself. Victory! How much trouble he's gotten into! Innocent
daughter, he embraces knowledge then breaks away from it. Now he doesn't
even want to look at it.
Woman: Yes, Mataji, it's just like that.
Mataji: Victory! Sometimes he feels like this: "I'll leave everyone and go and
sit alone."
Woman: Yes, that's it, Mataji.
Mataji: Darkness has come over his eyes. So, you want to ask, "Why is this
happening? Is it our fault, or is it someone else's doing?" Victory!
Woman: Victory to the Mother!
Mataji: Innocent daughter, the reason for this is the action of a mighty enemy.
Woman: Mataji, he's quarrelsome . . .
Mataji: He's been uprooted from knowledge. For this, give him cardamon, holy
water, and a three-color thread. And, innocent daughter, make a book donation on Tuesday.
Woman: To whom, Mataji?
Mataji: To anyone.
Another Woman: To anyone. Give a book to a child or to a poor person on a
Tuesday during the month of Jyestha [May-June] or any Tuesday.
Mataji: Any Tuesday of any month. Victory! Take a three-color thread, cardamon, and holy water. Victory!
Woman: All right, Mataji, very well.
Mataji: Next question, there's a watch in the back. Victory! In the back, one
with a gold chain.
QUESTION 5

Helper: Whose is this?
Mataji: Victory, victory, victory! Do you want to ask about your health?
Woman: Yes,Ji, Mataji.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, your legs are numb and as if lifeless.
Woman: Yes,JI, Mataji.
Mataji: Sometimes you can't even tell if they're on the ground or in the sky.
Because of this, you want to ask, "Why does this happen? What's the matter?"
Woman: Mataji, the pain is terrible.
Mataji: Victory! Sometimes when you put your foot on the ground, it feels as
is your leg is breaking, the right leg.
Woman: Yes, Mataji.
Mataji: Victory, victory! Below the knee, there is a lot of pain. Innocent daughter, the reason is the bonds of karma pressing down on you. For this, take
a black-colored thread. You'll get happiness.
Woman: Mataji, will my legs get better?
Mataji: Take some pure oil, put on the thread, then after eight days, apply the
oil.
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Woman: All right, Mataji.
Mataji. Victory! Victory! In front there is a white-stoned ring.
QUESTION 6

Mataji: Victory! You want to ask about your child's distress. She also wants to
know why he's experiencing this distress. How much trouble there has been
within the last two months! Innocent daughter, he doesn't even feel like
eating. Victory! Sometimes his body feels as though someone has beaten it.
Innocent daughter, someone who was learning is the one who perpetrated
this. Innocent daughter, for this take a three-colored thread, cardamon, and
holy water and give them to him immediately. He will definitely recover. . . .
There's a striped handkerchief . . .
Helper: This one?
Mataji: The one farthest in front, on this side.
QUESTION 7

Mataji: Victory! This is a question about a man.
Woman: Yes,JI.
Mataji: You want to ask about your man's distress. And you want to ask, "Why
is this distress occurring? What is the matter? Is it our fault or someone
else's doing?" Victory! Innocent daughter, victory! Because it has gotten to
the point that he doesn't even feel comfortable at home.
Woman: Yes, Ji.
Mataji: When he comes into the house, it's obvious that he wants to go away.
And it's as if the people at home are enemies. But he'll sit and talk with
outsiders in a friendly way, as though they were family. Therefore, you want
to ask, "Why is this happening? Is it one's own fault or someone else's doing?" Innocent daughter, this is a mighty enemy's doing. For this, take some
cardamon. Victory! In the back, there is a cloth . . .
QUESTION 8

Mataji: Victory! It's a question about a boy. You want to ask about his future.
Man: Yes, Ji, Mataji. He doesn't focus his mind on his studies.
Mataji: Victory! Innocent son, with him it's, "If it's to be done today, then I'll
do it tomorrow. If it's to be done tomorrow, then the following morning."
That's the way it is with him these days. Therefore, you want to ask, "Why
is this going on with him? What is the reason? Is it one's own fault, or is it
someone else's doing?" Innocent son, the reason for this is that it's a mighty
enemy's doing.
Man: Where is he from?
Mataji: Innocent son, someone has passed his hand over the boy's head. The
one who has passed his hand lives nearby and is of a different caste. For
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this, take a black-colored thread, holy water, and cardamon. The next question is a white handkerchief in the back.
QUESTION 9

Mataji: Victory! Innocent son, you want to ask about work.
Man: Definitely.
Mataji: Victory! You want to ask whether you will get what you want or not.
Man: No, I have already gotten it.
Mataji: Innocent son, however far you advance, you find yourself falling behind the same distance.
Man: Yes, Ji.
Mataji: Victory! Therefore you want to ask, "Now I'm running forward; will I
reach my goal or not?" Innocent son, the influence of Saturn [Sani] has come
over you. An astrological influence has come over you. For Sani you should
donate something black, however much you can afford without difficulty,
and innocent son, within eleven months you'll reach your goal.
Man: Within eleven months? What should I donate, Mataji?
Mataji: Make a black donation. Black beans. . . . Next question: a ring is lying
there.
QUESTION 10

Mataji: Victory! This is question about a woman. Innocent son, you want to
ask why your woman is experiencing distress. Victory! Innocent son, her
stomach hurts; her waist hurts. Victory! Innocent son, she doesn't feel like
talking. She doesn't feel like eating her food. Sometimes her heart tells her,
"I'll leave everything and go off somewhere. I'll sit alone." Therefore you
want to ask, "Why is this happening? What is the reason? Is it one's own
fault, or is it someone else's doing?" Innocent son, she went into the garden
to pick some flowers. Innocent son, someone put something into her food,
into her corn bread and wheat bread. For this, definitely give her cardamon
and holy water. . . . A torn handkerchief in front. . .
Helper: Whose handkerchief is this?
QUESTION II

[An adolescent girl steps forward.]
Mataji: Victory! You want to ask about your future. You also want to ask . . .
Victory . . . if in the future your karma will be bright or not and if you'll be
rid of obstacles or not. Victory! Innocent daughter, it will take some time,
but you will have good fortune. Victory! Definitely offer a libation to the
Sun of water mixed with red sandalwood paste. Innocent daughter, your
mind is fixed less on knowledge, and more on useless things. It's the plight
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brought on by the astrological influence of the Sun. Offer a libation to the
Sun, along with sesame, rice, and red sandalwood.
Girl: Has the enemy's influence ended?
Mataji: Innocent daughter, why not? Now there is some change from your
previous state.
Girl: Now it is time for exams, and I can't focus my mind on studying.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, you will have good fortune, but you have to keep
discipline for some days. . . . Now the next question . . . in front there is a
red-stoned ring . . .
QUESTION 12

Mataji: Victory! You want to ask about your health. You want to ask, "Why
am I experiencing distress? What's the matter?" Innocent daughter, sometimes you don't even feel like talking. Sometimes your waist hurts. Sometimes it feels as though your body is broken in half, and one part is below
and the other is on top. Victory! And there is also pain in your neck. Victory!
Victory! Innocent daughter, sometimes you feel like just lying on your cot.
Victory!
Woman: Yes, Ji.
Mataji: Victory! You don't feel like talking and neither do you feel like eating.
Innocent daughter, you have given up eating, and you won't even touch
food. Innocent daughter, sometimes it feels as though someone has beaten
your body. Sometimes there is pain in your head too, sometimes in half of
it and sometimes in all of it. Sometimes there's no pain at all. Innocent
daughter, because of this you want to ask, "Why is this happening?" Innocent
daughter, a mighty enemy is the cause of this. Because you have had a new
residence built for yourself. Innocent daughter, you have had a very beautiful
residence built. For this very reason, they turn on those who become great.
They turn on those who become fortunate. They think, "We'll grind them
to dust." For this, take cardamon, holy water . . .
Woman: Who is it?
Mataji: He's of your own caste. He has quarreled with you also.
Woman: Mataji, will we be all right?
Mataji: Innocent daughter, why not? For this take cardamon, holy water, and
a five-colored thread. Victory! . . . In the middle, there's a square-faced
watch . . .
QUESTION 13

[A foreign woman in her early forties, wearing Indian clothing, comes forward.]
Mataji: Victory! Victory! You want to ask about your career. You want to ask,
"Will I be successful in the work I have undertaken or not?" Victory! "Will
my wishes be fulfilled or not?" Innocent daughter, why are you worrying?
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Last year, too, you profited well. Did you or didn't you? Innocent daughter,
what lies ahead is also good.
This watch belongs to the author, who placed it there before the session began.
She is a scholar who has come to study Mataji, her devotees, and her practices,
and is consulting Mataji concerning the success of her research project. She remains silent and simply nods in response to Mataji's questions. At this point in
their acquaintance, she has told Mataji very little about herself except that she is
a university professor and has certainly not mentioned the fact that the previous
year was a good one professionally.
Mataji: Victory! Victory! There's a white handkerchief in the back.
QUESTION 14

Mataji: Victory! Innocent daughter, you want to ask about your distress. You
want to ask, "Why am I experiencing distress?" Victory! You want to ask
about your little girl, and you want to ask if what was thought of will work
out or not. But her mind is not settled. Victory! Innocent daughter, she is
engaged in work, and then that is broken. Innocent daughter, on Thursday,
make a donation of something yellow. Innocent daughter, this little girl will
be deeply wounded. Victory! Victory!
Woman: Mata, who is the emeny?
Mataji: Victory! Victory! Innocent daughter, the enemy is some distance away.
For this take cardamon, holy water, and a five-colored thread.
Woman: Mata, does the enemy have a job, or is he in business?
Mataji: He has his own business, not a job. Innocent daughter, she'll be all
right soon. I protect my devotees who are attached to me. I become their
servant and protect them. Victory! Victory! Next question . . . In the back
there's a bangle.
QUESTION 15

Mataji: Victory! Innocent daughter, you want to ask about your health. You
want to ask, "Why am I having problems with my health?" Innocent daughter, how much trouble you've borne. Innocent daughter, both of your arms
have broken. Victory! Your body has become leaden. You don't even feel
like talking. You don't feel like eating. Innocent daughter, your whole body
feels numb. It feels heavy. Sometimes it feels as though it is bound in a
noose.
Woman: Yes,Ji.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, you have been taking medicine, too. Even so, there
is no difference. Sometimes, peace comes by itself. Other times the pain
increases by itself. Therefore, you want to ask, "Is this my fault or someone
else's?" Innocent daughter, this is caused by a mighty enemy. For this take
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cardamon, holy water, and a five-colored thread. Next question . . .Victory!
In front there is a white-stoned ring.
QUESTION 16

Mataji: Victory! Victory! Innocent daughter, you have pain in your head, and
your eyes feel as if blinded. Victory! Innocent daughter, sometimes when
you have head pain it feels as if your head is splitting. Victory! Victory!
Because, innocent daughter . . . Victory! Afterward your body trembles and
you feel exhausted. Innocent daughter, every time you go to a doctor, it is
futile. The doctors go on prescribing, and your suffering goes on increasing.
It hasn't decreased. Innocent daughter, you have come under the influence
of both the Sun and Saturn. For Saturn, I have already given you the remedy.
For the Sun, offer a libation with red sandalwood paste mixed in and accompanied by kusa grass and flowers. Victory! And wear a thread of five colors.
Innocent daughter, this is the work of a mighty enemy. To be saved from
this . . .
Woman: Is the enemy from nearby or far away?
Mataji: From very nearby, not from far away. For this take cardamon, holy
water, and a five-colored thread.
Woman: Is it a man or a woman?
Mataji: It's a woman . . . Next question . . .There's a ring lying next to the
watch.
QUESTION 17

[A husband and wife approach together. Mataji addresses each in turn.]
Mataji: Victory! Victory! Victory! Innocent son, you want to ask about your
distress. You want to ask, "Why am I experiencing distress? What is the
reason?" Victory! How much distress you have borne! Innocent daughter,
he has already become like a crazy person. He doesn't even want to sit in
the house. He comes into the house and it's as though he were sitting in a
jungle. Only people outside the home are his friends. Innocent daughter,
Saturn is dwelling in his fourth house. Victory! For Saturn he should look
at the reflection of his face in bitter oil and then should light a flame in a
Siva temple. Victory! Victory! Then there will be a difference. For this give
cardamon and holy water.
Man: How should I light a flame?
Mataji: After looking at your face. Victory! Is there another question, one
about a document?
QUESTION 18

Helper: Whose is this?
[A woman steps forward and picks up the rolled-up document on the floor.]
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Mataji: You want to ask about someone else's work. You want to ask about
auspicious work.
Woman: I want to ask about [his] business.
Mataji: Victory! Victory! You want to ask about auspicious work, and you
want to ask if the business will go well or not.
Woman: Yes, Ji.
Mataji: Victory! It was going along and then went down. What's the matter?
Will it improve or not? Innocent daughter, of course it will improve.
Woman: Mataji, it's just like that. What's the matter?
Mataji: Victory! Because, innocent daughter, [someone] has bound it all up.
Woman: Who bound it up?
Mataji: Innocent daughter, the one who built a residence fell into a quarrel.
Innocent daughter, the one who bound it up is someone like that. For this
matter, an eighty-four-part fire sacrifice and ritual recitation should be done.
Woman: Will it be all right?
Mataji: There will be good fortune. Next: a checked cloth.
Question 19 is omitted, due to incomplete tape recording.
QUESTION 20

Mataji: This is a watch on the other side. Victory! Victory! Innocent daughter,
your chest hurts, and you also want to ask about some work. Victory! Innocent daughter, your chest hurts, and there's pain in your head, sometimes
a little and sometimes quite a lot. Victory! Sometimes it feels as though your
head is being cut off. You don't have the heart even to talk.
Woman: Yes, Mataji.
Mataji: Victory! Your heart says, "I should leave everything and go off somewhere and sit alone." Therefore, you want to ask whether it is your fault or
someone else's doing. Innocent daughter, four years have passed and the
fifth has started. Innocent daughter, for this place pure oil in the temple for
eight days and then take it, and also wear a seven-colored thread.
Woman: Who has done this, Mataji?
Mataji: The one who has done this is a woman from around here.
Woman: Mother, is she one of my in-laws or my own family?
Mataji: She's an in-law.
Woman: Is she a widow or an auspicious married woman?
Mataji: Innocent daughter, she is a widow, not an auspicious married woman.
Woman: All right, Mataji.
Mataji: For this, take cardamon, holy water, and a seven-colored thread.
Woman: Where should I put the pure oil, Mataji?
Mataji: Innocent daughter, in the temple. It should stay for seven days.
Woman: Then should I rub it on my neck, Mataji?
Mataji: Victory! Innocent daughter, why not? Victory! Victory! On this side
there's a handkerchief.
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QUESTION 21

Mataji: Victory! Victory! You want to ask about some work. Innocent son,
now you are begging forgiveness for your own mistake. Innocent son, listen!
It was a matter having to do with money. In five months, there will be good
fortune.
Man: Mataji, will there be an answer or not to the letter which was sent outside?
Mataji: Innocent son, why not?
Man: Mataji, will the work be accomplished or not?
Mataji: Innocent son, why not? Victory! Victory! There's another question;
this checked cloth.
QUESTION 22

Mataji: Victory! It's a question about a boy. Innocent daughter, you want to
ask about distress. You want to ask, "Why is this distress occurring?" It's a
question about a man, and you want to ask, "Will there be good fortune in
the work he's doing now?" Victory! On Saturday [the day of Saturn], make
up a packet of mustard greens.
Woman: Mataji, there is obstruction in the work.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, make up a packet of mustard greens. His work will
go on.
Woman: The work is so precarious . . .
Mataji: Innocent daughter, it will definitely work out. Why are you worrying?
Woman: It must be sorcery.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, the might of an enemy has brought this on.
Woman: Who is it?
Mataji: The one who is doing this kind of deed, he is doing this one, too.
Woman: All right.
Mataji: Next question, a polythene envelope.
QUESTION 23

Mataji: Victory! Victory! This is a question for someone else.
Man: Yes, it is my son's, about his interview.
Mataji: Victory! Victory! Innocent son, I am Kanyakumarr, the Virgin Goddess, I can speak for myself. There will be a little obstacle, but he will definitely obtain work. . . . Next question . . . Victory! A watch on this side . . .
QUESTION 24

Mataji: Innocent daughter, you want to ask about your future, whether your
future will be bright or not. Innocent daughter, it will be bright. Victory!
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Innocent daughter, your studies are a bit shaky. Innocent daughter, offer a
flower at the time of twilight. You will have good fortune. . . . Ahead, there's
a checked handkerchief . . .
QUESTION 25

Mataji: Innocent daughter, you want to ask about your distress. You want to
ask, "Why am I experiencing distress; what is the matter?" Victory! For,
innocent daughter, the affairs of the household were going on as usual, but
all of a sudden, there is this. That's why you want to ask, "When things have
been peaceful, why has an obstacle befallen us? Must we continue to bear
this difficulty, or will we again have peace?" There is affliction in your home;
there is no prosperity.
Woman: Yes, Mataji.
Mataji: It comes from one side and goes off in another. One can't tell where
it's coming from or how it's snatched away. Therefore, you want to ask, "Is
this our own fault or someone else's doing?" Victory! Innocent daughter,
this is an enemy's might over your household. Innocent daughter, there is
no shortage of money coming into the house, but no one knows how it is
all spent.
Woman: Yes,JI.
Mataji: Victory! Sometimes it seems as though someone is walking around.
Whenever you lay your hand on a cooking pot, it becomes empty. Innocent
daughter, the harijan caste's mountain spirit has been cast upon you. That's
why there is no brightness in your work.
Woman: Mataji, who cast it on us?
Mataji: Innocent daughter, the casters are from nearby. They're not from far
away. They're of your own caste.
Woman's husband: Are they from our very house?
Mataji: They're from your very own caste. They work in a job. Have an eightyfour-part fire sacrifice and recitation done. Take cardamon and holy water.
Woman: Mataji, will it be all right?
Mataji: Innocent daughter, why not? . . . In front, there's a "wide bangle" question . . .
Woman's husband: Mataji, for how many days will we have to do the sacrifice
and recitiation?
Mataji: Daily. For some days you'll have to keep this regimen. Then there will
be good fortune. . . . Wide bangle question . . .
QUESTION 26

Man: Mataji, will the work I am doing turn out well or not?
Mataji: Victory! Innocent son, why not? Even this month has gone well.
Man: Mataji, this month has gone very badly.
Mataji: All right, innocent son, just yesterday something came up.
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Man: Mataji, nothing came up with anybody yesterday.
Mataji: What do you mean, nothing came up? Didn't something happen with
a certain man?
Man: Yes, Ji. There was a little something. Mataji, what will come to pass with
him?
Mataji: Innocent son, there will be good fortune.
Man: Mataji, my aunt has received a letter. What will happen to her?
Mataji: For the time being, nothing.
Man: Mataji, should we hold out hope or not?
Mataji: For now, there's nothing.
Man: Oh, misfortune.
Mataji: Innocent son, there will be good fortune. . . . Next question, handkerchief . . .
QUESTION 27

Mataji: Victory! You want to ask about your distress. Victory! You also want
to ask about work, and you want to ask, "Will the work I am doing turn out
well or not?" Innocent son, what a misfortune has happened! You are also
having trouble getting a position. Innocent son, victory! No one has done
anything or sent anything to you. This is the astrological influence of Rahu
[dragon's head] and Saturn. In the midst of this there has been and will be
trickery by friends and quarrels with your kinsmen. Innocent son, make a
bundle of mustard greens, a bundle of sesame seeds, and a bundle of wheat.
Make these three bundles, and you will have good fortune.
Man: Mataji, when will there be a result?
Mataji: Innocent son, there will be a result in March or April. You will get a
position. . . . Next question . . . this cloth . . .
QUESTION 28

Mataji: Victory! Victory! Innocent daughter, you want to ask about your future. And you want to ask why you are having difficulty concerning your
future. Innocent daughter, your attention is not fixed on your studies. Victory! If work comes up in the morning, you leave it until evening, and in
the morning the same thing happens again. Innocent daughter, the evil eye
has been cast on you. Innocent daughter, for this take a three-colored thread,
cardamon, and holy water.
Girl: For how many days?
Mataji: Innocent daughter, for eight days. Victory! It will definitely bear fruit.
QUESTION 29

Mataji: A "leaf question.
Helper: Who put this leaf here?
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Mataji: It belongs to a woman wearing a Coca Cola-colored suit. [A middleaged peasant woman wearing a brown outfit steps forward.] It's a question
about the household. You want to ask a question about an animal of the
household.
Woman: Yes.
Mataji: Victory! Victory! Innocent daughter, there is the disappointment of
"white water." [ This is an infection that prevents a cow from conceiving. ] Therefore, you want to ask, "Will the hope that we have held out be fulfilled or
not?" Innocent daughter, the cow's womb is softening. For this, take black
neem leaves and holy water and give them to her. The "white water" will go
away. . . . On this side, a silver ring . . .
QUESTION 30

Mataji: Victory! Victory! You want to ask about distress; you want to ask why
this distress is occurring.
Woman [who has already asked a question] :Yes, Ji.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, I have already given you a remedy. Do it, and you
will have good fortune.
Woman: Mataji, this is a question for someone else.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, you want to ask about distress. Victory! There is
pain in the stomach, pain in the head, nervousness. The right side of the
body is numb.
Woman: Yes,JI.
Mataji: Innocent daughter, someone has bound her with coercion. Victory!
For this, give cardamon, holy water.
Woman: Mataji, who has bound her with coercion?
Mataji: The binder is from another jat, from another caste.
Woman: Should we give it [the cure] to her now?
Mataji: Why not? There will be good fortune. Devotees, I am gone!
Mataji shudders and then relaxes. Her eyes gradually refocus as she takes a few
deep breaths, straightens her clothing, and smooths her hair. She smiles at those
around her and begins to greet the devotees who have lined up outside. She
knows many by name and inquires about their family members. One by one they
come into the temple to collect the items she has prescribed. She dispenses the
cardamon seeds in small newspaper-wrapped packets and cuts the threads in
neck-length sizes. The holy water, which earlier in the day has bathed the stone
Goddess image, has collected in a small chamber underneath. Mataji scoops up
some of this water, mixing it into a bucket of tap water. She then taps it with a
flower while reciting a mantra under her breath. At Mataji's direction, the helper
uses this water to fill containers that devotees have brought. Mataji distributes
prasad (consecrated offerings) of candies or bananas to everyone. Some of the
devotees circumambulate her temple or visit the adjacent temple to Lord Siva.
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Some stay awhile to chat with her, ask advice, or seek a blessing for their children. Others leave monetary offerings. A family that has traveled some distance
unpacks their lunch and sits down to eat on the veranda. When everyone has
left, Mataji tidies up her temple, says a prayer to the Goddess, and retires to her
own quarters.

Kings and Priests

6
The Consecration of the Monastic Compound at
Mount Koya by Kukai

David L. Gardiner

Although Japanese Buddhism is probably best known in popular circles for its
rich tradition of Zen teachings and practices, from a historical perspective it is
plausible to contend that no form has had more of a pervasive impact on the
overall development of Japanese religion than the esoteric or Tantric Buddhist
schools known in Japan as mikkyo ("secret teaching"). Mikkyo was first formally
represented in the Tendai and Shingon schools founded in the early ninth century,
but its roots are discernible in the eighth century and its branches, to continue
the metaphor, extend throughout virtually all the subsequent schools that
emerged in the Kamakura period (around the thirteenth century), in particular
in the Zen, Pure Land, and Nichiren schools, where its presence bore significant
and recognizable fruits. Among the variety of ways mikkyo seems to have influenced religious expressions other than those formally identifiable as Tantric are
the inclusion of elaborate rites with a profusion of liturgical paraphernalia, the
employment of dharanis or mantras in recitation of prayers, and the utilization
of some form of painted mandala diagrams. In addition to these more concrete
instances, one might add the basic religious paradigm that mikkyo offered, which
encompassed elements such as the perfect identity of practitioner and Buddha (in
body, speech, as well as mind) and the generally affirmative view of the ordinary
world as being a manifestation of the sacred body of the Buddha.

Kukai and Mount Koya
Kukai was the founder of the Shingon school, which has long stood as the most
exclusively Tantric form of Buddhist practice in Japan. Shingon means "true
word," and is derived from the Chinese"translation of the Sanskrit word mantra.
Although the Tendai and other Buddhist schools incorporated Tantric elements
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into their study and practice, the Shingon school prides itself on being less eclectic
than any other. The two texts translated below chronicle ceremonies associated
with Kukai's founding of the monastery named Kongobuji (Temple of the Vajra
Peak, named after the Vajrasekhara sutra) on Mount Koya. Of the various monasteries at which Kukai lived and worked, none held as much significance for him
as Kongobuji. The temple complex, together with the surrounding community of
Koyasan that occupies the top of Mount Koya, has remained as an important
center for Japanese religion for nearly 1,200 years. Koyasan is located two hours
south by train from Osaka in the hills of Wakayama prefecture. It continues today
to draw around one million tourists a year, many of whom perform a pilgrimage
to Kukai's tomb, where many believe the master (some call him a saint) still sits
in meditation awaiting the future Buddha, or to the gravesite of a relative - for
the mountaintop houses probably the largest, and surely the grandest, cemetery
in all Japan. Mount Koya is one of Japan's greatest holy spots and, because it has
served for many centuries as a thriving religious center, it stands as a repository
of a fabulous cultural and artistic heritage.
The first text below touches briefly on Kukai's relation to the mountain. It notes
that after he had returned from studying esoteric Buddhism in the Tang capital
of China for two years, he sought far and wide for a suitable location to build a
monastery devoted to its practice. In a letter he wrote in 816 C.E. requesting the
Japanese emperor to bestow the land to him, he indicated that he came to know
the area when he had passed through it during his younger peripatetic days as a
mountain ascetic practitioner. Although it is accurate to say that he founded the
monastic compound of Kongobuji, it would be misleading (though in accordance
with popular legend) to assert that Kukai "discovered" Mount Koya as a holy spot.
The mountains of Yoshino just to the east had for generations been favorite
grounds for practitioners of various spiritual disciplines, and it is clear that Mount
Koya had seen the footsteps of many a seeker. Kukai indicates in his writings that
he may have employed some geomantic methods for discerning that it was a suitable location for a monastery. Yet it is also evident that the simple facts that it is a
large basin of approximately four square miles at the top of a three-thousand-foot
peak, with good running water and sufficient distance from the urban life of either
Nara or Kyoto (a few days' travel away), were all points in its favor.
The two texts translated below chronicle rites that mark the establishment of
the grounds as a monastery. The texts themselves are not dated, but other reliable
documents that can be dated, and that are likely to have been produced shortly
before and after these rites, indicate that the rites must have taken place in 818
or 819. In his 816 letter requesting the emperor to permit him to use the mountain
for a monastery, Kukai indicated that there were not enough religious centers
situated in quiet mountains in Japan. He cited the scripture Dainichi-kyo (Mahdvairocana-sutra) as recommending isolated mountain spots as ideal for the practice
of meditation. A text dated one month after Kukai's request purportedly documents the emperor's permission to build a center, but the authenticity of this
letter has been called into question on several points. Nevertheless, various cor-
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respondences reveal that Kukai dispatched some of his disciples to the mountain
in 818 to begin to construction there and that he intended to follow them shortly
afterward. Letters he sent to acquaintances in Kyoto and elsewhere reveal that he
resided on the mountain for about eight months from the winter of 818 until the
summer of 819, and it is likely that the present texts were composed during this
period. This was twelve years after he had returned from his studies in China.
When Kukai returned in 806 from Tang China, where he had studied as a
Japanese government-sponsored "foreign student," he was not well known in
court circles. It took several years for him to develop contacts with important
senior monks (such as the Tendai founder Saicho), influential court officials, and
eventually the Emperor Saga, whose interest in things that were vogue in Chinese
literary and cultural circles is legendary. Before establishing his center on Mount
Koya, he did manage the affairs of a few temples near the capital, such as the
Jingoji on Mount Takao. Jingoji served Kukai well, as it was an older temple with
strong connections to established court families. While residing there he performed two very significant initiation ceremonies into Shingon Tantric practice,
which scores of well-known monks and lay aristocrats attended. This allowed him
both to gain some repute as a new specialist in an attractive tradition, and to
gather some able disciples. But it seems that for many years Kukai desired to build
a place far from the busy life of the capital that would be dedicated solely to the
training of students in Shingon practice. In fact, a letter survives in which he tells
a friend of a vow that he had made en route back from China to do just that. It
appears that when his ship had encountered a severe ocean storm, he had promised the gods that if he were allowed to arrive safely in Japan he would generate
great benefits in the world by establishing a center devoted to the practice of the
Tantric Buddhism he had learned in China. Other letters also indicate that his
building of the complex at the top of Mount Koya was indeed an expression of
his commitment to realize this vow.
The construction of the Kongobuji monastery, however, did not proceed
quickly. Its distance from the capital, coupled with Kukai's many responsibilities
there, permitted neither the procurement of supplies nor the management of labor
to run smoothly. By the time of Kukai's death in 835, it is not likely that more
than a few buildings had been completed: a stupa, a worship hall, and a residence
for monks, From 823, Kukai became engaged in supervising the completion of
the Toji temple in the capital. The construction of this important temple at the
southern entrance to Kyoto had languished for several years, and the invitation
to Kukai to revitalize the project was both a clear indication of his growing reputation and a stepping stone to other obligations in the capital. His correspondence reveals that, as his duties in Kyoto expanded due to his newly found prominence, he felt frustrated at becoming increasingly distanced from his dream to
build a center on Mount Koya. In 832, he led Kongobuji's first large ceremony
of offering to the Buddha, known as the mandoe or ceremony of ten thousand
lamps, a ritual that had a long tradition in major Japanese Buddhist temples of
Nara. Soon afterward he pleaded with the court to be released from his respon-
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sibilities in the capital - he had recently been appointed in Kyoto to the highranking position of a chief supervisor of monks - in order that he might return
to his retreat at Mount Koya. One of his reasons for requesting retirement was
his ailing health, and indeed it was not long after his return there in 834 that he
passed away, on the mountain, in the third month of 835, at the age of sixty-two.
The supervision of the construction was left to his disciple Shinzen, who made
much progress during the next twenty years.

The Consecration Rite
The particular ritual for which these texts stand as our introduction is known in
Japanese as kekkai, meaning "to bind a realm." The Japanese term is derived from
the Chinese translation of the Sanskrit sima-bandha. Buddhist texts on vinaya, or
monastic rituals and regulations, apparently used the term in non- or pre-Tantric
contexts to refer to the prescribed rules serving to formally separate the monastic
community from lay communities in terms of such categories as spatial demarcation and restrictions regarding clothing and food. In Japanese history, kekkai
has generally denoted the divisions between monastic and lay territory. There are
signposts known as kekkai stones that stand at the entrance to some temple
buildings (especially ones set aside for assiduous contemplative practice), which
frequently contain the engraved admonition that women, alcohol, and garlic are
not permitted beyond the sign. The term may also refer to the railing (commonly
wooden) within a temple building that separates the altar, on which Buddha
images usually stand, from the surrounding space for worshipers. The kekkai thus
demarcates sacred and profane space, and might be considered in the Japanese
context to circumscribe an area in which the healing/saving power of deity is seen
to be concentrated.
These two texts were most likely recited as prayers before or during the consecration rites. Furthermore, much in the way that the Shinto tradition recites
norito (formal prayers to a diety) under similar circumstances, the texts are addressed to deities in the form of announcements of what will transpire. The core
of this announcement, however, is the actual invitation of the deities to enter the
realm under consideration, thereby sacralizing and protecting it. The kekkai rite
described by Kukai for the founding of Kongobuji declares the bounded realm to
be an area with a radius of seven ri, or approximately two to three miles. Although
some scholars have noted that this distance seems to fit quite naturally with certain
geographical features of the area surrounding Mount Koya, it is also a distance
that has some precedence in Buddhist literature. Chinese translations of the biography of Sakyamuni Buddha give an account of how the naga (a serpentine
deity) king Mucilinda made a gigantic umbrella-like covering that protected the
Buddha, which extended for a radius of seven ri (about two miles). There also
exist Chinese Tantric texts that describe rites aimed at protecting an area designated by the same distance. Some kekkai rites performed in Japan prior to Kukai's
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day were known as "binding the realm of the nation" (kokudo kekkai), and seem
to have had a protective purpose, albeit less explicitly related to Tantric texts and
deities than was Kukai's kekkai. Most Japanese encyclopedias note the rites Kukai
performed for Kongobuji in their entries for kekkai. The Shingon tradition recognizes three types, or scales, of kekkai. The largest is the "binding the realm of
the nation," and some scholars say that the rites in the texts below fall into this
category because of the vast area they designate (this interpretation implies that
"nation" might simply indicate "land"). The two other kekkai rites are for a temple
building and for an altar within such a building.
In Indian Buddhist Tantric ritual, the term sima-bandha sometimes referred to
"binding" the area of a horizontal mandala platform, which was often constructed
on a raised earthen surface. Pillars known as kilas were inserted into the circumference of the platform and a multicolored thread was tied around their tips to
create a ring around the platform. There were also rites known as sima-bandha
that purified a given area by expelling evil forces from the ground level, the air
above the ground, and even from the area beneath the ground. Kukai's texts follow
a similar pattern because their central aim seems to be the elimination of obstructive spirits from the area and the invitation of helpful ones to stay. It is worthy
of note that the native Japanese Shinto tradition also uses the word "binding"
(musubi) to refer to the demarcation of sacred space.

Related Texts and Deities
Apart from their overall purpose, and the fact that the second ceremony took
seven days and involved a number of deities named by him, we have little concrete
knowledge about the actual rites performed by Kukai. The primary deity of the
second text is Kundali, who is called a "knowledge king" (vidydrdja in Sanskrit,
myoo in Japanese); Kukai indicates that he will rely on a "Kundali rite" for this
consecration. There are a variety of Chinese texts containing rites that center on
this deity, including one written by Amoghavajra, the great Tantric adept of the
Tang dynasty who instructed Kukai's master Huiguo. Kundali is said to manifest
a fierce or wrathful appearance and is known as a destroyer of obstacles. In the
Buddhist Tantric symbol system, he is often connected with Vajragarbha Bodhisattva as well as Ratnasambhava Buddha, and is associated with the southern
direction.
A number of other deities are mentioned in the second text, including Sakyamuni Buddha, Avalokitesvara, and the Medicine Buddha from the Buddhist tradition; the non-Buddhist Brahma and Indra; other unnamed heavenly beings (ten
in Japanese, a common rendering of the Sanskrit deva), and a variety of Japanese
spirits, most notably the souls of the imperial line and the ancestors of members
of the court. The rite targets in particular the enemies of the Buddha-dharma
known as the vinayakas, who are depicted as potential obstructors to the spread
of Kukai's Shingon practice, in opposition to the aforenamed deities, who are
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called upon as protectors. The vinayakas are commonly portrayed in the Buddhist
literature as opponents of the Dharma. Twice Kukai repeats the phrase that the
vinayaka, who destroy the true Dharma, and other maleficent spirits should get
out of his newly established grounds to the distance of seven ri.

The Mandala
Because both texts refer to the Shingon Buddhist mandala, the concept needs
some elaboration. The first text begins with a proclamation to the "oceanlike
assembly" of the two great mandalas, which are the Diamond and Womb Realms.
These mandalas are often represented in colorful painted form with intricate geometrical designs that incorporate myriad deities. In short, the mandalas are visual
representations of two simultaneous, overlapping aspects of the enlightened mind
variously described either as emptiness and form, wisdom and compassion, or
subject and object. Essential to a proper understanding of these mandalas is the
recognition that they are symbols for actual realities - pictorial embodiments of
dimensions of the experience of a buddha. They represent a dimension of awakening from which a practitioner is guided, from the buddha's side so to speak and toward which s/he developes through spiritual aspiration and specific methods. In essence, the Shingon practitioner is taught to believe that the mandala
represents an as yet unmanifested dimension of his/her own experience: an original buddhahood residing within. Thus the painted form, together with the visualizations, prayers, and ritual gestures of the contemplative regime, serve as a
catalyst to this potential manifestation, which could be described as an inner
transformation. The mandala can thus be understood both as a means and an
end of religious practice. Kukai's use of the term mandala focuses on its role as
a description of the sacrality or sacredness of the world of enlightened experience,
a sacrality that manifests when the true purity of one's mind is realized. At the
same time, one can say that the sacrality of a geographical realm is also a potency
that already resides within the land, which is made manifest in conjunction with
an individual's own spiritual realization. Speaking of the mandala in both of these
senses - as both catalyst and aim - Kukai writes in the first text of his "transmission" of the esoteric Buddhist teachings (which are also called a mandala) to
India and then ultimately to Japan, that "Mafmvairocana Buddha, the great compassionate one, enjoying for himself the taste of the equality that is enlightenment,
was saddened by the plight of the beings in the six realms of rebirth. And so it
was that the thunder of his wisdom that is one with reality trembled throughout
the Dharma realm, and the secret mandala was thereby transmitted to our world."
When later in the text he mentions how he "safely returned [from China] with
the two mandalas of the Diamond and the Womb realms," it is to the actual
paintings on cloth that he refers. A little later he again mentions them by saying
that he intends to "establish both the great mandalas" on Mount Koya. But here
it seems that he is indicating not so much the paintings, nor even their transmogrification into the statues inside stupas that did take place on the mountain,
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but rather more significantly the actual engagement in the practice of the realization of these sacred realms of experience within the practitioner. It was this
practice at the heart of the Shingon tradition that Kukai wished to establish at
Mount Koya. And so it was natural for him to regard a location that was dedicated
to such noble aims as a sacred space.
But the concept of the sacred space of the mandala can extend beyond that of
just the immediate religious precinct of Mount Koya. It is equally likely that Kukai
believed that by "establishing the two mandates" at Kongobuji he was creating a
sacred center for all of Japan, thereby consecrating the entire land by his act. The
area around Mount Koya was already in Kukai's time a popular site for practitioners of asceticism, but its transformation into a major center of esoteric Buddhist practice from the early ninth century onward represented the emergence of
a remarkably visible "power spot" in Japan. Earlier sacred mountains of Buddhist
history easily come to mind: China's Tian-tai and Wu-tai mountains, as well as
the holy Grdhrakuta in India where the Buddha himself is said to have preached.
In the case of Wu-tai shan, where the Tantric master Bu-kong (Amoghavajra)
established a center for a national cult of the bodhisattva of wisdom Manjusri, we
may see something like a model for Kukai's vision for Mount Koya, which became
one of Japan's most sacred mountains. An irony in this case might be that, instead
of a heavenly bodhisattva such as Manjusri serving as the focus as in the case of
Wu-tai shan, at Koya, beside some interest in a cult devoted to the future Buddha
Maitreya in which Kukai himself displayed some zeal, the main object of worship
assuring the locale's sacrality became the holy relic of Kukai's own body, which
many faithful still believe remains in meditative equipoise today.
The second text focuses on the "Assembly of the Dharma Altar," where Kukai
states that for one week he would, in order to consecrate the realm, offer worship
to the buddhas of all directions (throughout the reaches of the universe) and to
other deities. The title of this text indicates that it was written for the kekkai of
the "altar place" (danjo), an expression that connotes the platform on which
various deity statues are placed as a three-dimensional mandala. In this case
the meaning of mandala is more concrete. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the
sense here of an altar as a horizontal platform for the mandala, which was
the original style in early Tantric Buddhism in India, may resonate better with
the broader spiritual sense of mandala, in both a visual and a somatic (because
three-dimensional) sense, than does the vertically hanging painted form. It is also
noteworthy that in spite of the second text's apparent focus on consecrating an
altar, the area said to be "bound" by the rite consists nevertheless of a radius of
seven ri.

Conclusions
The esoteric Buddhist rites to which these texts refer, related as they are to the
consecration of religious space, may in some sense be considered magical or at
least apotropaic, a term that indicates the warding off of evil forces by ritual
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means. But equally characteristic of these and similar esoteric Buddhist rites is
the invocation of beneficial forces to protect the realm. It is commonplace to
acknowledge the extent to which the emergence of Buddhist Tantra introduced
entirely new rites into the repertoire of Buddhist monastic specialists. Nonetheless, we know that the historical Buddha affirmed the existence of spiritual beings,
whether of the heavenly or ghostly realms. Biographies also report that part of
his daily routine included the teaching of deities that came for instruction in the
Dharma. We also know that he acknowledged the effectiveness of particular incantations (pantos) for protection against harmful animals. But we do not possess
any accounts of his performing rites like the ones Kukai documents here, whose
aim is to invoke and expel spiritual forces from the sahgha residence. However,
without going back to the lifetime of the Buddha, a period for which we have
little historical evidence, it is possible to confirm that certain beliefs inherent in
Kukai's rites, in particular those regarding the efficacy that monastic rituals may
have over the spirit realms, can be traced to an early stage in Indian Buddhism.
We know, for example, that monks (even the more scholastically trained, learned
ones) often performed and sponsored rites to benefit the spirits of their ancestors.
Recent research reveals that, contrary to a common scholarly misconception that
the practice of ancestor veneration entered Buddhism only after the religion had
been transported to China, and equally contrary to the normative textual descriptions of monastic regulations, Indian Buddhist monks engaged in rituals that
aimed to "manipulate" spiritual beings and ancestors. Thus, regardless of whatever
Buddhist monks may have written about what they ought to have been doing,
we can verify that they did perform rituals for the benefit of spirits.
Kukai also wrote many texts contained in the Shoryoshu (a collection of his
miscellaneous writings from which the present texts are taken) that commemorate
rites performed on behalf of persons recently deceased. However, the rites discussed in the present texts include references not only to ancestral spirits - in
this case of the imperial family and members of the court - but to a variety of
"heavenly" beings (many of Indian origin), as well as to autochthonous spirits of
Japan. In fact, in all of Kukai's writings that document rituals, those translated
below appear to be the only two in which he mentions such spirits. There must
have been some great significance to the fact that it was only in the consecration
of the monastic compound at Mount Koya that he chose to call upon such spirits
for aid. One explanation for this may be found in the striking parallels between
these rites performed by Kukai and similar rites for the consecration of an area
that are central to the native Shinto traditions that he surely knew well. This
significance is clearly mirrored today in the presence on Mount Koya, at the heart
of the compound near the central Great Stupa, of a large shrine dedicated to the
local deity known as Koya Myojin, where rites continue to be performed on a
daily basis. It is justifiable to conclude that the symbolic and cosmic acts of
consecration and invocation are to be renewed on a continual basis, albeit perhaps
on a smaller scale.
The two documents translated below are preserved in a collection of Kukai's
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writings known as the Shoryoshu (sometimes read Seireishu). In most printed editions, they correspond to the texts numbered 99 and 100. The Shoryoshu is a
collection of over one hundred poems, letters, documents commemorating rituals
(as in the present case), and other miscellaneous materials. Although the Shoryoshu
does not contain any of Kukai's major doctrinal works, many of its texts portray
esoteric Buddhist theories as refracted through the lens of actual practice, thereby
revealing how Shingon Buddhism took shape in its initial stages, during his lifetime. The Shoryoshu is thus an important historical resource for understanding
the concrete means by which Kukai propagated Shingon Buddhism. The translations here are based on texts 99 and 100 of Katsumata Shunkyo's Kobodaishi
Chosaku Zenshu, vol. 3 (Tokyo: Sankibo Busshorin, 1968), pp. 392-96. The earlier
Chinese source from which much of the language in Kukai's second text derives
is located in Taisho vol. 18, text no. 901, p. 813c. Kukai's later ritual writings
bear a great similarity to various texts found in this same Taisho vol. 18.

Further Reading
The best introduction to Kukai's life and thought, which includes translations of
some important doctrinal works, remains Yoshito Hakeda, Kukai: Major Works
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1972). A good source for more details on
theory and practice in Shingon Buddhism is Taiko Yamasaki, Shingon: Japanese
Esoteric Buddhism (Boston: Shambhala, 1988). My dissertation covers in depth
several factors involved in Kukai's introduction of Shingon into Japan: "Kukai and
the Beginnings of Shingon Buddhism in Japan" (Stanford University, 1995). On
the significance of the mandala concept, both as philosophy for the sake of individual practice and as incorporated into the design of the Kongobuji monastic
compound, see my "Mandala, Mandala on the Wall: Variations of Usage in the
Shingon School," Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 19.2
(1996): 245-79. Finally, a partial translation of each of the present texts, as part
of a discussion of the influence of esoteric Buddhist concepts of space on Japanese
religion, is presented in Allan G. Grapard, "Flying Mountains and Walkers of
Emptiness: Toward a Definition of Sacred Space in Japanese Religions," History
of Religions 21.3 (February 1982): 195-221.

Text of Declaration for the First Consecration at the Founding of
Mount Koya
The sramana (monk) Henjo Kongo (Universally Illuminating Vajra) respectfully declares to the buddhas of the ten directions, to the oceanlike assembly
of the Two Great Mandalas, to the five kinds of devas and the heavenly and
earthly divinities of this land, as well ay to the various spirits of earth, water,
fire, wind, and sky of this mountain:
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That which possesses both form and consciousness is necessarily endowed
with Buddha nature. Buddha nature and Dharma nature pervade the entire
Dharma realm and are inseparable: this body and that body are of one essence
and so are equal. One who has awakened to this truth always roams freely in
the realm of the five wisdoms of Mahavairocana Buddha, whereas those lost
and unaware are constantly sinking in the mud of the three realms of desire,
form, and formlessness that comprise samsara. Mahavairocana Buddha, the
great compassionate one, enjoying for himself the taste of the equality that is
enlightenment, was saddened by the plight of the beings in the six realms of
rebirth. And so it was that the thunder of his wisdom that is one with reality
trembled throughout the Dharma realm and the secret mandala was thereby
transmitted to our world. It was passed on to Vajrasattva, to Nagarjuna and
down to the present without a break in continuity. Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra came east, bearing their staffs from India to China, and transmitted the
esoteric teaching in order to liberate all beings. And yet, here across the broad
ocean in Japan, worthy vessels of this teaching had yet to appear and so the
teaching remained hidden in the secret palace of Mahavairocana without being
transmitted to our land.
Fortunately, due to the power of the grace of the Buddha and the forces that
mature beings for spiritual work, I was able to travel to Tang China in 804,
whence I safely returned with the two mandalas of the Diamond and the Womb
realms and over one hundred scrolls of Vajrayana scriptures. Still, people in
Japan were not ready and the time was not right. Month after month passed
in rapid succession and it is now more than twelve years since I returned. At
last, since our devout sovereign has taken it upon himself to help promote this
teaching, we are in need simply of a place to practice. I have searched far and
wide and am convinced that Mount Koya is a most suitable location. The
sovereign, deciding to spread this teaching, has granted the mountain for this
purpose. The location was deemed proper after careful divination in all directions. Thus will a monastic complex be constructed on this land bestowed by
the sovereign.
And so, in order to repay above the kindness of the buddhas by spreading
the esoteric teaching, and to augment below the resplendence of the five kinds
of deities by liberating sentient beings, in sole reliance upon the secret teaching
of the Vajrayana, I wish to establish both the great mandalas of the Womb and
Diamond realms. With reverence I beseech all the buddhas to rejoice in, and
all the devas to protect, my efforts here and ask that all virtuous spirits vow to
help realize my wishes.
To the east, west, south, and north, and in the four intermediate directions,
as well as above and below, within a circumference of seven ri: all maleficent
spirits and deities within this area, each and every one, get out of my sacred
ground. All beneficent deities and spirits in this area, those who can bestow
advantage, may reside as you please.
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Further, I request that from all directions, may the five kinds of devas, the
deities of the five elements of earth, water, fire, wind, and sky, together with
the revered spirits of the emperors and empresses of the court since its inception, and all the divinities of heaven and earth: may all these serve as sponsors
of this place of religious practice. I most humbly beseech that all spiritual
presences offer their protection day and night to help to realize this wish.
Respectfully declared.

Text of Declaration for the Consecration of an Altar at Mount Koya
I respectfully declare to all the buddhas, Prajfta, vajra-devas, and all the visible
and invisible spirits still bound in the paths of karma: I hereby declare that
this is my land. I will now set up, for seven days and seven nights, a great
assembly on the Dharma altar. There I will worship all the buddhas, worldhonored ones, in the ten directions of the Dharma realm; Prajna-paramita; the
many bodhisattvas with their followers, and I will firmly establish the teaching
that is hard to comprehend and which is the repository of all esoteric dharmas.
By thus availing myself of the superior power of these teachings, I will perform
rites to protect myself and these sacred precincts.
In the east, west, south, and north of this compound, in the four intermediate
directions and above and below, all the vinayakas who destroy the true Dharma,
maleficent spirits and deities, every single one here: get out of the area of my
sacred precincts, to the distance of seven ri. If there be beneficent deities and
spirits who protect the true Dharma, who will bring advantage to my Buddha
Dharma, you may remain in this compound as you please.
Before an image of the Tathagata in this compound, with one mind in harmony with the Dharma, many monks will maintain the practice of the Buddha
dharma, repay our gratitude to the four benefactors (of parents, kings, sentient
beings, and the Three Jewels), and bring vast benefits to all beings. In reliance
upon the rites of Kundali bodhisattva, for seven days and seven nights we will
perform the ceremonies for establishing the sacred boundary, undergo repentance and engage in worship.
Within this monastic compound, to the east, west, south, and north, in the
four intermediate directions and above and below, all the vinayakas who destroy the true Dharma, maleficent spirits and deities, every single one here: get
out of the area of my sacred precincts, to the distance of seven ri. If there be
beneficent deities and spirits who protect the true Dharma, who will bring
advantage to my Buddha Dharma, you may remain in this compound as you
please.
With the sincerest of hearts I invoke the palace of the Three Jewels, our most
revered teacher Sakyamuni Buddha, the greatly dignified and powerful divine
heart mantras, the excellent protector and liberator Avalokitesvara, Vajra Kun-
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dali bodhisattva and the two Medicine King bodhisattvas who deliver from
suffering, along with their holy assemblies, Vajra-garbha-raja bodhisattva and
his holy assembly, Brahma, Indra, the four Deva kings, the Nagas - all the
deities and holy beings who protect the Dharma - I implore you all to enter
this place of religious practice to assure the success of these rites. Please accept
my request with pity.

7
Praises of the Drunken Peacocks

Richard H. Davis

Near the head of the Mahuar River in Madhya Pradesh, in the small backwater
village of Rannod, sit the ruins of an ancient Hindu monastery built sometime in
the tenth century C.E. On a wall of the veranda, carved on a stone tablet, a lengthy
inscription praises the community of Saiva monks who built and inhabited this
monastic retreat in medieval times. The poet speaks of the Saiva lineage called
the "Drunken Peacocks" (Mattamayura) as a stalk, "free of knots, its strong
branches spreading widely." The poetic figure is historically apt, because other
inscriptions from the same period found in many different parts of the subcontinent speak of more ascetics and teachers linked to the same lineage. The
Drunken Peacocks appear to have been a broadly dispersed, celebrated, and influential group of religious specialists in early medieval India of the tenth and
eleventh centuries.
Here I translate selections from three inscriptions praising the Drunken Peacock
lineage. The first is from Rannod, ancient Aranipadra, about five miles from Kadwaha, which archeologists believe to be the ancient Mattamayura, the "Town of
Drunken Peacocks." Filled with the remains of some fifteen medieval Hindu temples, the hamlet of Kadwaha was probably the capital of a minor dynasty of
Calukya rulers in the tenth century, and became the prime seat of the community
of Saiva sages who derived their name from the town. The other two come from
monasteries located about 200 miles to the east, in the villages of Chandrehe and
Gurgi, along the Sona River in eastern Madhya Pradesh. In the tenth and eleventh
centuries, this area was controlled by the Kalacuris, a powerful dynasty of rulers
based in Tripuri, near present-day Jabalpur. As the inscriptions tell us, Kalacuri
kings persuaded eminent teachers of the Drunken Peacock lineage to resettle in
the Kalacuri dominion, where the monks were treated royally. A poet named
Devadatta composed the Rannod epigraphical poem. The inscription at Chandrehe was composed by one Dhamsata, a Kalacuri court poet, Damodara wrote
it out, and Nilakantha engraved it into the Temple porch stone on Friday, February
10, in the year 973. The praiseworthy poet Madhu wrote the Gurgi poem a few
years later.
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Courtly poets like Devadatta, Dhamsata, and Madhu speak in the intricate and
highly laudatory rhetoric typical of medieval Indian inscriptional verse. Most often
the poets direct their tributes toward kings, but in the examples here they single
out religious specialists for special praise. Hyperbolic as the inscriptions may be,
they nevertheless allow us to retrace some of the activities and travels of these
Saiva monks and to reconstruct a kind of collective portrait of this remarkable
lineage. The poets describe the mythical origins of the lineage and its transmission
from teacher to pupil, in disciplic succession over many generations. They praise
the ascetic practices and virtuous conduct of the Drunken Peacocks, and their
knowledge of Saiva teachings. Most important for the court poets, these monks
also come to interact with kings and queens. Drunken Peacock preceptors teach
and perform rites like Saiva initiation for Hindu rulers, and in return receive the
royal patronage that enables them to construct temples and substantial stone
monastic centers. Of course, it is also thanks to their intimate relations with
royalty that we have these contemporary accounts of the Drunken Peacocks, for
court poets celebrated only those religious specialists the court deemed worthy
of royal favor.
The preceptors of the Drunken Peacock lineage adhered to the medieval Hindu
school of Saivism known as Saiva Siddhanta, the "completed" form of Saivism.
By the tenth century it had become conventional to speak of four main categories
of Saivas: Pasupatas, Kapalikas, Kalamukhas, and Siddhantins. Of these, the Pasupatas appear to be the oldest distinct school. Followers of Siva as Pasupati, the
"Lord of All Creatures," the Pasupatas most often followed a renunciatory regimen
of yogic practices along with certain special vows such as bathing in ashes, and
conduct that was often intentionally provocative to orthodox sensibilities. More
unconventional still, the Kapalikas named themselves after the skull each carried
as begging bowl, much like the one attached to Siva's hand after his slaying of
the god Brahma. Kapalikas tended to frequent cremation grounds, and used meat,
wine, and other noramlly polluting substances in their propitiations. The Kalamukhas, "black-faced" Saivas, constituted a branch of Pasupatas prevalent mainly
in southern India. Of the four schools, Saiva Siddhanta was the most respectable
according to standards of ordinary Indian society. Followers of the Siddhanta
based their practices and their theology on a group of texts called the Agamas,
revelations of Siva himself (see Davis 1991). Like their fellow Saivas, they practiced yogic austerities, and they were closely affiliated with Siva temples, which
became prominent in the religious life of early medieval India. As the inscriptions
of the Drunken Peacocks indicate, these Siddhantins were respectable enough to
compete successfully with other long-established groups of religious specialists
such as Vedic brahmans for royal support. The monks of the Drunken Peacock
lineage gained their name from the monastic center Mattamayura, apparently,
and not by emulating the kind of wild behavior we might expect of inebriated
peacocks.
All things must have a beginning, and an eminent medieval Hindu lineage of
sages required a suitably ancient and holy source. In the Rannod inscription,
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Devadatta provides a brief origin myth. Once in the Pine Forest, a famous Himalayan hermitage, the orthodox god Brahma approached Siva with all due devotion at the completion of a sacrifice. Siva was so pleased by this sign of respect
that he initiated Brahma. This act of divine favor, claims the poet, engendered
the line of Saiva ascetics later to be known as Drunken Peacocks, as a fruit might
contain a seed that grows into a far-reaching tree. The inscription goes on to trace
a number of teachers of the lineage, culminating with the sage Purandara, who
initiated King Avantivarman of Mattamayura. Thus Haridatta traces the lineage's
trajectory from forest retreat to royal capital, from the mythical interactions of
gods to the worldly domain of kings and priests.
All the Drunken Peacock inscriptions describe interactions between sages and
rulers. The Rannod inscription narrates what can be taken as a paradigm for
proper and respectful reciprocal relations between ascetic preceptor and king.
King Avantivarman hears about Saiva initiation and immediately travels to visit
Purandara at his ascetic retreat. The king shows his profound respect to the sage
and finally persuades him to travel to his own domain. When the sage has been
resettled, the king asks to receive Saiva initiation (diksa), the most significant and
efficacious ceremony in the Agama system of ritual. Purandara performs the rites,
and the king subsequently becomes successful in all his endeavors. As a gift for
his guru, the king offers Purandara the "essence" of his kingdom, and Purandara
utilizes some of these royal resources to construct a great monastery in the capital
city, Mattamayura. Subsequently he builds a second monastery, identified as a
"retreat for ascetics," some distance from the capital at Rannod, on whose veranda
this account was inscribed. The remains at Mattamayura and Rannod are among
the very earliest Hindu monasteries archeologists have identified.
Although most inscriptions portray relations between sages and royalty in an
equally ideal light, an inscription found in the Mattamayura (modern Kadwaha)
monastery (too fragmented to be included among the translations here) allows us
to see some sensitive points in these interactions (see Mirashi and Shastri 1968).
An emperor named Hariraja visits the monastery to receive an audience (darsana,
literally, a viewing) with the pontiff, probably Sadasiva, second in disciplic succession after Purandara. However, Sadasiva first makes diplomatic enquiries into
his identity: "Who is this king, who seems so full of life?" Only after an officer in
the royal retinue has assured the sage of the king's pure descent within the Pratihara clan - the Pratiharas being the most powerful dynasty of northern India in
the tenth century - does the sage agree to confer Saiva initiation upon Hariraja.
The king then tries to give Sadasiva some of the royal elephants, apparently, as a
preceptor's gift. Understandably Sadasiva considers this inappropriate, and forces
the king to make repeated offers before he finally acknowledges that "villages
would satisfy me." The annual revenue from agricultural villages, of course, could
support a community of monks in a way that no elephant, no matter how distinguished, possibly could.
More intriguing, the Kadwaha inscription also seems to describe a magical
vendetta carried out by Dharmasiva, Purandara's successor, against an intrusive
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local ruler. King Gobhata comes to Dharmasiva's hermitage and apparently causes
the death of one of the monks. Giving way to rage, Dharmasiva arms himself with
magical weapons and emulates the god Siva in his destructive capacity. For Saivas,
Siva is simultaneously the agent of creation and destruction, the one who brings
new worlds into being and who also annihilates them when their time has run
out. Here, the poet tells us, Dharmasiva defeats his enemy completely, as Siva
destroys the world at the end of the eon. Unlike Siva, Dharmasiva apparently dies
in his effort, for the next verse compares him to the sun sinking behind the
western mountain as his successor, like the moon, rises to dispel the ensuing
darkness. The Kadwaha inscription is too dilapidated for us to reconstruct this
event fully, but we are left with a fascinating fragmentary glimpse of a seemingly
weaponless ascetic gaining revenge on a king who had failed to observe proper
decorum toward religious seekers.
The inscriptions from Gurgi and Chandrehe trace one branch of the far-spreading Drunken Peacock lineage. As Dhamsata tells us in the Chandrehe eulogy, one
of Purandara's successors at Mattamayura was Prabhasiva, who became famous
far and wide as "crown jewel" among Saivas. So esteemed was he that the Kalacuri
ruler Yuvarajadeva declared him "master of all ascetics" and managed to bring
him some two hundred miles to his own kingdom, where at great expense he
constructed a monastery to accommodate the sage and his students. Yuvarajadeva's wife Nohala had much to do with this invitation, for she was apparently
granddaughter of the king Avantivarman initiated by Purandara, and she appears
in other inscriptions as a great patroness of Saiva institutions. Prabhasiva and his
followers constructed more monasteries and temples, making the Drunken Peacock lineage a powerful religious presence throughout the Kalacuri kingdom.
The Kalacuri branch was not the only limb growing from the Drunken Peacock
stalk. During the early medieval period, religious figures affiliated with this monastic order appear in inscriptions found in Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, and Tamilnad, as well. The Drunken Peacocks were evidently at the center of a mobile pan-Indian network of Saiva Siddhanta teachers
and ascetics.
Although it is difficult to discern the sages described in these inscriptions as
distinct individuals, one can see in the laudatory poems a collective portrait of
the Drunken Peacocks as a distinctive community of religious specialists, differing
from other religious figures who receive royal favor. During the early medieval
period independent Hindu kings, members of the royal courts and other wealthy
elites patronized worthy religious specialists by giving them land, gold, and livestock, and by setting up religious institutions like temples and monasteries for
them. They did so, in the typical phrase, to acquire merit for themselves and
others, or as the poet Madhu puts it, "to gain the great fame that comes from
serving the good." But there were many who claimed the mantle of the good.
Kalacuri inscriptions, for example, honor orthodox Vedic brahmans, courtly brahman ministers, and Pasupata yogins as well as the Saiva Siddhanta sages of the
Drunken Peacock lineage. All are described as virtuous, but their virtues differ.
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The sages of the Drunken Peacock lineage are, first of all, ascetics. They are
renouncers who have left their homes and families. We do not hear of their caste,
clan, or parents, as we do in inscriptions praising orthodox Vedic brahmans.
Drunken Peacocks trace their genealogy from guru to disciple, in spiritual succession, rather than from father to son. As renouncers, they practice sexual continence, and the poets often remind us that the sages have extinguished all sexual
desire through their austerities. They also fast or otherwise restrict their diets.
Even as a young child the precocious ascetic Prabodhasiva eats only fruits, roots,
seeds, and greens. In addition to these bodily abstentions, the Drunken Peacocks
practice yoga and meditation. In meditation they especially focus their minds
upon the god Siva. They seek to "perceive" Siva or visualize him in meditation,
rather than seeking to gain a state of objectless contemplation, as in classical yogic
meditation. These ascetic practices are collectively known as tapas, a key term in
these inscriptions that I have generally left untranslated. The poets envision tapas
as a source of brilliant, fiery energy (often called tejas) that emanates outward
from the ascetic. Like those other energy sources, fire and the sun, tapas produces
both heat and light: it burns up impurities and sins and it dispels the darkness
of ignorance and delusion.
Although the Drunken Peacock sages are renouncers, they are not as rigorous
in their ascetic regimen as Pasupata ascetics like Bhavabrahman, who appears in
another Kalacuri inscription (Mirashi 1955: 186-95). Whereas Drunken Peacocks
sleep securely in their monastic retreats and receive regular stipends from their
land holdings, Bhavabrahman wears only a loincloth, makes his bed on a heap
of ashes, eats only scanty alms, and is "addicted" to his practice of yoga. His yoga
is the classical eight-limbed yoga outlined in Patanjali's Yogasutras. The Drunken
Peacocks seem less attached to the full scope of Patanjali's prescriptions, and more
flexible in adapting specific yogic techniques to their own needs. Bhavabrahman's
Pasupata austerity may place him farther from the hand of royal favor than the
Saiva Siddhanta sages of the Drunken Peacock lineage, for when he builds a Siva
temple near the Kalacuri capital, he does not rely on gifts from the king, but
rather obtains the necessary resources by begging.
Second, the Drunken Peacock sages are knowledgeable teachers. They understand the great doctrine of Saiva Siddhanta, which they have acquired through
meditation on Siva and through study of the Agamas. The poets often compare
the sages' knowledge and their beautiful elucidation to such sources of illumination as the sun and the moon, in their capacity to overcome darkness and
ignorance. Like Tolstoy's proverbial hedgehog, the Drunken Peacocks know only
one thing, but they know it very well. The poets seldom praise the Saiva sages
for their mastery of other traditional Indian disciplines of knowledge like grammar, or for knowing other genres of religious texts such as the Vedas. Compare
this focus with the foxlike comprehensiveness attributed to Somesvara, an orthodox brahman who served as minister at the Kalacuri court: "He never felt doubt
when it came to the Vedas. His knowledge of grammar was complete, he surpassed all reason in his logic, and he was not bad in his understanding of the
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Tantric path either. He was first in Vedanta, and adroit when it came to remembering poetry" (Mirashi 1955: 305-9). Somesvara also knew about painting, music, the evaluation and care of elephants and horses, and the science of gemology.
The Drunken Peacocks would respond to the challenge of such autodidacts by
asserting the sufficiency of the one doctrine they did know. As Devadatta says of
Purandara, "Even today scholars expert in worldly ways have still not refuted his
teachings."
The inscriptional poets praise the Drunken Peacock sages for their good and
pious conduct. Here the sages follow ideals of conduct largely accepted by ordinary Indian society, as well. They are selfless, benevolent, and pure. The personal
purity of the sages seems to emanate outward from their persons and act autonomously on the world. When Prabhasiva walks from Mattamayura to the Kalacuri
kingdom, his footsteps "purify the earth" along the way. Notwithstanding their
name, the Drunken Peacocks do not engage here in deliberately provocative or
challenging behavior, as Pasupatas or Kapalikas might.
The Agamas divide their teachings into four main rubrics: yoga, theology,
proper conduct, and ritual action. In Agama texts the section on ritual is often
the most extensive and detailed, reflecting the great emphasis Saiva Siddhanta
placed on the efficacy of ritual activity. In the Drunken Peacock inscriptions we
hear surprisingly little about rituals performed by the sages - with one exception.
The sages repeatedly perform the rite of initiation (diksa) for kings. The Agamas
consider initiation to be the most potent of all ritual acts. There are two (or more)
levels of initiation, suitable to aspirants at different stages of attainment. The first
is "common initiation," which awakens the initiate to the knowledge and presence
of Siva and brings one into the Saiva community. The Agamas convey esoteric
knowledge; only those who have undergone this common initiation may learn
their teachings. More advanced seekers may subsequently undergo "liberating
initiation" (nirvanadiksa), a much more ambitious ceremony that is said to burn
up all one's fetters, as a blazing fire consumes a heap of cotton. According to
Saiva Siddhanta, only those who have been initiated in this way may attain the
highest degree of final emancipation from all worldly impurities. The initiation
that kings receive in these inscriptions is common initiation. Anything more
would be inappropriate for rulers who continue to exercise sovereignty in the
everyday world. This initiation is powerful enough, however, to bring them success in all their endeavors. The Saiva sages who perform the royal initiations, on
the other hand, have necessarily undertaken liberating initiation, as well as a
supplementary "preceptor's consecration," which together confer on them the
capacities to act as preceptor and priest for others.
For their great religious attainments, the sages of the Drunken Peacock lineage
receive great fame (kirti). The poets seem particularly fascinated by the charisma
of these religious specialists, and describe it with many hyperbolic tropes. The
reputation of the Drunken Peacocks shines forth to reach all people in the world.
Note here again the use of light imagery, to evoke the glittering, glowing, emanating quality of celebrity. It is also reflected figuratively in their feet, glowing in
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the beams of light that radiate from the gems set in the crowns on the heads of
kings who bow before them. Here the poets turn a common Indian act of etiquette, where a powerful political figure bows to show respect for a religious
teacher, into an elaborate image of the universal fame of the Drunken Peacocks.
According to the Chandrehe inscription, even the residents of heaven get into the
act of celebrating Prasantasiva's glory.
Fame and glory bring us back to the king and court, for it is the fame resulting
from their spiritual practices that first brings these sages to the attention of
political authorities and court poets. The collective narrative of the Drunken Peacock lineage begins far from such royal centers, in the forests and caves where
Saiva ascetics initially practice austerities and meditate on the god Siva. Once they
come to royal notice, however, their lives may well change. Kings bow, propitiate,
flatter, and ultimately persuade them to resettle in or near the royal capital. New
associations with the elite allow the sages to receive substantial resources in the
form of preceptors' gifts and royal land grants. They construct temples and monasteries, and increasingly take on administrative roles as priests and preceptors in
these new religious complexes. The institutionalization of the Drunken Peacocks
offers great opportunities for the promulgation of Saiva Siddhanta. It enables the
sages to transmit the teachings of the Agamas to a wider audience, to maintain
disciplic succession by training new monks, to worship Siva in temples on a
much grander scale, and to be available to the royal family for special spiritual
counseling.
For some of the Drunken Peacocks, however, such responsibilities must have
interfered with the simpler, purer ascetic practices with which the lineage began.
We hear of preceptors like Prasantasiva who build special retreats for adepts
(siddhas) and ascetics far from the madding crowd, where he could meditate
peacefully on Siva and converse with his more austere Saiva cousins, the Pasupatas. I end these selections with the poet Madhu's celebration of Prasantasiva's
happy retirement in his spiritual retreat, while his disciples carry on the public
works in the Kalacuri capital.
The story of the Drunken Peacocks, then, reflects an ambivalence toward
worldly conventions and court life, a theme that runs through much Indian religious literature. The Drunken Peacocks are renouncers, but respectable ones.
They move from the periphery to the royal center, but are then tempted to return
to the more peaceful margins. They interact successfully with royalty, and use the
patronage that comes their way to construct considerable religious institutions,
but in the final reckoning a sage like Prasantasiva appears happier conversing
with Pasupata yogis than with courtiers and kings.
Were the sages of the Drunken Peacock lineage Tantric? When the Kalacuri
minister and scholar Somesvara refers to his understanding of the "Tantric path,"
was he referring to the Saiva Siddhanta teachings of his religious competitors?
Much depends, of course, on how broadly or narrowly one defines the term
"Tantra." It is clear that, among the four Saiva schools of early medieval times,
the Pasupatas and the Kapalikas were the most direct precursors (in style, if not
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necessarily in theology) to later Saiva tantrikas such as the Nath Yogis and the
Siddhas. By this measure, Saiva Siddhanta and the Drunken Peacocks appear on
the conventional side. On the other hand, these sages distinguished themselves
from Vedic brahmans and orthodox religious categories. They relied on the Agamas revealed by the god Siva, not the Vedas, as their primary textual authority.
Through ascetic practices they sought to harness for themselves special supernormal energies or powers. They used initiation as a central act in their ritual
system, and initiation acted as a necessary condition for receiving the esoteric
teachings of the Agamas. Finally, the system outlined by Saiva Siddhanta employed many of the ritual actions that formed the basis for later Tantric practice mantras, mudras, the imposition of powers onto the body (nyasa), meditative
visualization, and the like. However we define Tantra, though, the collective portrait offered by these and other inscriptions of a far-flung community of sages
and teachers who initiated kings in Saivism and constructed monasteries to house
their many disciples may give us a revealing sense of the diversity among the
nonorthodox religious specialists wandering and teaching throughout India in
early medieval times.
The inscriptions translated here were published in Epigraphia Indica 1 (1892):
351-61; and Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum 4 (1955), edited by V. V. Mirashi,
pp. 198-204 and 224-33. The fragmentary Kadwaha inscription was edited by
Vasudev Vishnu Mirashi and Ajay Mitra Shastri in Epigraphia Indica 37 (1968):
117-24.

Further Reading
Other Kalacuri inscriptions referred to in this introduction may also be found in
volume 4 of Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, edited by V. V. Mirashi. For historical
reconstructions of the Drunken Peacock lineage and the Kalacuri dynasty, see
Mirashi's erudite introduction ibid., pp. xvii-cviri; cxlv-clxiv. My book Ritual in
an Oscillating Universe: Worshiping Siva in Medieval India (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1991) describes Saiva Siddhanta theology and ritual based on
the Agamas.

Inscription at Rannod (Aranipadra)
Composed by Devadatta (ca. Tenth Century)
6.

Once upon a time in the lovely Pine Forest
Brahma performed a sacrifice following every rule.
Then he approached with devotion the One
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Who can be perceived only through firm devotion
And He who knows every rule, Siva granted him grace.
7.

The holy fruit of that rite was the seed of great happiness
For from it arose a perfect new line of sages,
A tree whose strong limbs spread far and wide,
A flawless raft for us to cross the passions within.

8.

In that line was born the sage who lived in Kadamba Cave
Like the Moon come to earth, rising daily, a form honored by all.
From him came that Indra among sages,
The pontiff of the Conch-shell Monastery.

9.

By defeating desire, Terambipala was equal to the Highest Lord Siva.
Next came the head of Amardaka Tirtha, a sage of great austerity and
learning.

10. After him the guru Purandara, as weighty as the Guru Siva,
Became head sage in the learned line.
Even today scholars expert in worldly ways have still not refuted his
teachings.
11. That worthy sage glowed with unthinkable luster, bright as the sun,
Scattering his elevated words like rays beaming out from the eastern
mountain.
When good King Avantivarman heard his lovely teachings
on the subject of initiation
He immediately arranged to have that sage brought here.
12. King Avantivarman went to see the ascetic in Upendrapura,
honored him profoundly,
Somehow or other brought him to his own territory
and again he worshiped him.
13. The wise king requested and received complete Saiva initiation.
As gift to the preceptor
He offered the essence of his own realm
and so achieved success in his own lifetime.
14. With a portion of his bounty the sage built a celebrated monastery,
equal to Mount Meru,
Fit for those true gems, the good sages of the royal town
known for Drunken Peacocks.
15. Once again that Indra among sages, matchless in virtue,
built a splendid monastery,
A retreat for ascetics, known as Aranipadra, and consecrated it.
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Inscription at Chandrehe
Composed by Dhamsata, 973 C.E.
1.

In his cloud of twisted tangled hair
Black with hissing snakes and thundering
with the waters of the never-dying Ganges,
Flashes lightning from his forehead-eye.
Like moonbeams raining from his crown
his necklace of skulls gleams like a wreath of campaka flowers.
That Siva rules!

2.

White as a parade of swans it spreads across the face
of one dressed in elephant hide.
Then, for an instant shadowed by the blue of his neck,
it suddenly regains its glow,
The luster of the moon emerging from a cloud.
May Siva's smile bring you good fortune!

3.

The great snake's hood bows down as the bowl of Earth spins,
turned by nimble feet dancing a quick step.
The elephants of the quarters flee.
The Cosmic Eggshell whirls without end, twirled by his long arms
to the dense beat of the damaru drum.
May Siva's wild dance bring you delight!

4.

And may the holy line of Drunken Peacocks purify the three worlds,
as does the Ganges!
In that line was born Purandara, ascetic and teacher of kings.
His pupil was Cudasiva, bright
as the flame of a lamp burning on the fuel of tapas
to dispel the black pitch of impurity,
He stood on the path of liberation.

5.

After that lord of the Madhumati came Prabhasiva. He piled up great
tapas
Until he was crown-jewel among all Saivas. Many rulers honored him.
King Yuvarajadeva declared him Master of All Ascetics.
He purified the very earth with his feet.

6.

Then came his pupil Prasantasiva, a veritable Moon.
Pure, he showed his true form in a battle to dispel the dark.
He made good Saivas blossom as the Moon does the lotus.
The radiance of his fame brightened the whole face of the sky.

7.

He lived on fruits, roots, and bulbs.
Wherever his feet left tracks he purified the earth.
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This friend of sages built the Ashram of Peace, known well by the
people,
Where the Sona River meets the foot of Bee Mountain, covered in
priyala thickets.
8.

In Indra's court celestial singers and dancers rejoice.
Nandi the bull drops his instrument to please his shaggy master.
The charioteer of the sun playfully shakes his hair, drops the reins,
And sings praises from on high.
So was the ascetic's eternal glory celebrated in the gardens of heaven.

9.

Then followed Prabodhasiva, best in the class of all his pupils
As Parasurama was best among Siva's.
Defeating every rival, he projected his glory in every direction.
Giving money to the virtuous, he made Earth his debtor.

10. Like the god Kumara he kept his hand busy
feeding the high flames of sacrificial fire
as Kumara feeds his peacock,
He always avoided the company of women as did the young Kumara,
The force of his power was proclaimed by a proud king
as Kumara showed his dart to the high Kraunca Mountain,
He was devoted to Siva, enemy of Kama, as Kumara is his beloved
son,
And he accomplished all his divine duties just as Kumara did.
11. He went through all the Agamas. He saw God in ritual and
meditation.
He ate only fruit, radish, seeds, greens, and lotus root.
Imitating his teacher, he did tapas on the river banks.
Even as a child he amazed the world.
12. He resembles the rising sun:
Kings light his feet with their crowns, as the sun's first rays
glisten on mountain peaks.
He destroys ignorance, as the sun breaks up the darkness.
Starting from dawn everyone praises him, as they do the sun.
What more can I say?
Now he has risen to full glory, his brilliance spreads across the three
worlds!
13. Digging up a great multitude of heavy stones, splitting them up,
spreading them out,
He struck a path through the mountains, over streams and rivers,
Through woods and thickets, as Rama did across the ocean.
A wondrous deed, this great work among the great
spreads wonder through the world.
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14. The ashram at night: Breezes cooled
With waterdrops from the Sona, the sky echoing
With lions' roars, clouds of black bees hovering on mountain peaks,
And from the glow of luminous herbs people become fearful of
lightning.
15. Here troops of monkeys kiss the lion cubs
A fawn drinks from a mother lion's breast
Rivals set aside their hatred, for
In the groves of ascetics every mind is pacified.
16. Near the temple of his teacher, Prabodhasiva built a monastery
High and wide as a white cloud, as is his own glory.
And near the mountain that peaceful man dug a tank,
Clear as a river, and a well with lots of water.
17. With time the well Prasantasiva made here
Had collapsed and filled with fallen wood.
But devoted to his teacher Prabodhasiva fixed it up again,
With a charming pattern of heavy stones, and dug it deep.
18. Mehuka was an initiate, famed on earth as a leader of good people.
He had a son, Jemka. From him, in Amarika's womb, came the poet
Dhamsata
Who composed this poem of praise, bound with big letters.
19. Wandering through twists in Siva's matted hair, waters stumbling
over rock cliffs
In the Himalayas, leaping in a wave to Earth, cleansed, thanks to
Bhagiratha As long as the Ganges, river of gods, flows to the ocean, master over
all rivers,
So long may Prasantasiva's fame remain firm on earth!
20. Renowned and intelligent Damodara, son of Laksmidhara, brother of
Vasudeva
Wrote out this poem of praise in elegant letters.
By order of Superintendent Suraka, Nilakantha inscribed it
On the fifth day of the bright half of Phalguna, in the [Kalacuri]
year 724.

Inscription at Gurgi
Composed by Madhu (Late Tenth Century)
1.

Dreadful with the echoing shrieks of birds covering the earth
Terrified, thinking it the end of the world, as
the strong arms of demon Ravaha, lord of Lanka,
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Shake and pile up crystal rows of Himalayan peaks May the Lord who lives on the mountain peak
Who by himself created this earth
and wears the moon as his crest
Increase our joy!
2.

"Nandin, who is this that has entered Siva's home?"
"I think she must be the Goddess."
"Wrong, for I am not she and she is not me.
Tell me, Siva, who is that in your tangled hair?"
"Silly woman! It's the enemy of the gods, taking your beautiful form!
Look, I've thrown him down before me."
"With what weapon?" Defeated by Parvatis sharp reply, silent May Siva protect us!

3.

The best of teachers of impeccable conduct,
Peacocks dance and shriek in drunken joy when
out of season clouds appear
arising from billows of thick smoke from constant sacrificial
offerings,
Circles of dazzling light
from the big glowing gems in the palace windows
mock the world of heaven In all the world the Madhumati River is the home of the Siddhanta
sages.

4.

There in former times godlike ascetics, the turnings of their minds
stilled by vows,
Came down and taught their pupils the great flawless doctrine of
Siva.
And even today their fame glows like the moon, whitening the earth,
Celebrated by all, delighting the excellent scholars as the moon
pleases the breeze.

5.

In this great line of Saiva sages arose the most esteemed Cudasiva.
With his blazing splendor he burnt up sin as a forest fire burns dry
grass.
His fame, most radiant, which came from gaining perfection in
knowledge
And meditation on Siva's two feet, wandered through
the palace of the three worlds.

6.

His pupil was the wise sage Prabhasiva, worthy of praise
in all the three worlds,
Whose footstool glowed with the beams from the jewels in the
crowns
on the bowed heads of every king.
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7

King Mugdhatuhga's son Yuvarajadeva, who knows good conduct,
Brought him here on account of an innate trust
And made him take a monastery built with endless wealth,
In order to gain the great fame that comes from serving the good.

8.

His pupil was the esteemed sage Prasantasiva
Where all desirable virtues willingly made their sole abode.
He became known throughout the world for his flawless tapas
And the power of his nourishing knowledge.

9.

Enticed by the tapas he had collected so long
Goddess Fortune desired to join her body with him,
who always turned his face from pleasure to seek the Highest.
But when she received his command to serve others,
She dwelled faithfully in the homes of good people dear to him,
Like a devout wife who follows the vow of absolute truth.

10. Supported by the stake of his beneficence, sprinkled with the water
Of his gleaming knowledge, protected all round by the power of his
spreading tapas,
The tree of plenty made up of his fame grew in time until
It forcibly filled the whole hollow of Brahma's egg, this universe.
11. North of the temple glittering like Kailasa's peak built by
Yuvarajadeva
He too built a temple for Siva. People thought it a rival
For the tip of Mount Sumeru, and all three worlds called it a
marvel A stairway of his own fame leading up to heaven.
12. In the shrines connected to the main temple
That learned man of far-flung fame placed Parvati,
Siva and Parvati together, and six-faced Skanda.
At the gates he posted Ganesa and Sarasvati.
13. And after he had satisfied seekers of wealth with gifts of burnished
gold
He built a place for the Siddhas, away from the temple on the Sona
River bank.
Yogis enter there and - inner commotions curbed in discipline,
peaceful,
Undeterred in meditation, clear in mind they go straight to the land of the liberated.
14. For the complete rest of those whose minds are intent
On staying at a holy place the sage built a retreat for ascetics
on the banks of the holy river Ganges.
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Those who live in Varanasi, who love to worship Siva, after they visit it
Consider the ocean of worldly existence, though weighty, to be as
slight as the water in a cow's hoofprint.
15. The generous master of yoga sat still in solitude, tasting inner joy,
His firm mind fixed meditating on the Firm One, Siva, at the center
of his heart,
And passed the days with those virtuous self-deniers
Wise in the Pasupata philosophy of the Self.
16. Meanwhile, his pupils by their own lights lit things up as brightly
as all the rays of the sun Daily enlightening those who had fallen into the deep darkness,
Their fame ripening as they served others with the gift of vision,
the splendor of their commands carried by kings on their heads They moved about honored by the best sages and the people.

8
Precepts for an Emperor

Allan G. Grapard

The document translated here represents the views of Kukai (774-835) on ritual
and power, and gives insights into his articulation of the relationship between
esoteric Buddhism and the imperial cultic system of Japan at the beginning of the
Heian period (794-1185). This document was written for an important occasion:
Emperor Heizei (774-824), who had withdrawn from public life in 809, asked
Kukai to confer upon him Shingon precepts, and to grant him an initiatory unction (kanjo) normally reserved to practitioners of esoteric Buddhism. Kukai did
so in 822. This was the first, but not the last time* that an emperor requested
initiatory rites. As a matter of fact, such rituals became, during the medieval
period, a regular part of enthronement rites.
In order to understand the conditions that guided the relations between power
and ritual during the Heian period and thereafter, it is necessary to emphasize
two issues. First is the way in which Japanese Buddhist ecclesiasts of the two
major lineages of Tendai and Shingon esotericism cultivated good relations with
the leaders of the Fujiwara house and the imperial family. From their inception
and for much of their history, both Tendai and Shingon were geared to the elite,
without whose political and economic support they might have faltered and disappeared. The relationship that was to evolve between these Buddhisms and the
leading houses of Heian Japan was one of reciprocity: the aristocracy needed
legitimacy, as well as relief from what it thought were certain obscure causes of
disease and otherwordly causes of internecine and exterior unrest; on the other
hand, Buddhist schools needed economic and other forms of support for their
institutions and to uphold their own claims to legitimacy. Saicho (767-822) had
been successful in restoring a modicum of communication between Buddhist
institutions and the imperial state after the debacle that had led to the abandonment of the Nara (Heijokyo) capital and the creation of the Kyoto (Heiankyo)
capital in 794. Kukai was instrumental in making esoteric Buddhism the main
intellectual and ritual operative of the elite. One important step in that direction
was his establishment of esoteric initiation and the taking of precepts as the late-
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life counterpart of autochthonous rites of enthronement. Kukai established esoteric Buddhism at court by positing himself as the ritual guarantor of imperial
legitimacy, by making esotericism the practice of aristocrats during the last years
of their life, and by assuming responsibility for funerary rites.
The second issue is the place of ritual in Heian culture. Ritual was obviously
more than rule-governed activity serving to bond sacerdotal and policy-making
functions, institutions, and people. Even though sacerdotal authority and policymaking power were supposed to be merged in the imperial person, it seems that
there was generally, at the social level, a perceived opposition between purity and
power; and that ritual may have served either to annihilate or minimize the polluting aspects of the use of power and violence, especially in the context of territorial expansion and maintenance. This motif seems to undergird some of the
passages in the texts presented below. Of greater importance, however, is the fact
that Heian culture was marked by the development of a ritual economy of power,
by which the legitimacy of the rulers was grounded in ritual codes and laws
(elaborated in 859 in the Jogan-gishiki, and further developed in 967 in the Engishiki), which were applicable to (Shinto) shrines in the entire country under imperial rule, and which stipulated what rituals should be performed where and
when, and at what price - a price to be exacted from local governments and the
general labor force. In the case of Buddhist temples, Shingon and Tendai both
developed large-scale rituals to be performed on the levels of the state, aristocratic
houses, and individuals. Heian Japan thus evolved into a highly ritualized state,
in which both shrines and temples played a sometimes complementary, sometimes competitive, role. In other words, ritual was considered a powerful activity
in both Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples, as well as in policy-making circles.
The overall institutional framework within which these rituals were performed
was named kenmitsu taisei (exoteric-esoteric regime) by the late Japanese historian
Kuroda Toshio; its goal would have been the establishment of the Heian period's
leading ideology of mutual support between Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines
on the one hand, and, on the other, the imperial power structure (obo-buppo)
through the maintenance of institutions and rituals for the protection of the imperial and aristocratic houses ruling the country (chingo-kokka). This arrangement
manifested itself materially through grants of landholdings to shrines and temples,
which the Buddhist temples and shrines associated with them used to establish
themselves as major economic and political powers. In this set of arrangements
and institutions, esoteric Buddhist rituals became dominant, and left such a deep
mark on Japanese culture during and long after the Heian period that to ignore
them would lead to gross distortions in our understanding of that culture as a
whole. Needless to say, the type of rationalization provided by Kukai in the text
below was responsible, in part, for the success of this feature of Japanese cultic
and political history.
By Kukai's time, Buddhism had already become a tool of imperial ideology in
China and Korea, and it would not have been accepted by Japan's Heian court if
it did not provide, on the one hand, a comprehensive system for analyzing the
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human condition and, on the other, a beneficial political arrangement between
the emerging imperial state and Buddhist institutions. For reasons yet to be determined, Kukai felt a need to place Buddhist rather than Shinto shrines at the
service of interests of the imperial house and its surrounding aristocratic houses.
He also wished to convince his contemporaries that esotericism was a comprehensive world of symbols and an effective ritual system. There is no question that
the overwhelming concern of the early ninth-century courtiers was to establish
the supremacy of the imperial house, as seen in the establishment of Chinese law,
the definition and codification of autochthonous ritual, and general support for,
but control of, Buddhism. Kukai's thought and activities fit this concern in the
sense that he saw Buddhism as supportive of the imperial system in two ways.
First, he posited the emperor as a manifestation on earth of the cakravartin, the
universal monarch discussed in a number of Buddhist scriptures, apocryphal and
otherwise. Second, he arranged for Buddhist rituals of protection of the imperial
lineage to be performed in the imperial palace, and encouraged individual aristocrats to have various Buddhist rituals performed for a vast array of reasons and
situations.
One of the ways Kukai established Shingon esotericism in ninth-century Japan
was through an emphasis on lineage. This satisfied a number of parties: the state
with its intrinsic interest in state-sponsored historical records and genealogies,
and several Buddhist schools' interest in grounding the legitimacy of new statements in (mainly fictitious) genealogies. The emphasis on lineage thus worked to
locate new schools in the overall understanding of varied and often contradictory
Buddhist doctrines and practices, and formally to establish normative access to
new knowledge and ritual, as well as to legitimate secret transmissions from master to disciple. Kukai wrote several documents on his lineage, and mentions it
and his place therein in the document translated below; by initiating a retired
emperor, Kukai co-opted him, so to speak, and thereby attempted to assert the
supremacy of esoteric Buddhist ritual. Secrecy and lineage became integral parts
of the transmission of knowledge and practice in relation to power, and this
system remained in place, both in and out of Buddhist esoteric circles, for better
or worse, for nearly one thousand years.
One of Kukai's central concerns is visible in his lifelong efforts to position
Shingon at the apex of the various Buddhisms in existence in his time, both for
the elite and other members of the society in which he lived. Nowhere is this
more evident than in his most important and lengthiest work (still untranslated),
the Ten Stages of the Mind (jujushinron), in which he applies the doctrine of expedient devices or skillful means (upaya in Sanskrit, hoben in Japanese) to suggest
that Shingon esotericism was at once the matrix and culmination of all Buddhist
schools, as well as of Confucianism and Taoism. In this and other works, including the document translated below, Kukai ranks eight schools of thought and
practice in terms of two major analytical concerns: the depth and complexity of
their philosophical achievements, and their appropriateness to radically different
types of human psychological and intellectual tendencies and abilities. It may be
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argued that this double analytical concern dominates all of Kukai's works; it is
the central feature of his earliest work comparing Confucianism, Taoism, and
Buddhism, as well as of his latest works.
In the document discussed here, this analytical concern manifests itself as a
discussion of the relative merits and applicabilities of the "eight schools of Buddhism," which in Japan were more or less institutionalized by 822. These are the
Ritsu, Kusha, Jojitsu, Hosso, Sanron, Tendai, Kegon, and Shingon schools. Ritsu
(vinaya in Sanskrit) refers to the disciplinary rules transmitted to Japan by the
Chinese monk Ganjin (Jianzhen, 688-763); Kusha (abhidharmakosa-sastra in Sanskrit), refers to the abhidharma set of philosophical, cosmological, and cosmographic considerations set forth in the document of the same name; Jojitsu (satyasiddhi in Sanskrit), refers to a commentary that went largely ignored in Japan.
Hosso refers to the so-called "idealistic" school of Yogacara Buddhism that originated with Asahga and Maitreya in India; in Japan, this school was based in the
Kofukuji temple, the private institution of the Fujiwara aristocratic house. Sanron
refers to the three treatises said to have been authored by Nagarjuna, the central
figure of the philosophy of emptiness that in fact forms the core of the various
schools of Mahayana Buddhism. Tendai is the Chinese school based on the Lotus
Sutra and its Chinese commentaries, imported by Saicho (767-822). Tendai was
so influenced by Shingon, however, that one came to speak of two esotericisms,
the Shingon-based Tomitsu, and the Tendai-based Taimitsu; these two sets of
esoteric thought and practice were closely related. Finally, Shingon ("spell," mantra in Sanskrit) is the name given to the school established by Kukai in the early
ninth century.
Although he made it clear that he saw fundamental value in each of the schools,
and different sets of people for whom these schools' teachings and practices would
be appropriate, Kukai insisted that Shingon was both superior to and inclusive
of all of them. Kukai was not, of course, the originator of this type of ranking and
competitive assessment of Buddhist schools; known in China as pan-jiao ("doctrinal critique"), this practice had its origins in India. It subsequently evolved in
China, within complex social and political circumstances, in order to demonstrate
which school of Buddhism the emperor was to sponsor as the main guarantor of
his legitimacy. Kukai simply imported and refined the technique, using it to further his desire to convince his audience of the validity of his argument, that is,
that Shingon was to be the principal philosophical and ritual arm of the imperial
state. Although it is clear that esotericism prevailed, Shingon alone did not. Important questions with regard to this comment cannot be answered without further examination of the subtle and important differences between Taimitsu and
Tomitsu esotericisms, and of their sponsorship by competing political factions.
Japanese scholarship is, in this respect, seriously lacking, in that it is usually
dominated by modern but thoroughly outdated sectarian concerns.
Kukai was well aware of the traditional distinction between the three parts of
the Buddhist canon (the so-called Triple Basket consisting of teachings, disciplinary rules, and commentaries). He insisted, however, on a division into five parts
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that resulted in the separate treatment of a corpus of treatises on wisdom (prajna)
and of esoteric treatises and formulas (dharanls). He thus speaks in the document
translated below not of a triple basket but rather of a quintuple system (the "five
storehouses" or "containers"), in a move to assert the autonomy and legitimacy
of esoteric teachings and practices.
Esoteric Buddhist traditions emphasize the transmission of doctrines through
series of secret initiatory unctions (kanjos), but accord greater importance to ritual
practices considered to be the main vehicle for attainment of buddhahood in this
body, that is, in the present lifetime. The Triple Mystery of body, speech, and
mind is a set of technologies of the self ("the great self of no-self," muga no daiga),
which consists of physical practices of control of the body, practices related to
speech (the utterance of mantras and dharanis, and their corresponding meditations), and highly ritualized meditative practices based on a number of esoteric
documents.
These practices are subsumed under the umbrella of the "four types of mandala," graphic representations of the parallel structures of the cosmos (the body
of the buddha Mahavairocana) and of sentient beings. The four types of mandalas
are dai mandara, or painted mandalas that represent deities; sammaya mandara,
or convention mandalas, in which the various deities are represented by various
ritual emblems; ho mandara, in which the deities are represented by their seed
syllables (bijas) and corresponding sounds; and katsuma mandara, in which the
deities are represented separately in various forms and by symbols identifying
their varied functions and virtues. Mandala-based ritualization of the body,
speech, and mind were thus held to transform common passions into their
corresponding wisdoms, leading from the illusory notion that commoners and
buddhas are different to the realization that people ensconced in passions are
not separate from the Buddha. This highly organized and structured realm of
practices that engaged the entirety of being obviously drew imperial and aristocratic support.
The text translated below comprises four separate parts. The first part offers
definitions of Shingon's main characteristics: that the Body of Essence of the
Buddha does preach; that the doctrine of the Three Mysteries is central; and that
Shingon has its own precepts, which the retired emperor is about to take upon
himself. This is followed by a description of the lineage of transmission of these
teachings, that of the so-called Eight Patriarchs, to legitimate Kukai's own position. In the second part, Kukai outlines the differences between exoteric and
esoteric Buddhisms, which differences account for the different types of precepts.
He then discusses the eight schools of Buddhism in existence at the time, and
stipulates that the precepts to be taken at this point are the samaya ("pledge")
precepts particular to Shingon. Kukai then discusses the various meanings of the
Sanskrit term samaya, which is variously interpreted as equality, original vow,
removal of obstacles, and attainment of awakening. The third part outlines the
categories of canonical texts, classified by Kukai as the "five storehouses": sutra
(scriptures), vinaya (codes of conduct), abhidharma (philosophical treatises), pra-
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jna (wisdom literature), and dharanis (esoteric formulas, bearers of wisdom). Kukai then discusses the eight schools of Buddhism current at his time, enumerating
the different types of texts that form their basis, thereby characterizing the schools'
tendencies and audiences. He uses this discussion to clarify the position of Shingon precepts within the overall framework of Buddhist teachings and practices.
Finally, in the fourth part, Kukai analyzes the Shingon precepts and emphasizes
that practitioners of esoteric Buddhism are to develop four types of mental
achievement: the confident mind, the great compassionate mind, the critical
mind, and the awakened mind. Kukai then defines the term "precept," discussing
two of its features: vinaya (discipline) as control, and sila (morality) as calm.
The source for this reading is Heizei tenno kanjobun (Text for the Initiatory Unction
of Emperor Heizei), dated 822 C.E. I have used the version contained in Katsumata
Shunkyo, Kobo Daishi Zenshu (Tokyo: Sankibo, 1970), vol. 2, pp. 117-45.
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eds., Ways of the Kami (London: Curzon Press, 2000). On the difficulty of translating the term samaya, see David Snellgrove, Indo-Tibetan Buddhism (Boston:
Shambala, 1987), vol. 1, pp. 165-66.

Precepts for an Emperor
1.

Lest one be endowed with the legs of the asura, the eight-yojana-deep [seventyone-mile-deep] oceans shall remain unfathomable; and lest one be endowed
with the wings of the phoenix, the wind-blown summits of the nine mountains
shall remain forbidden to sight. As the wide and solid earth will be reduced to
cinders, so the mighty billows of black clouds will be dispersed by raging gales.
Only upon the appearance of a great dragon does the wish-fulfilling gem produce its treasures. Should it be taken improperly, even the miracle drug [concocted by] the Universal Sovereign will turn to poison. What then should be
said of the rare possibility of hearing the treasury of the Mysteries of Shingon,
since they transcend the three categories of self-substance, self-aspect, and selffunction? And what of the difficulty inherent in gaining the Adamantine Buddha precepts that transcend the ten stages leading to bodhisattvahood?
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Who but members of the lineage of the Universal Monarch and the great
bodhisattvas could unite the five wisdoms in their heart-minds and realize the
Triple Mystery in their bodies? Under the insightful gaze of a doctor, a hundred
poisons are as good as medicine, just as in the light of the Buddha's wisdom
all living beings appear as buddhas. The corporeal nature of all living beings
and the realm of essence of all buddhas are originally of a single flavor and are
not distinct. However, those living beings who do not awaken [to this truth]
are subjected to pain during their long slumber, while the buddhas are fully
awakened and reside permanently in a state of bliss.
In disclosing the doctrine of Shingon, the Buddha showed the right way to
those who are lost, so that all living beings might immediately awaken to their
Buddha mind and swiftly return to the original source. That is why it is said
in the Kongochogyo [Vajrasekharasutra, Taisho 865]:
The storehouse of dharanis and mantras contains the ultimate secret teachings of the Tathagata [a title for the Buddha]; it contains the doctrine of selfawakening, its attendant knowledge, and the practice leading to its demonstration. Furthermore, it is the samadhi ("concentration") gate through
which all bodhisattvas must pass in order to receive the incommensurable
meanings of the pure precepts of the Buddha; it is the location at which,
ascending the platform of the ocean-assembly of all tathagatas, they will
receive the various degrees of initiation and, transcending the triple world,
will acquire the teachings of the Buddha. When all causes are collected, they
will immediately bring together wisdom and broad virtues and, reaching the
"awakening without superior," attain the point of no possible return. Having
left all the gods and demons behind, with absolutely every passion, fault,
and obstruction dissolved in each moment of thought, they will come to
realize the quadruple body of the essence of the Buddha. This is known as
the Buddha of Self-Nature."
. . . It is also said in the Rokuharamitsukyo [Taisho 261], "All the teachings
of the Buddha are contained in the five storehouses." Of these five storehouses, the sutra-pitaka is tantamount to milk, while the dharani-pitaka is
tantamount to ghee. Furthermore, it is said in the Kongochogyo, "The Buddha's metamorphic body achieved awakening in the kingdom of Magadha
in the land of Jambu-dvipa and expounded the teachings of the Three Vehicles to the various bodhisattvas, sravakas ["auditors," persons who attain
emancipation while listening to the Buddha], pratyeka-buddhas ["lonebuddhas,"who attain emancipation as a result of causal factors], and common
folk he met. He would now employ teachings conforming to their minds,
and then teachings conforming to his own. Those who, according to their
capacities and in congruence with the expedient devices, put his teachings
into practice - they shall gain the fruit available to men and gods. Or, obtaining the fruit of liberation of the Three Vehicles, they will - either by
advancing or retreating - obtain the realization of buddhahood upon com-
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pletion of ascetic practices over three incommensurable periods of time, at
the level of "awakening without superior." Born in a royal palace, extinct in
the sala grove, the Buddha bequeathed his body as relics. Those who build
stupas and revere him will gain the wonderful reward available to men and
gods, and shall initiate the course whose end is nirvana.
The above segment interprets the sermon of the Buddha in his body of bliss,
residing in the heavenly palace of akanistha, in the fourth ecstasy at the summit
of the realm of form. The proof thereof is visible in all bodhisattvas who have
completed the ten stages and in all tathagatas who fill the all-pervasive realm
of essence. That Buddha jolts his own heart-mind into awakening; therefore,
this [interpretation] is different from the demonstration of the immediate
"awakening without superior."
The Buddha of Essential Nature thereupon released, through emanation
from his heart-mind, an incommensurable number of bodhisattvas, all having
one and the same diamond nature. Encountering that cosmic buddha, they
acquired the various degrees of initiation. Expounding the doctrine of the Triple Mystery one by one, these bodhisattvas approached Mahavairocana and all
the tathagatas, and requested the teaching of empowerment. The venerable
Mahavairocana then declared,
As members of the Supreme Vehicle, in the future and for an incommensurable number of [time-]worlds, you shall be enabled to achieve both mundane and extra-mundane completions in the course of your lifetime.
Having thus received the Tathagata's behest, all those bodhisattvas revered
the buddha's feet. Circumambulating Mahavairocana, they then withdrew, each
to his original quarters in the cosmos where, becoming five-storied stupas,
these bodhisattvas held forth the banner of the teaching. And thus, whether
by vision, by audition, or by penetration of the five circular mandala platforms,
they became proficient in extracting the karmic obstructions of sentient beings
who wander about in the wheel of transmigration. Seated in the midst of five
lunar circles, they moved from one buddha to the next, revered him and received his teaching, and thereby gained the "awakening without superior" and
produced the confirmation of "no more rebirth." This is similar to the diamond
that cannot be crushed. Such is the Assembly of Mahavairocana. Thus did they
become the symbolic body of Mahavairocana. Each bodhisattva, each diamond,
residing in its own deliverance, residing in its own concentration - and all
residing in the power of the vow of great compassion - thus assists all sentient
beings, far and near. Either by vision or by audition, all fully confirm their
concentration and realize the immediate completion of all virtues and wisdoms.
This Mahavairocana tathagata, in his physical body in the realm of essence
as well as in his quadruple body of essence in which the five wisdoms are
realized, resides together with an assembly of vajrasattvas [thunderbolt-beings]
and buddhas as numerous as specks of dust, either within the palace of the
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realm of essence or in the heart-mind palace of [the bodhisattva] Samantabhadra, and unceasingly expounds the secret storehouse of Shingon, the
Unique Diamond Vehicle.
A long time ago, following the extinction of the tathagata Sakyamuni, there
lived a great master named Nagarjuna; he was initiated by [the Master of Mysteries] Vajrasattva and thus gained access to the teaching of mysteries. His
disciple Nagabodhi received these teachings from Nagarjuna. Nagabodhi lived
for over nine hundred years and had more than thirty faces. He resided in
southern India, where he spread those teachings. His disciple Vajrabodhi transmitted those teachings to China when he arrived there in 720. His superior
disciple Amoghavajra went to India between 742 and 746 to study under Vajrabodhi, gained [access to] the Kongochogyo and the Dainichikyo [scriptures]
as well as to the five kinds of mandalas [forming the Diamond mandala], and
then returned to China. Three emperors were initiated by him: they took the
Buddha precepts and entered the practice of the Triple Mystery. Among Amoghavajra's disciples, eight received his dharma seal [confirmation]. One of those
was Huiguo of the Qinglong-si [temple], versed in the teachings of the two
[mandala] realms and in no way inferior to his master's style. He bestowed the
precepts to Emperor Dezong and to an imperial prince, and granted them the
initiation. Huiguo was the seventh patriarch, the acarya [supreme master] of
the transmission of the doctrine. As for my humble self, I was fortunate enough
to live in a peaceful world and to have developed a thirst for the Buddhist
teachings. Living under the august protection of this sacred court and resting
upon the compassionate power of the great master, on the thirteenth day of
the sixth month of the year 805, I took the Buddha's samaya precepts in the
Initiation Hall of the Eastern Hall of the Qinglong-si [temple] in Chang-an,
and was granted initiation into the five parts of the mandala. [Subsequently]
undertaking a lengthy voyage, I forgot the brevity of existence and, throwing
my life, precarious as a bubble, onto the seething waves of the ocean, I brought
the two mandalas and more than one hundred scrolls of scriptures of the
Diamond Vehicle back to Japan, hoping thereby to repay my debt to the court.
Favored by chance again, I was greeted by this imperial court, a manifestation
on earth of the buddhas and a court that follows the enlightened policy of a
cakravartin. Thus, in the year 806 I was able to present the court with the two
mandalas and a number of scriptures. Due to my own lack of a sense of urgency,
however, seventeen years have already elapsed since that time. However,
Heaven sometimes grants human desires, and due to a favorable convergence
of circumstances I now face the dragon-face of the emperor and thus realize
my humble wish. Simultaneously feeling exultation and sadness, it is is difficult
to remain poised.
When reflecting upon the topic, it is clear that the present emperor has
reached such an exalted status as a result of karmic conditions that developed
long ago, and because the consequence of those conditions came to fruition in
the lifetime preceding the present one. It is because compassion has not ex-
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hausted itself and because all living beings are here that he now manifests
himself in this domain and exerts himself for the salvation of all. At the present
juncture this [retired] emperor has withdrawn from public affairs and has set
his mind to wu-wei [non-interference]. In order to protect the stronghold of
the Buddhist teachings (dharma) he now temporarily displays his capacity for
investiture in the Buddhist code (dharma) and, out of compassion for all living
beings, deigns to listen to a sermon pronounced by an unworthy commoner.
Is it not cause for joy that today the four classes of ecclesiasts, as well as the
great and small of this world, have come to see the emperor and his son the
imperial prince take these Buddha precepts so that they may quickly reach the
stage of the buddha?
I thus humbly formulate the following vow. . . .
II.

This heart-mind of ours is greater than the Great Void; the buddha that is
inside this self of ours transcends the realm of essence. Even the metaphor of
the number of specks of dust in the universe is ill-suited to describe the number
of temples; even the metaphor of the brilliance of the sun and moon is inadequate to express the radiance of the cintamani [wish-fulfilling] gem. There is
no need for practice, since the pure awakened one is present within from time
immemorial; there is no need for meditation, since the essence (sattva) of
innate awakening is already naturally obtained.
The godhead endowed with the five wisdoms stands atop our neck, and the
four types of mandalas are comprised in our four limbs. The principle of utter
suchness and the wisdom of absolute emptiness cannot be separated from one's
body, in the same way that if one were to cut its feet off, one could not advance,
or if one were to cut its hands off, one could not grasp anything. Ah, wonderful
indeed are the mandalas, wonderful indeed this Triple Mystery of ours! But it
is precisely there that violent winds surge and stir immense waves on the ocean;
it is there that dark clouds evolve and kick stunning dust storms into being.
The tigers of empty dreams crowd every corner of the triple world, while the
flowers of illusion shed their radiance in the homes of the four classes of beings.
Foolish attachments to a self conceived either as a source or as an agent of
being push their roots ever deeper into the heart, while the illusions of materialism and being further obscure our consciousness with their thickening foliage. Three types of foolish attachments cast their shadow to hide the light of
the great sun, while the illusory thought of a true being as permanent, blissful,
pure, and autonomous cloud the moon of awakening. Deeply ensconced in a
sleep from which we fail to awaken, we dwell in the raging fires of the triple
world. As a consequence, the twelve causal factors never cease to spur the
wheel of transmigration, while the five aggregates (skandhas) and their ensuing
eight types of frustrations never tire of their illusionist tricks. Father and son
go on engendering father and son, and body-minds go on reproducing body-
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minds that appear and disappear. The suffering of birth, the suffering of death,
the pain of aging, the pain of disease, the frustation of poverty, the frustration
of wealth - these six types of suffering constantly threaten us, while hell awaits
us all. When even the gods know no peace, what might be said of the human
condition?
It is because the compassionate father of great awakening has clearly appreciated this situation that he dispenses antidotes for the types of disease we
suffer from, that he devises method upon method to show how lost we are and
to show us the way back to the original source. Just as there are distinctions
between weak and strong poisons, so there are distinctions between shallow
and deep doctrinal medicines. The vehicles, be they double or triple, are offered
according to situation, just as the rafts of exoteric and esoteric doctrines are
offered according to merit. But they are offered. Such is the reason for which
the types of precepts vary structurally, in accordance with types of doctrine.
As Nagarjuna stated, "There are five types of precepts: men-and-god precepts,
Sravaka precepts, pratyeka-buddha precepts, bodhisattva precepts, and samaya
precepts."
The precepts taken today are those of this final fifth category. The [conventional] ten good precepts are similar in the five classes outlined above; they
merely vary in depth, according to the breadth of the issues. Furthermore, just
as there are four and ten types of distinctions in the sravaka and bodhisattva
precepts, there are distinctions in the samaya precepts [taken today]. However,
their meaning varies even though their name remains the same. Thus, although
the four types of precepts offered in the sravaka and bodhisattva categories are
here as usual, they have a different meaning in the present case, to which we
will return. [However,] let it be clear that it is not only the precepts but also
the corresponding wisdoms that change accordingly.
If one is speaking of vehicles, there are five. If one is speaking of schools,
eight offer different directions. These are: Ritsu, Kusha, Jojitsu, Hosso, Sanron,
Tendai, Kegon, and Shingon. The Ritsu school prevents harm from the seven
factors that issue from body and speech: its four introspections lead toward
the ultimate goal in which the body is reduced to ashes and knowledge extinguished. The Kusha school discusses the concept of the true existence of the
three temporal worlds, whereas the Jojitsu school teaches the emptiness of all
phenomena (dharmas). Their aim is to realize arhatship, the goal of the Lesser
Vehicle. The three preceding schools form the Lesser Vehicle. The Hosso
school teaches the concepts of the eight forms of consciousness and the triple
nature, proposes in a wonderful fashion the principle of consciousness-only
without objects of perception, and broadly develops a universal doctrine of
causation. It establishes a vertical hierarchy of fifty-two degrees, and expounds
the view of three incommensurable units of time. The Hosso [teachings] thus
put an end to those who are foolish enough to dispense with the law of cause
and effect, and to those ignorant people who are led astray by the objects of
perception outside the mind: they are a balm that soothes all living beings that
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are bursting with arrogance, and are [collectively] known as the doctrine of
the samadhi of great compassion of [the bodhisattva] Maitreya. The Sanron
school excels at teaching the principle of the eight negations, and in a wonderful fashion lays all false opinions and views to rest. It affords insight into
what it calls the unique truth of nonproduction, whence it develops the concept
of middle path of absolute and relative truths. This doctrine may be compared
to a violent fire that consumes the three poisons and the four demons, or to a
raging wind that disperses the clouds of false reasoning. It ranks as a superior
medicine capable of sweeping away all attachments of body and mind, and of
loosing all inner and outer obstacles. It is also known as the practice of the
Mother of the Buddha of Wisdom, or of the samadhi [concentration] of [the
bodhisattva] Maitreya. The Tendai school offers the teachings of the Unique
Vehicle and of the Triple Introspection, brings forth the concepts of four teachings and of undivided suchness, and reaches its wonderful culmination in the
concepts of a single thought-moment, triple truth, and mediate idealism. It is
grounded in the foundations of the Lotus Sutra and of the Treatise of Middle
Introspection, and is centered on Mount Tiantai [in China, and Mount Hiei in
Japan]. It is known as the practice of Avalokitesvara, the bodhisattva of great
compassion. The Kegon school is wonderfully apt at expounding nonobstruction in the Realm of Essence, and discusses at length the concept of harmonization of fact and principle. It thus annihilates the disease in which phenomena (dharmas) are conceived of as having an unchanging nature, and prescribes
the medicine of nondistinction between mind and Buddha. Should one attempt
to define its practice, it might be called the practice of the samadhi in the realm
of essence of [the bodhisattva] Samantabhadra. The various teachings of the
schools outlined above are as so many decrees from the Law (dharma) King,
issuing from his governmental offices. They expand in depth and breadth, and
display great limpidity and radiant effulgence; they are miraculous remedies
applied in accordance with the occasion by Sakyamuni, the emperor of the
Buddhist law (dharma) and king of medicine.
The code (dharma) that is about to be sworn to at the present moment is
the Secret Mandala performed by the tathagata Mahavairocana, who resides in
the mind palace of the adamantine realm of essence, and who manifests himself
as the five tathagatas, who represent as many wisdoms in their quadruple bodyform, together with their many inner cohorts. The tathagata Mahavairocana's
attributes are virtues as numerous as the grains of sand in the desert, of which
none whatsoever is lacking. That is why he also receives the name of mandala,
which has the following meanings: incomparable flavor, unsurpassable savor,
and perfect circularity. Those who are to enter this vehicle must first abide by
these precepts. These are named samaya, and the teaching is called mantra
[Shingon]. The term samaya is Sanskrit; in its Chinese rendition it means
original vow, equality, acquisition.
The term equality refers to the triple equality, since it indicates the equality
of the triple mystery of body, speech, and mind. It is also known as the Three
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Parts, which refer to the Buddha, the Lotus, and Diamond. All buddhas of these
Three Parts possess the four types of mandala and the quadruple body of essence. All these divine entities are equal to one other and there is no distinction
of increase or decrease, of superiority or inferiority between them. That is why
one uses the term equality. These divine entities exist in an incommensurable
number; and this incommensurable number of buddhas all exist within a single
being. This doctrine holds that one must fully contemplate all these buddhas
within [oneself], and then go on to contemplate the buddhas within other
living beings. It is in order to contemplate the buddhas within himself that the
Buddha exerts himself in the contemplation of the Triple Mystery, and it is for
the sake of other living beings that he practices according to that vow.
The term "original vow" indicates the lack of distinction that the Buddha
maintains between himself and all other living beings. It is for this reason that
he formulated this great vow, and that he practices compassion accordingly.
This vow consists of the Four Incommensurables and the Four Acquisitions.
It is of benefit to all living beings and saves all forms of life. This makes him
the father of all living beings, something to keep in mind.
The term "acquisition" means entrance into the self and entrance of the self.
The buddhas of oneself, numerous as specks of dust, easily enter the self of
others; while the buddhas of another self, numerous as specks of dust, easily
penetrate one's own mind's buddhas, and thus in complete reciprocity carry
out the functions of acquirable and acquired, of potential and realization. If
one meditates on this principle, one acquires the universal mind.
Furthermore, one may propose an interpretation based on linguistic
grounds. The term sa-ma-ya refers to the Three Treasures, namely, to the Three
Parts. The term sa refers to the various doctrinal truths. Truth is something
that can be gained only through meditation in the practice of the samadhi of
great compassion of [the bodhisattva] Avalokitesvara. The term ma refers to
that which the self cannot gain, namely, emptiness. Emptiness is another name
for the tathagata who does not promote false reasoning - [that is, the bodhisattva] Maitreya - and it is known as the practice of great wisdom. The term
ya means vehicle, but refers to a vehicle that cannot be boarded. The vajrasattva
of primordial being is without beginning or end, and knows neither production
nor destruction; its nature is constant and equal to the void. Since it neither
comes nor goes, who could board it? Its course has already been run. This is
why it is termed "unboardable vehicle." The three virtues delineated above form
the attributes of the tathagata Mahavairocana. Mahavairocana's physical attributes are all subsumed under these three syllables, and it is in order to reveal
this that the term sa-ma-ya is used. Should one grasp this concept and chant
these three syllables, one will acquire absolutely all of the tathagata Mahavairocana's virtues and wisdoms. Expand on these concepts. I have been unable
to offer them in a compact form. Of all the doctrines of the Greater Vehicle, this
doctrine is the most venerable and the most noble. That is why it is stated in
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the Rokuharamitsugyo and in the Shugokokkyo: . . . [these two quotations are
missing in the original].
III.

However imperceptible the dragon's breath may be, it can instantly stir the
clouds of the entire universe into motion; and small though the eye may be, it
can at once perceive immense depths and horizons. And what can one say of
the asura's legs, able to fathom the depths of the ocean; or of the wings of the
phoenix, able to carry it to immense heights? But these are still unconsequential
metaphors: when it comes to evaluating the bodhisattvas' production of the
mind of awakening, or the mental preparation of the vajrasattva whose heartmind comprises the entire realm of essence and who treats all living beings as
if they were the object of his fourfold duty, what can one say? They extract
suffering from all living beings and replace it with pleasure. The extraction of
suffering cannot be effected without correct practice, and it is impossible to
grant pleasure without correct teaching (dharma). The terms "correct practice"
and "correct teaching" cover practices and doctrines that are manifold by virtue
of the multiplicity of occasions [for which they are appropriate]. The means
to deal with situations and occasions vary accordingly. There are five major
means to grasp the end and return to the origin. As is stated in the Daijorishurokuharamitsugyo, immeasurable are the treasures of doctrine the tathagatas
have at their disposal:
Five broad distinctions can be made. First comes the sutra-pitaka; second,
the vinaya-pitaka; third, the abhidharma-pitaka; fourth, the prajna-pitaka;
and fifth, the dharani-pitaka. The sutra-pitaka is intended for those who
enjoy ecstatic introspection in the forests. The vinaya-pitaka is for those who
enjoy living in cities and monasteries, who are interested in proper form,
who wish to harmonize themselves and hold on to the correct teaching. The
abhidharma-pitaka is for those who do not enjoy the above two and prefer
to polish the aspect of nature, or for those who enjoy the examination of
deep principles. The prajna-pitaka is either for those who, not enjoying any
of the above, distance themselves from attachments and false reasoning, and
who, swiftly reaching a state of nondiscrimination, enjoy abiding in calmness; or it is for those who, not enjoying any of the above, quickly cut off
all passions and enjoy exiting from the round of transmigration and who
thereby attest to the body of essence. Finally, the dharani-pitaka has been
devised by the Buddha for those who break the quadruple injunction for
monks; the octuple injunction for nuns; for those who perpetrate the five
major sins; for those who ridicule the Vaipulya sutra corpus, and for icchantikas ["willful ones" who never attain awakening] and other similar beings.
The five storehouses [of doctrine] as described above are classified along the
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five stages of production of ghee: the sutras are like milk, . . . and the dharanls are like ghee. Ghee is the most wonderful and delicate of all flavors and
is able to cure disease in the same way as the dharanis. Dharanis enable one
to destroy all obstructions to the cutting off all passions, to the swift realization of happiness and wisdom, and the witnessing of the immediate realization of the body of essence.
Thus five categories are established to classify the teachings expounded by
the Buddha. As for those teachings that are expounded by bodhisattvas and
men, there are eight schools: first, Ritsu; second, Kusha; third, Jojitsu; fourth,
Hosso; fifth, Sanron; sixth, Tendai; seventh, Kegon; and eighth, Shingon. The
first three make up the Lesser Vehicle; the next four constitute the Greater
Vehicle. The last one is called the Diamond Vehicle of Mysteries. . . . Thus the
first seven schools constitute exoteric Buddhism. It is possible to suggest that
their contents range from shallow to deep; nevertheless, these are teachings of
various manifestations of the Buddha, medicines granted according to situations. Thus the great king of medicine dispenses his cures according to the
type of disease and in virtue of the type of recipient. That is why the precepts
vary in accordance with these categories of teachings. And this is why Nagarjuna stated, "There are five types of precepts: men and gods precepts, sravaka
precepts, pratyeka-buddha precepts, bodhisattva precepts, and samaya precepts." The precepts to be taken presently are the samaya precepts.

IV.

The twelve hundred herbal cures and the seventy-two kinds of medicinal preparations have been devised out of compassion for the ills of the body, just as
the wonderful teachings (dharmas) in twelve parts and eighty-four thousand
stanzas were expounded to relieve kindly the ills of the mind. Since the ills of
the body are many, there is no panacea; and since the affections of the mind
are manifold, the teachings found in scriptures are not universal. Thus the
World-honoured One dispenses various drugs to cure equally varied kinds of
afflictions. The five virtues of Confucianism and the five prohibitions form the
basic medicine geared to the indigent child; the six practices and four introspections are best for that indigent one. The 250 precepts, the four introspections and the eight powerful concentrations, the twelve causal factors and the
twelve practical vows (dhutas) allow one to take evasive action from the human
self and to affirm concentration {sanmai) - to keep the Dharma to oneself, and
thereby attain nirvana. These are soothing teachings for the sravakas, and a
remedy for the pratyeka buddhas. Beyond these, the causation of compassion,
the introspection of consciousness to fight illusions, the practice of the six
perfections, and the application of the four means of conversion enable one to
accumulate such deeds for three incommensurable periods of time and thereby
gain the fruit of the four wisdoms: such are the medicines of the Great Vehicle.
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Yet beyond gaining emancipation through rejection of the no-self, gaining
insight into the unborn and awakening to the essence of mind - activities such
as these enable one to wield the eight negations and cut through the eight
errors, whereas rejecting the five attachments empowers one to expunge the
five great prejudices. The four types of language thus lead beyond language
and enable one to penetrate the realm of noninterference, while the nine types
of perception are laid to rest: these are wonderful techniques that enable one
to awaken to the unborn character of the mind. Or, contemplating one's own
heart-mind in the middle of a lotus blossom, one reaches the point of unity
between wisdom and the object of the senses. The three truths are harmonized
and thereby shed light on the six types of immediacy; these are like acupuncture and cauterization, and lead to the unique heart of the way of truth. What
then is to be said of the relationship between the realm of essence and Indra's
net? One who contemplates one's heart-mind's buddhas, and realizes that gold
and the lion are not separate and that waves and wetness are one, thereby
delineates the intricate patterns of the doctrine of the six aspects and ten mysteries. One then perceives the distinctions between the five teachings and the
four vehicles, realizes at once the correct awakening, and confirms the buddha
fruit at the end of three lifetimes. That is, namely, the buddha fruit of the heartmind of ultimate no-self-nature. All these wonderful doctrines cure the various
affections of the mind in an undescribable manner. Such is the nectar expounded by the manifestations of the Buddha for the sake of others.
The samaya Buddha precepts to be granted presently are those of the Shingon
mandala teachings expounded by the body of essence of self-nature of Mahavairocana. Should there be any good man or woman, monk or nun, or men or
women of pure trust who should wish to board this vehicle and practice accordingly, they should first produce four types of mind. The first is the confident mind, second the great compassionate mind, third the critical mind, and
fourth the awakened mind.
First, the confident mind is produced so that one may be empowered to
maintain strong resolve without faltering. There are ten meanings to the term
"confidence": purity, so as to purify and render the mind clear and bright;
resolve, in order to fortify the nature of the mind; joy, in order to cut short all
frustrations; lack of disdain, so that negligence might be abandoned; equanimity, in order to hold the same attitude in all situations; respect, in order that
the venerable ones not be the object of spite; acquiescence, in order that one
not react aggressively to words or actions; praise, in order that all actions be
the object thereof; indestructibility, in order that the mind may remain set; and
love, in order that the great compassionate mind may appear.
This great compassionate mind is also called the mind of the vow to practice.
The so-called external ways and Two Vehicles do not give rise to it; however,
bodhisattvas do produce it in such manner that when they look at all beings
without exception in the realm of essence, they think that they are in fact
looking upon themselves. The mindset of a good person puts others before
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oneself, and puts oneself after all others. Elsewhere, when looking at the three
periods of time, all a compassionate mind sees are the four debts of gratitude,
whose objects have fallen prey to the three evil destinations and thereby endlessly suffer. However, a good person regards all and anyone as his father, or
regards himself as their disciple. Who therefore is in need of salvation but
oneself? That is why one must produce the great compassionate mind. Great
compassion is good at dispensing cures, whereas great wisdom is good at removing pain. . . . Though there are ten thousand distinctions in doctrines and
medicines, their basis is formed by the eight vehicles described above.
As already stated, depth of treatment and speed of recovery vary with the
types of afflictions and situations; it is in order to be able to decide which
among many teachings is correct that one must develop the third mind, the
critical mind. This is also called the mind of deep wisdom. How does one reach
a judgment? It is like a superior man who, wishing to return to the home of
his heart-mind through the practice of the Dharma, first requires a choice as
to what kind of vehicle he will use. Should he desire to come to a decision
concerning the superiority of certain modes of transportation, he should not
rely upon the knowledge of the common man, of the Two Vehicles, or even of
the bodhisattvas of the ten stages. He should rely solely upon the teachings of
the Tathagata.
The Tathagata has clearly expounded those differences. One should therefore
rely on his predictions and knowledge in order to reach a judgment. Commoners are engaged in producing a karma based on the ten defilements; they
are enmired in the three poisons and the five types of desires and, what is more,
ignore that they will be subjected to the sufferings of hell. This is why a Shingon
man of knowledge does not become attached to pleasures. As far as the doctrine
of the human vehicle for commoners is concerned - although it may be said
that it instills belief in the law of cause and effect, and that it entices one to
practice the five constancies and the five precepts - it must be emphasized that
that is still a totally human cause and does not grant the joy of rebirth in
heaven. Thus, one should not be attached to [its] pleasures. The vehicle of
external ways, which allows rebirth in heaven, grants the pleasures of the
twenty heavens that span the space between the residence of the four heavenly
guardians at the bottom and the realm of nonthought at the top. Nonetheless,
it still leads to the hells, and is unable to release one from transmigration.
Thus, one should not be attached to [its] pleasures. The next vehicle enables
one to exit the triple world; nonetheless, it is really of an inferior order. Is it
not, in fact, unsatisfactory for those auditors (sravakas) who must pass either
three lifetimes [if intelligent] or sixty kalpas [if foolish: a kalpa is an extremely
long period of time], or seven or eight lifetimes just to take vows; or [for the
pratyekabuddhas] four lifetimes [if intelligent] or eight kalpas [if foolish] of
practice? Thus, one should not seek [its] pleasures. The two doctrines of the
Great Vehicle require that one forget about life and grant his wife and children
to others, and that one enter the ten thousand practices of the six perfections
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for a duration of three great incommensurable periods of time. The unbelievably great cosmic stone is high and wide and difficult to encompass, and the
heart-mind is frail and therefore eager to retreat and unable to advance easily.
Knowing that as a rule for every ten steps forward one takes nine steps backward, how can one persist? The "way similar to reality" wipes away the mind's
filth and enables one to penetrates the realm of purity, and by harmonizing
the realms of perception and wisdom it allows one to attest to suchness; nonetheless, it is still representative of the pleasure of knowing that one is on the
path to truth and purity, and it therefore does not permit entry to the diamond
storehouse. Thus, one also avoids this sort of path. It may be said that the mind
of ultimate no-self-nature harmonizes with the realm of essence and attests to
the body in the three periods of time, and that it is comparable to Indra's net
and allows gain of the great unique body of essence; nonetheless, it is still the
cause of realization of buddhahood as incipient buddha. It is not possible to
complete the realization in the five aspects or the fourfold mandala. One should
not take this path either, because it seems to suggest that nonrealization is
realization, and that nonarrival is arrival.
In this manner, basing oneself upon the teachings of the Tathagata and forming the supreme wisdom, one is able to choose the best of all vehicles, and
thereby give rise to the mind of awakening. Should one board any of the preceding vehicles and tread these paths, however, one will not be able to realize
the pure mind of awakening. That is why the bodhisattvas of Shingon transcend
these various stages of the mind and give rise to the mind of awakening, and
practice such awakening. It is because they know the distinctions between the
vehicles that they produce the critical mind of profound wisdom.
As far as the term "mind of awakening" is concerned, there are two major
distinctions. First is that which is potential, and second is that which is fictive.
In the case of the potential mind, imagine someone who wishes to do either
good or harm: first, he must have such an intention, and then he must perform
an act. Those who are in quest of the mind of awakening are not unlike persons
in this situation. Or take the case of a madman. . . . Thus it is clear that [madmen] are like drunken people who find themselves in the prison of the triple
world, and that, overcome by sleep, they lay themselves down in the bushes
of the six destinations. How could they possibly board the vehicle of supernatural powers and swiftly return to the decorated seat of original awakening?
The fictive mind of awakening is the body of the inexhaustibly beautiful
Diamond realm. The quadruple body and the fourfold mandala of Mahavairocana are coexistent with all living beings, with which they forever share
absolute equality. However, people fail to realize this [truth] because the five
obstacles obstruct the way, or because the three delusions block their view like
a dense fog. If one meditates on the radiance of the sun and of the moon,
chants the mantras, is empowered by the triple mystery, and is versed in the
wonderful technique of the mystic hand gestures (mudrd), then the rays of the
universal sun will shine forth, and all obstacles of ignorance will instantly
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dissolve in the ocean of mind. Ignorance will instantly become knowledge, and
poison will become cure. The divinities of the seven parts of the diamond and
of the three parts of the womb mandalas will appear together in their circular
perfection, and buddhas and bodhisattvjjs as numerous as the specks of dust
in the desert or as drops of water in the ocean will spontaneously surge forth.
To establish residence in this meditation is called the samadhi of mysteries.
The various tathagatas take these three - the compassionate mind, the critical mind, and the samadhi mind - and make them their precepts, which they
never abandon, even for a single moment. Why should these be called precepts?
There are two kinds of precepts. The first one is vinaya, which translates as
"control." The second is sila, which translates as "purity" and "calm." When
the Buddha sees living beings, he sees himself or the four objects of gratitude.
That is why he refrains from killing. When he contemplates living beings, he
sees his own body; that is why he does not steal their property. When he sees
living beings, he sees the objects of gratitude; that is why he does not think ill
or insult. . . . Since a buddha practices the compassionate mind, he naturally
stays away from the ten evil deeds. To stay away from the ten evil deeds is,
namely, the [semantic value of] precept as control. And since he stays away
from the evil mind, his mind is pure and calm; that is the precept of sila. It is
also called the precept of benefiting animate beings.
Finally, when one looks at the preceding nine stages of the mind with profound wisdom, it appears that they have no self-nature. It is like the winter
freeze that flows away with the thaw of spring, or like a piece of flint that
disappears as it produces fire. All phenomena (dharmas) are born of causes,
and therefore have no self-nature. That is why, ultimately, the resident of the
first stage, though he be one-sided in his evil mind, can become a resident of
the second stage if he comes into contact with the teachings of a good friend.
. . . It is because all these stages have no self-nature that one can go from one
to the next. Should one use wisdom to look at everything, then one naturally
avoids evil, practices only absolute good, and benefits all living beings. These
precepts are complete and perfect. It is the same for the samadhi of mysteries:
[armed] with these precepts, those who board this [Adamantine] Vehicle can
control their own body-mind and convert other living beings. Such are the
Buddha precepts of samaya of mysteries.

Devotees and Deities

9
Raising Snakes in Bengal: The Use of Tantric Imagery
in Sakta Poetry Contests

Rachel Fell McDermott

What is Tantra in Bengal? The Sanskrit Tantras important to the region since the
fifteenth century list several central elements: selection of the proper teacher;
initiation; mantra repetition; fire worship; construction of mystic diagrams (yantras); image worship; the honoring of young girls as embodiments of the Goddess;
cremation-ground rituals performed to gain mastery over death; and the notorious
"five M" ritual, in which wine, fish, meat, a type of intoxicating grain, and sexual
intercourse (these are the makaras, all of whose Sanskrit and Bengali names begin
with M) are used in controlled ritual circumstances - either literally (the hero's
way), through comestible alternatives (the bestial way), or by enjoying mental
substitutes (the divine way). Meditative techniques are also crucial to Tantra. The
most famous of these is kundalini yoga, or the practice of raising the serpent
power through the seven lotus-shaped spiritual centers in the body (cakras) to
the top of the head, where she unites with her consort Siva. Each of these cakras muladhara (at the base of the spine), svadhisthana (at the genitals), manipura (at
the navel), anahata (at the heart), visuddha (in the throat), ajna (between the
eyebrows), and sahasrara (at the top of the head) - has a different number of
petals, with letters of the alphabet engraved on them, and is assigned a resident
god, goddess, animal, element, one-syllabled mantra, and sound to be enjoyed as
one passes through it. These lotuses are strung on a subtle channel called the
susumna, "the path of knowledge" or "the path to liberation." Flanking it are two
more channels, the ida to the left, symbolized by the moon, and the pingala to
the right, which represents the sun, whose influence is said to be poisonous,
causing attachment to the senses. Especially significant are the beginning, middle,
and end points of the journey: the muladhara, where the serpentine kundalini
lies coiled three and a half times around the Siva linga, waiting to be awakened
and induced to enter the door to the susumna; the anahata, where the Goddess
is installed and visualized in the heart; and the sahasrara, where Siva and Sakti,
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often as male and female swans, make love, dripping nectar for the tasting. It is
here that the soul achieves liberation and attains the blissful status of Lord Siva.
Often Tantric practitioners will meditate on special seats erected over the buried
skulls of five "unclean" beings (jackal, snake, dog, bull, and sudra). A final category of Tantric arts relates to the tantrikas superhuman skills: he can cure with
charms and protective mantras; prognosticate via astrology; and even attain mastery over nature through special powers. Because of these sometimes eccentric
rituals, and the philosophical principle that worldly enjoyment can be a means
to spiritual realization, Bengalis have often viewed Tantra as the upside-down
path of the mad.
Although each of these topics is praised in the Sanskrit Tantras, they are not
emphasized uniformly by Bengali tantrikas. This chapter investigates what Tantra
has meant to a tradition of Bengali Sakta poets who utilized its themes for their
own purposes. What has been maintained, what ignored, and why?
The tradition of "Syama Sangit," or songs composed to the black goddess Kali,
began in the middle of the eighteenth century with a gifted poet and devotee of
the Goddess, Ramprasad Sen (ca. 1718-1775). In more than three hundred poems of praise, petition, complaint, self-exhortation, and meditative contemplation,
he set the standard for the genre, and his literary followers - over two hundred
as of the present day - have continued his lead in style and content. Two of his
most famous heirs, Kamalakanta Bhattacarya (ca. 1769-1820) and Mahendranath
(Premik) Bhattacarya (1843-1908), mirrored his achievement not only in their
composition of Sakta poetry but also in their religious lives; like Ramprasad, they
too are famed as Tantric adepts. All three have also inspired a hagiographic tradition, Ramprasad since the 1850s, Kamalakanta since the 1880s, and Premik
since the 1920s. Contemporary poets continue to add luster to the tradition, with
new poetry collections and recordings appearing every year. One especially fine
example is a man whose pen name is Dinram. Although the introductions to his
published work contain almost no information about him, his literary output
demonstrates that even if he is not a practicing Sakta, he has mastered the imagery
superbly.
I take these four poets as representative of the Syama Sangit tradition; together
they span two and a half centuries and include three men who are household
names in Bengali Goddess-worshiping contexts. Although the Tantric images,
valences, and messages of their poetry are of primary interest here, one must not
forget the hagiographic lore that has grown up, particularly around Ramprasad
and Kamalakanta - and that "interprets" for us the Tantra of the poets' compositions. Such stories, when placed beside the poems they are meant to "explain,"
demonstrate the disjunction between poetry and commentary.
A caution: Tantric themes, though important to the Sakta poetric genre as a
whole, never touch more than fifteen percent of any poet's total output. This is
true even of Ramprasad and Kamalakanta, the two figures whose Tantric proclivities are most famed. Far more common are Kali-centered poems of adoration,
supplication, and self-abnegation. Indeed, many poets omit Tantric themes alto-
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gether from their compositions. But the fact that contemporary poets like Dinram,
a retired government employee, still incorporate Tantra into their work is evidence
of its continued importance - even if it is ignored or feared by most.

Is the Snake Charmer's Son a Fool? Tantra's Redeeming Features
The most obvious Tantric influences on the Sakta poets are the dhyanas, or iconographic descriptions of the various forms of Kali, to be visualized in or just below
the heart cakra. The Sanskrit Tantras enjoin the adept to construct a jeweled alter
in a temple of jewels underneath a wish-filling tree, on an island in a sea of nectar,
and to establish the deity there for meditation. As so depicted, Kali kills demons
on the battlefield and then stands triumphantly on the chest of Siva, also referred
to in the poetry as the Great Lord (Mahadeva), the slayer or bewitcher of Lust
(Madana or Kama), and the enemy of the demon Tripura (Tripurari). She is
beautiful - a bejeweled sixteen-year-old - and her vision grants liberation (poem
1). This emphasis upon the installation of Kali in the heart, or mind's eye, is
consistent with the biographers' characterizations of the poets: Ramprasad, Kamalakanta, and Premik were said to be proficient in meditation, which they performed on their five-headed Tantric meditation seats.
Sometimes the Goddess is not a static icon but an active partner with Siva in
erotic love making (poem 2). Watching this is so intoxicating that it befuddles
the senses and opens the final door for the rising kundalini (poem 3). The poet's
demeanor changes, too; he becomes mad, like Kali's crazy Bengali devotees Ramakrsna and Bamaksyapa (poem 4) - and like the Goddess herself, who is pronounced a crackpot for mating in the poet's head (poem 3) and blighting the
creation with her injustice. You must have been on drugs, complains Dinram,
who vows to be compassionate to the victims of her caprice, while nevertheless
refusing to leave her (poem 4).
What about real sexual union? And the five Ms? In spite of the scope given to
Siva and Sakti in the sahasrara, Bengali Sakta poetry makes almost no reference
to the fifth M. This is true of all poets, from Ramprasad to the contemporaries of
Dinram. Indeed, by their stock denigration of the "six enemies" (lust, anger, greed,
delusion, pride, and envy) and the "three strands" (goodness, activity, and ignorance), the poets display their mistrust of earthly passions. With the exception
of a poem by Ramprasad on cremation-ground rituals (poem 5), there are no
poems in the entire Sakta corpus on external rites - whether exoteric deity worship or esoteric rituals involving the five Ms. On the contrary, a common theme
in the poetic literature is the uselessness of physical rites, which cannot aid in the
task of raising the kundalini to the city (a common image for the sahasrara) where
there is no darkness, sleep, or unconsciousness. Expecting to find happiness from
the world is like marrying a widow (poem 6). However, one can use the world
to liberate oneself from it. Like the waterpoured into the ear to induce it to drain,
or like the grandson Knowledge who kills the grandparents Worldly Attachment
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into whose family he was born (poem 6), Tantric philosophy encourages a careful
recourse to earthly enjoyments. Hence the importance of the teacher, Srinath, or
the Lord.
Although the poetry of Ramprasad, Kamalakanta, and Premik is thus strikingly
lacking in references to ritual practice of any sort, the legacy of the biographic
tradition is less clear. All three men were known as Tantric practitioners, and one
can still visit the sites of their five-headed seats. However, all three were also
householders. Although Kamalakanta is depicted as a man who learned the five
M practice at Tarapith, a famous Tantric temple in Bengal, his biographers are
quick to point out that he only engaged in the ritual with his wife, and never
ejaculated. Premik deliberately gave up his overt Tantric practices - even ceasing
to use his five-headed seat - when he began to have children, and counseled his
followers to live a spiritual life within the acceptable confines of worldly expectations. Hence the poets' lack of interest in ritualized sex accords with the orientation of the Bengali tradition as a whole, which has a stake in representing its
tantrikas as practicing the "divine" or internalized path. From such a perspective,
watching Siva and Sakti in union is the equivalent of engaging in the fifth M
oneself.
If ritual is not the main focus of the Sakta poets, let us turn to what is: the
intricacies of kundalini yoga. A few poems describe the entire upward journey,
but most focus on a single lotus. One example we have already discussed: the
heart lotus, where one enshrines one's chosen deity and worships her according
to prescribed iconographic descriptions. Another is the ajna lotus, where the three
subtle channels, ida, pihgala, and susumna, come together in a plait between the
eyebrows. This confluence, called the tribeni in Bengali, is said in the poems to
be a spiritual Kasi (Varanasi); "bathing" in its waters brings the highest spiritual
cleansing and pleasure.
All four of our Tantric poets write about the merits of immersion at this confluence. One representative sample by Ramprasad is an extended metaphor about
pilgrimage, except that the destination is not a physical site. The horse of the
mind pulls the six-wheeled chariot of the body (a reference to the first six lotuses
of kundalini yoga), with the soul for a charioteer and the two- syllabled Goddess,
Ka-li, as a passenger. Coursing past the five senses and their objects, impelled by
the five vital breaths, the soul reaches Tribeni Ghat, where he refreshes himself
(poem 7).
This type of poem has an odd history in the biographic literature. In Ramprasad's corpus it acts as a proof-text for a story in which the poet plans a trip to
Kasi, but gets only as far as Tribeni - a town in northern Bengal - when the
Goddess tells him that she is pleased with his efforts and requires him to go no
further, since all pilgrimage places lie at her feet. The biographers have externalized the theme of the poem and devotionalized the moral, never hinting at the
embedded poem's Tantric implications. The strain between poetry and biography
is still more pronounced in Kamalakanta's case. He too writes poems on bathing
at Tribeni, and his biography contains an almost exact copy of Ramprasad's pil-
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grimage story. But the poems are not used as proof-texts. It is tempting to conclude that the narrative cloak created by Ramprasad's biographers to obscure the
meaning of the Tantric poems took on such a life of its own that later interpreters
missed the connection between story and poetry. Premik's biography contains no
reference at all to pilgrimage, internal or external, though he too composed poems
on the subject of the Tribeni bath. As poets become less famed and the knowledge
of Tantra less widespread, stories necessary to "translate" Tantric allusions for a
devotional audience decrease in frequency.
The lotus that receives the most attention is the sahasrara, where the kundalini
meets her mate. The bliss experienced here by the aspirant is encapsulated by
two unusual images: inebriation and moonlight. In translating both through a
narrative venue, the biographic literature is once again at odds with the poetry it
is aiming to illuminate.
All four poets compose songs on divine drunkenness. In a kundalinr yoga
context, the nectar or honey in question drips from the citrini, a narrow channel
within the susumna, the entrance to the final ascent for the kundalini at the
sahasrara. Generated by the blissful sport of Siva and Sakti in union, it is the
drink for which the aspirant thirsts (poems 8 and 9). Real drunkards are not
tantrikas, but those intoxicated by the sense objects, and the truly spiritual can
tell the difference. Ramprasad hints, however, that his erratic behavior may be
more than just a spiritual trope; in defending his right to be "unrespectable," since
the Goddess cares for the insane, he may also be justifying the use of wine in a
religious context (poem 8).
Indeed, it is possible that these poems contain veiled clues to the first M.
Ramprasad and Kamalakanta not only devote songs to the subject of inebriation
but also inspire their biographers to frame stories to justify their unconventional
behavior. Both are accused of wine drinking by respected men - sometimes depicted as Vaisnavas. Ramprasad defends himself by singing about divine nectar.
Although the poem does not make explicit mention of the juice dripping from
the sahasrara, it is clear from other poems in the corpus that this is his intention.
No commentator or biographer ever warns the reader that this is what is being
referred to, and prefers instead to let the poem be read as a devotional reference
to the nectar of Kali's name. Kamalakanta too is defamed as a drunkard, but
instead of singing a song in his defense, he takes the jug of wine he has been
caught with and turns it into milk. Although there are songs in his repertoire that
demonstrate his familiarity with the "wine" dripping down from the thousandpetaled lotus in the head, none is ever attached to this story. The masks created
for Ramprasad's Tantric poems have once again, with Kamalakanta's life story,
gained their independence. No biographer tells the reader that the poets may be
defending the actual use of wine in a Tantric ritual, or that they are definitely
promoting the idea of drinking divine ambrosia in the sahasrara.
A third example of the disjunction between poetry and legend also concerns
the sahasrara: the rising of the full moon. In kundalini yoga, the difference between the darkness of ignorance, as experienced in the muladhara, and the light
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of consciousness, as realized in the sahasrara, is explained by comparing the new
moon, where all is dark, to the full moon, where light brightens everything. Thus
when the poets exclaim that they have arrived in a city where the moon always
shines, dripping nectar; where there is neither night nor sleep; and where opposites cease, they are referring to the topmost cakra (poem 10). Ramprasad and
Kamalakanta's biographers either did not know this or tried to conceal it in a
common story. Both poets are challenged by irreverent contemporaries as to what
day of the lunar cycle it is. When they reply, "the full moon," they are ridiculed
for their ignorance; it is, they are told sneeringly, the new moon. No matter. That
night both perform a miracle of self-justification and cause the full moon to rise,
out of season. Poets like Premik and Dinram who are familiar with this Tantric
moon imagery continue to use it in their compositions, though Premik's biographers feel no need to explain it away by recourse to his planetary prowess.
The Sakta poets also use kundalini yoga imagery to exhort spiritual awakening
through homey metaphors. The poet is a snake charmer learning his duties (poem
11). His body is a boat, where the kundalini is the mast (poem 12), or a house
where the sleepy mistress lies around with her man (poem 13). Alternatively, the
kundalini is homologized to elements of popular festivals. For instance, Dol, the
Vaisnava fair in which Krsna and Radha are rocked back and forth on a swing
and showered with red powder by their devotees, is used to describe the motion
of Kali seated on the platform of the heart lotus, held by the ropes of the three
subtle channels (poem 14).
In sum, Bengali Sakta poets are selective in their appropriation of Tantric
themes. Meditation is central; human teachers, external rituals, the five Ms, yogic
powers - almost none of these make their way into the poetry genre. It is the
biographers who are far more intent on the poets' supernatural powers: their
abilities to command rivers, change the properties of liquids, and control planets.
The fact that the events in these stories bear such a striking resemblance to kundalini yoga imagery leads one to conclude that the poems came first, and were
transformed by the contexts into which they were placed. Did the biographers do
this purposely or not? We may never learn. One indication, however, that the
earliest writers may have known what they were doing is a comment by ISvarcandra Gupta, Ramprasad's first biographer in 1853. After quoting one of Ramprasad's most explicit poems about the raising of the kundalini, Gupta says; "A
sincere tantrika, with a deep feeling for spiritual matters, will appreciate these
immortal songs; no one else will be able to do so. This subject is extremely
difficult. There are only one or two great souls left who can grasp the significance
and concealed meanings of certain of Ramprasad's poems, in order to explain
them; nowadays almost all such people have disappeared" (Isvar Gupter Racandbali 2:23).
Whatever the intention of our poets and their interpreters, three things are
certain today. First, poets writing in the genre continue to draw upon Tantric
metaphors and language. Second, the average person continues not to understand
such poetry, and even if the modern biographers do, they tend not to explicate
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it. Sakta anthologies routinely omit poems on kundalini yoga, and recording studio employees freely admit that Syama Sahgit does not sell as well as Vaisnava
songs - both because the imagery is so abstruse and because the vision of Kali or
the kundalini copulating with Siva does not fit with the majority view of the
Goddess as Mother, or Ma. Third, although one does not know whether the
evidence preserved in the Sakta songs represents the whole of the poets' Tantric
activities - one suspects not - one can understand the reticence an adept might
feel in revealing everything in his poetry. Besides, although the literal use of ritual
substances like wine, meat, and sex might awe the outsider, Bengali or Western,
the tradition itself devalues it. Meditation takes precedence because Bengali Tantra
places the "divine path," the path of mental worship, highest in the spiritual
hierarchy. Sanskrit Tantras describe a range of Tantric injunctions. Bengali poets
leave records that - although in an upside-down language - do not ultimately
compromise their respectability.
The poetry translated below is taken from four anthologies, referenced in abbreviated forms: Kamalakanta Bhattacarya, Syama Sangit, collected by Nabincandra
Bandyopadhyay and Bripradas Tarkabagish Bhattacarya (Calcutta: Barddhaman
Maharajadhiraj Mahtabcand Bahadur, 1857), hereafter SS; Mahendranath Bhattacarya, Andul Kalikirtan o Baul Gitdbali, 7th ed. (Calcutta: Prabodh Printers,
1987), hereafter AKBG; Satyanarayan Bhattacarya, Ramprasad: Jibani o Racandsamagra (Calcutta: Granthamela, 1975), hereafter RJR; and Dinram and Krsna Bhattacarya, Sadhan Giti o Svaralipi (Calcutta: Sahityam, 1985), hereafter SGS.

Further Reading
At various points in the essay above I have mentioned "the early biographers" of
Ramprasad, Kamalakanta, and Premik. For Ramprasad, the three most important
are ISvarcandra Gupta; see Isvar Gupter Racanabali, edited by Santikumar Dasgupta and Haribandhu Mukthi, 2 vols. (Calcutta: Dattacaudhuri & Sons, 1974);
Dayalcandra Ghosh, Prasad Prasanga, 2nd ed. (Calcutta: East India Press, 1876);
and Atulcandra Mukhopadhyay, Ramprasad (Calcutta: Debendranath Bhattacarya,
1923). For Kamalakanta, see Kamalakanta Padabali, edited by Srikanta Mallik
(Calcutta: Aghornath Barat, 1885); Barddhaman Maharajadhiraj Bijaycand Bahadur, Kamalakanta (Burdwan: Rajbati, 1913); and Atulcandra Mukhopadhyay,
Sadhak Kamalakanta (Dhaka: Ripon Library, 1925). Premik's biography is given
in the introduction to his poetry booklet (see the sources, above). Almost nothing
is known about Dinram. All of these, and more, are discussed in my Singing to
the Goddess: Poems to Kali and Uma from Bengal (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2000).
Other English translations of Syama Sahgit include: Bengali Religious Lyrics,
Sakta, translated by Edward Thompson and Arthur Spencer (Calcutta: Oxford
University Press, 1923); The Cult of Shakti: Ramaprosad's Devotional Songs, trans-
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lated by Jadunath Sinha (Calcutta: Sinha Publishing House, 1966); and Grace and
Mercy in Her Wild Hair: Poems to the Mother Goddess, translated by Leonard Nathan
and Clinton Seely (Boulder: Great Eastern, 1982). For introductions to Tantra
and secondary literature on the poetry tradition in Bengal, consult Asitkumar
Bandyopadhyay, Bangla Sahityer Itibrtta, 4 vols. (Calcutta: Modern Book Agency,
1955); S. C. Banerji, Tantra in Bengal: A Study in its Origin, Development, and
Influence, 2nd rev. ed. (New Delhi: Manohar, 1992); Narendra Nath Bhattacharyya, History of the Tantric Religion: A Historical, Ritualistic, and Philosophical Study
(New Delhi: Manohar, 1982); Mircea Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, translated by Willard Trask (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969); Teun Goudriaan and Sanjukta Gupta, Hindu Tantric and Sakta Literature (Wiesbaden: Otto
Harrassowitz, 1981); Malcolm McLean, Devoted to the Goddess: The Life and Work
of Ramprasad (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1998); and Sir John
Woodroffe, The Serpent Power, being the Sat-Cakra-Nirupana and Paduka-Pancaka,
2nd ed. (Madras: Ganesh, 1989).

1. Ramprasad Sen, Syama bama gunadhama
That black woman
full of virtue
stands playfully on Kama's Killer.
What is She
goddess, demon, elephant, serpent, woman?
The pearl hanging from Her nose
like a cakora bird
in the lap of the full moon
swings back and forth
back and forth.
She smiles gently.
Now what's She doing?
Catching elephants on a battlefield
with Her hands?
She's only a naked thin sixteen-year-old!
Her face is prettier than a blue lotus;
Her sweet smile flashes lightning.
As yet undeveloped,
Her budding breasts are bashful, and a slivered moon
illumines Her forehead.
How seductive! How beautiful! My heart throbs.
The sweetheart is young and well-behaved, with graceful movements
and a gorgeous figure.
Demon throngs thrust themselves into the furious waves of battle.
Who is this, crushing my sorrows, breaking my pride?
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She Who Destroys Everything.
Servant Ramprasad says:
Remover of deep dense darkness,
the black, long-haired Goddess always dwells in my heart-lotus.
Victorious in this life and the next, I spit on Time.
My words are extreme
but for me
death is stilled.
I have entered God.
RJR no. 300

2. Kamalakanta Bhattacarya, Bhalo preme bhulecho he
So, forgetful Mahadeva,
You have fallen in love!
You got Her footprints
and now there's no separating You;
staring, staring,
You worship Her.
Her heavy locks of hair
darker than a mass of clouds,
fall disheveled over Her body.
Incomparably glamorous!
Who knows the greatness of either of You You, sky-clad sixteen-year-old,
and You, naked Tripurari?
There is no end
to the bliss of Madana's Bewitcher.
Lying lazily under the woman's hold,
He thirsts for the taste of love play.
Saying endearing things
He makes love to the beautiful one
in the lotus heart of Kamalakanta.
SS no. 131

3. Mahendranath Bhattacarya, Bara dhum legeche hrdi kamale
There's a huge hullabaloo in my lotus heart;
my crazy mind is getting me in, trouble again.
It's a carnival for crazies two madcaps copulating!
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Again and again
the Bliss-Filled Goddess collapses
in ecstasy
on the Lord Ever-Blissful.
1 stare at this, speechless;
even the senses and six enemies are silent.
Taking advantage of this confusion,
the door of knowledge opens.
Crazy Premik says,
everyone tells me I'm muddle-headed,
but can the son of confirmed crackpots
be normal?
Listen Ma Tara, Remover of the World's Sins,
I'm going to cherish this moment;
and when at the end
I'm submerged in the water
take Your son onto Your lap.
AKBG no. 6

4. Dinram, Ki sukhe tor parbo pdye
Do You think I'd be happy
to fall at the feet
of a mad bitch Mother?
You eat raw meat.
I'm so scared of You
my clothes fall off.
Ramakrsna and Bamaksyapa
went mad in Your embrace.
Who can be healthy and sane
when he loves You?
Your creation is so bizarre
You must have been on drugs.
I see Her swinging Her sword at a corpse
hitting a man when he's down
and my eyes burn.
People line up in this world
to suffer and die.
That's why Dinram moves among them
sharing their sorrow.
SGS no. 29
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5. Ramprasad Sen, Jagadambar kotal
The World-Mother's police chief
goes strolling
in the dead of night.
"Victory to Kali! Victory to Kali!" he shouts
clapping his hands
and "bab bam!"
striking his cheeks.
Ghosts, goblins, and corpses roused by spirits
also roam about.
In an empty house at the crossroads
they hope to unnerve the devotee.
A half-moon on his forehead
a big trident in his hand
clumps of matted hairs falling to his feet,
the police chief is arrogant
like Death.
First he resembles a snake
then a tiger
then a huge bear!
This may alarm the devotee:
ghosts will kill me!
I can't sit a second more!
He's turning toward me
with blood-red eyes!
But can a true practitioner
fall into danger? the police chief is pleased:
"Well done! Well done! Kali
of the Grisly Face
has empowered your mantra.
You've conquered
now and forever!"
Poet Ramprasad the slave
floats in a sea of bliss.
What can trouble a practitioner?
Are frightful scenes a threat?
He stays sitting on the hero's seat
with Kali's feet
for a shield.
RJR no. 134
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6. Ramprasad Sen, Ar banijye ki basand
Tell me:
do you still want to trade, oh Mind?
Be content; do your austerities.
Then She'll owe you
that Goddess Filled with Brahman
and you can collect your reward.
There's always air around a fan,
but only when you move it
do you feel the wind.
Oh Mind, that Goddess Filled with Brahman sleeps in your body;
stir Her up; wake Her.
If water gets in your ear, someone who knows the trick can drain it:
Oh Mind, he adds more water, and then it all comes out or so the worldly say.
You house a great jewel,
but labor foolishly
in search of glass.
Oh Mind, the Lord gave you knowledge; hold onto it!
Open Time's door.
Then will be born
a strange being:
a grandson who kills old grandpa's wife.
Oh mind, birth and death rituals, prayers, worship they're all just trouble.
Prasad says,
not recognizing yourself, oh Mind,
is like dabbing vermillion
on a widow's forehead!
My God! What impeccable judgment!
RJR no. 37

7. Ramprasad Sen, Kali Kali bala rasana re
Tongue, call out
"Kali! Kali!"
Mind, my Syama Ma
sits in a six-wheeled chariot with three reins
fastened to the muladhara.
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Endowed with five powers, Her charioteer
drives Her from country to country.
Her horse
charging ahead with the chariot
can cover ten krosas in a single day though when the chariot breaks down
he can't even move his head.
Going on pilgrimage is a false journey, Mind;
don't be over-eager.
Bathe at Tribeni; cool yourself
in your inmost chamber.
When your body's finished, decomposing,
Prasad will be cast away.
So, Mind, seize the moment;
time's running out:
call the Two-syllabled One
as best you can.
RJR no. 97

8. Ramprasad Sen, Man, bhulo na kathar chale
Mind, don't be duped by others' sneers.
They call you drunkard? Let them.
It's not wine I love
but nectar. Today my mind the drunk
is drunk, but drunks say
I'm drunk on drink.
Day and night sit at the feet of Siva's queen.
If you don't
and swallow the wine of the deadly senses
you'll fall under the influence;
your head will spin.
The cosmic egg itself
filled with yantras and pierced with mantras
floats in that ambrosial water.
She saves us all
Tantrikas and non-Tantrikas
so don't leave your path because of what others say.
Some believe the three strands birth all:
Goodness gives us righteousness
Ignorance feelings
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and Activity deeds.
They're deluded, Mind.
If you get drunk the conventional way
you'll fall out of beat, and the Out of Beat Goddess of Death
will take you on Her lap.
Ramprasad says, if
at your final hour
you've abandoned this path
you'll be shut out.
RJR no. 233

9. Dinram, Pranjathare agni jvale,
From the time of the womb
a fire burns;
Come, Mind, let's sit at Kali's feast.
1 am hungry for nectar,
always in search of it.
The flame of my appetite burns;
look at all those delicacies of love
daubed with sandalwood paste
and arranged in layers
on the platter of devotion!
To the right of my tongue stands one woman,
another to my left;
through austerities involving these two channels
the kundalini awakes.
In the lap of darkness, on the empty path
amongst the lotuses in the body
Dinram, the bee
delights in drinking that honey.
SGS no. 10

10. Mahendranath Bhattacarya, Ar kena man e samsare yai
Mind,
why should we go any more
to the world?
Instead let's proceed to that town
where day and night,
blissful,
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the full moon shines bright
no waxing or waning
no opposites reigning
no hunger or thirst and no eating or drink everyone plays with delight.
Nectar oozes from an ambrosial moon
but poison streams out from the sun.
With no cakora bird
to follow your whim
and drink to the brim
the moon steals its nectar away. Mind,
he who swallows this poison's exactly
like you going to and fro
forgetting his learning
in the grip of a venomous
burning.
Says Premik:
It's a fortunate person
who lives in that town.
For those who believe
in a personal God, The Unformed
to Form
makes a turning.
AKBG no. 181

11. Ramprasad Sen, Man re tor buddhi e ki?
My Mind,
what sort of intelligence is thus?
You never learned to catch a serpent,
and now you wander
in search of tricks!
A hunter's son kills birds,
A fisher's son catches fish.
O Mind, if the snake charmer's son is a fool
will the snake spare him?
Playing with snakes is your caste duty;
don't despise those mantras
Mind, when your father asks you to catch a snake,
you'll hang your head in shame.
You got a treasure
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but lost it through negligence.
What fool would reach for anything else?
Prasad says,
I won't lose it;
while there's still time,
I'll learn.
RJR no. 240

12. Kamalakanta Bhattacarya, Tanutari bhasilo amar
The boat of my body is floating on the ocean of existence.
My Mind, my good helmsman,
row carefully. See that you
don't drown me at sea.
Our oarsmen are the five senses and their objects but they're paddling the boat in the wrong direction.
Please try to control them.
Steer the rudder in Kali's name,
hoist the kundalini sail,
and let's set off in a favorable wind.
Thwart the six
lust and his band
with the great mantra
lest they harass us on our way.
Take Kamalakanta. Let's sing a boat song
in Kali's name, and be happy.
For we're heading to the city
of ceaseless bliss.
SS no. 12

13. Ramprasad Sen, "Ghar sdmla bisam letha
Managing the house is a big problem.
The master of the house
is completely undisciplined;
he does whatever he pleases.
To him everything seems gross.
This house is attacked at its nine dread gates;
because of them I
constantly flail about.
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The housewife always sleeps; day and night
She never rises. It's not just tiredness,
either. That female conspires
with Her man.
Prasad says,
if you don't shake that snake
who will wake Her up?
But once you wake Her
She'll start biting causing total panic.
RJR no. 128

14. Ramprasad Sen, Hrt-kamalmance dole karalabadani Syama
The Black Goddess
with the rodent's teeth
swings on the lotus platform of my heart.
Mental winds swing Her day and night.
Eternal brahman, Black Syama,
She's tied to the beautiful susumna rope
strung between ida and pihgala.
How She gleams
Her body coated
with blood-red dyes.
Lust, delusion, and the rest
take one look - and bolt.
He who sees the Mother swing
gets the Mother's lap.
So declares Ramprasad
boom booming these words
like a drum.
RJR no. 320

10
The Wedding of Siva and the Goddess
in the Kulalikamnaya

Teun Goudriaan

In our endeavor to understand the Hindu scriptural tradition in its astounding
variety, we have to set up a number of distinctions as guidelines for our analysis.
But such distinctions should not be understood as so many watertight compartments, because these hardly ever exist in Hindu religiosity. Two instances of such
analytical preliminaries are the distinction between "ideology" and "practice" in
the Tantric traditions, and that between "Tantric" and "Puranic" religiosities or
literary traditions. The translated Sanskrit text presented below, Kulalikamnaya
3.1-39 (this is the main version of the Kubjikamata Tantra [KMT]), provides.a
good illustration of their relative validity. It contains a version, admittedly unique,
of one of the best-known myths of the Epic-Puranic religious tradition; and it
firmly connects mythological timelessness with the psychosomatic realization of
spiritual truth and power which is the goal of Devi's rebirths
We translate Devi by "the Goddess"; the title Devi is very frequent in the Tantras
as a name and a means of address. At first sight, the heading "Devi's rebirths"
seems paradoxical, because the gods cannot die, and especially Devi, being the
tangible manifestation of eternal Power, cannot be held to undergo death or rebirth. But in mythology this theological truth is not always respected. On the
contrary, there are several mythological (and ritual) references to death and regeneration of divine beings (see, among others, Marglin and Mishra 1991). Without a doubt, the most important tradition about the succession of Devi's earthly
existences is the mythological cluster around her death as Sati and successive
rebirth as Parvati. The religious historian might be tempted to explain the paradox
as follows: Devi's different existences are systematizations of different, even contradictory revelations about manifestations of Power within the realm of time. But
the same could be maintained about Siva or his manifestations, which are nevertheless only seldom said to undergo rebirth. It would seem therefore that "rebirth" is a typical prerogative of the feminine manifestation of the godhead - at
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least in the mythological sphere, where it probably reflects the observation of the
recurrence of death and rebirth in

